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Purpose Of This Manual 

The Data File Utility (DFU) is part of the System/32 
Utilities program product, Program Number 5725-UT1. 
This manual is meant to be a learning tool for the new user 
of the Data File Utility and a reference manual for the 
experienced user. The new user will find it helpful to read 
the entire manual, paying special attention to the first 
seven chapters and their examples. This manual describes: 

• DFU purpose and function 

• DFU job setup and execution 

• How to change supplied DFU format descriptions and 
create new ones 

• How to operate 0 F U in each mode 

Audience 

The primary audience for this manual is the account pro
grammer. The secondary audience includes third party 
programmers and IBM field support personnel (SEs, PSRs, 
PSCEs, and instructors). 

How This Manual is Organized 

The introductory chapter describes DFU and its capabilities, 
how you use DFU, and how DFU works. Chapters 2 
through 7 explain DFU features, how to set up a DFU job, 
and how to run the DFU job. 

Preface 

The remaining chapters and appendixes contain additional 
information about DFU that you will find useful as you 
become more familiar with the program. 

Also provided is a glossary to help you understand the 
terms used. 

System Requirements 

The data file utility portion of the IBM System/32 utilities 
program product runs on all models of System/32 and 
supports all available System/32 features. 

Related System/32 Publications 

The reader should have access to the following System/32 
publications: 

• System/32 Operator's Guide, GC21-7591 

• System/32 Displayed Messages Guide, GC21-7704 

• System/32 System Control Programming Reference 
Manual,·GC21-7593 

• System/32 Utilities Program Product Reference 
Manual-Source Entry Utility, SC21-7605 

• System/32 Utilities Program Product Reference 
Manual-Sort, SC21-7633 

• System/32 RPG " Reference Manual, SC21-7595 
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The data file utility (DFU) is a program product designed 
to process your data files. There are four basic uses of 
DFU: 

1. Creating indexed data files. 

2. Maintaining indexed data files (modifying, adding, and 
deleting information). 

3. Displaying information from an indexed data file. 

4. Preparing and printing reports from information in a 
direct, sequential, or indexed data file. (At your 
option, data can be sorted prior to printing.) 

The following four examples are explained in detail later in 
this manual; they are briefly described here to give you an 
indication of how you can use DFU. 

Example 1. Creating a Customer Order File 

You can use DFU to create a customer order file. Your 
customer orders are received by a clerk who checks them 
for completeness, totals item quantities on an adding 
machine for control purposes, and clips the adding machine 
tape to the customer orders. Customer orders are keyed 
into the system and printed as they are keyed. To check 
that all item quantities were entered correctly, DFU can 
accumulate them as they are keyed and print the total at 
the end of the job. This total can be compared with the 
adding machine total. If the totals match, you have an in
dication that the quantities were entered correctly. If they 
do not match, an error was probably made when entering 
a quantity. The customer orders can be compared with the 
printed report of records entered to find where the mistake 
was made. 

Chapter 1. Introduction 

Example 2. Maintaining a File 

You can use DFU to update yoyr files. Suppose a customer 
calls and asks to change an order you have already recorded, 
to place another order, or to cancel an order. Each of these 
can be done easily with DFU. 

Example 3. Displaying Information from a File 

You can use DFU to display information from your file. 
Assume that you have an inventory data file. If a customer 
calls and places a rush order, you need to know immediately 
whether or not the stock is on hand to meet the request. 
Using DFU, item information can be displayed from the 
inventory file (for example, the quantity on hand) that will 
help you decide if the order can be filled. 

Example 4. Printing Reports 

Suppose that all customer payments on accounts and 
customer credits to accounts are keyed each day into a we~k
Iy cash receipts file. These are entered into the file as they 
are received. At the end of a week, DFU is used to print 
a report showing the cash receipts for that week. In addi
tion, a request can be made to print the report sorted By the 
customer number. 

Note: DFU can also be used to do the following: 
1. Create, maintain, display and print a source or procedure 

member (explained in Chapter 11, Source and Procedure 
Members). 

2. Allow you to use the sort program product to sort a data 
file (explained in Appendix D, Sorting with DFU). 

Introduction 



HOW TO USE DFU 

Using DFU'requires that you: 

1. Know the DFU features and your job requirements. 
Chapter 2, DFU Features explains the DFU features 
and when to use them. 

2. Provide an RPG \I source member (RPG \I file 
description and input specifications) that describes 
the data file. RPG II programming knowledge is 
required to create or modify the RPG II source 
member. Therefore, it is assumed that it has been 
created for you, named, and placed in the system 
library. You need only supply its name in order to 
use it. If you need a complete description of the 
RPG \I soutce member, refer to Chapter 8, RPG 1/ 
Source Member. 

3. Create a load member (called a format description) in 
the system library that describes your file and how 
you want DFU to process it. This step, called the 
setup step, is explained in Chapter 3, DFU Setup 

Step. It involves keying a command statement, then 
responding to a series of prompts that appear on the 
display screen. Your responses require an understand
ing of the DFU features and job requirements. 

2 

4. Do the file creating, maintaining, displaying, or print
ing that you set up in step 3. This is called running 
the DFU job. Running the job is easy once it is set 
up; it can be as simple as keying a command state
ment, then keying data as DFU requests it. Chapters 
4, 5, 6, and 7 explain how you run a DFU job after 
it has been set up. 

DFU setup sheets have been provided in Appendix F to 
assist you with the DFU setup. 

Once DFU creates the format description in step 3, you 
can use it over and over again. This means that you skip 
steps 1 through 3 and begin with step 4. 

You can create a format description for a job and then use 
it for another type of DFU job (for example, the same for
mat description can be used to create and update a data file). 
Once you create and save th~ format description, it is 
interchangeable among the various DFU job types. 

HOW DFU WORKS 

Figure 1 shows how D F U works. 



YOU DO THIS 

Provide an RPG II source member that descdbes =J 
the data file (see note 1). Key a job setup com- . • ., . 
mand statement (ENTER, UPDATE, INQUIRY, .. 
or LIST), then responding to DFU prompts for 
additional command statement information. 
Chapter 3 and Appendix A explain the com-

DFU DOES THIS 

Converts the RPG II source member into DFU 
attributes. DFU attributes are a simplified 
version of the RPG II source member (see note 2). 

ma~_. _________________________________________________ )_.~.~ 

YOU DO THIS 

Respond to a series of prompts to create DFU 
specifications. Your responses indicate how 
you want the file to be processed. Chapter 3 
explains the series of prompts. 

YOU DO THIS 

Indicate the end of the setup step by pressing 
the EOJ command key when the following 
prompt appears: 

HIT EOJ CMD KEY TO CONTINUE 
PROCESSING, OR YOU MAY NOW 
UPDATE DFU SPECS 

-\ 
~ 

To Part 2 
of Figure 1 

Figure 1 (Part 1 of 2). How DFU Works 

DFU DOES THIS 

Creates DFU specifications (see note 3). 

DFU DOES THIS 

Builds a format description. The format 
description. is the end result of the setup step. 
It describes your file and exactly how you want 
DFU to process it. DFU creates the format 
description by combining the information from 
the DFU attributes and DFU specifications. The 
format description is stored in the library as a 
load member (a library member that is in exe
cutable form) with the name you specified in 
the command statement. 

You are now ready to create, maintain, display, 
or print a data file. If YOij are printing a data 
file, the report is printed automatically after the 
format description is built. No action is required 
of you to do this. 

Introduction 3 



O 
From Part 1 
of Figure 1 --

YOU DO THIS DFU DOES THIS 

Run the job you have set up by doing one of 
the following: 

• Key records field by field into the data file. 
(See Steps for Entering a Data File in 
Chapter 4.) 

Performs the requested function. Note that the 
format description created in the setup step for 
this job can be used in all subsequent runs of this 
job and similar jobs. 

• Change, add, or delete records. (See Steps 
for Maintaining a Data File in Chapter 5.) 

• Display records from the file. (See Display
ing the Records in Chapter 6.) 

Notes: 

1. The RPG /I source member consists of RPG II file description and input specifications. It indicates the: 

Length of each record in the file 
Location and length of the record key in each record 
Identification 'Of the various record types in the file 
Location, length, and description of the fields within each record type. 

(Record keys and record types are explained in Chapter 2, DFU Features.) 

When using DFU to print a report from information in two related data files, you must provide an RPG II source member 
for each file. 

Refer to Related Master File in Chapter 2 for information about printing reports using two data files. 

2. DFU attributes are information about your file that DFU builds from an RPG II source member. The attributes are shown 
on the display screen as you respond to the DFU prompting sequence. For a complete description of the DFU attributes, 
refer to Chapter 9, DFU Attributes. 

If you provide two RPG II source members, DFU converts the source member you name in the command statement to 
DFU attributes, then prompts for the name of the second source member. DFU then converts this source member to 
DFU attributes. 

3. DFU specifications are information about your file that DFU builds from the responses you made to the series of DFU 
prompts. They describe the file processing that you want done in the job run. These specifications are shown on the 
display screen when you finish responding to the prompts. They can be modified if errors have been made when respond
ing to the prompts. If you need a detailed explanation of the DFU specifications, refer to Chapter 10, DFU Specifications. 

Figure 1 (Part 2 of 2). How DFU Works 
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Chapter 2. DFU Features 

In order to use DFU effectively, you should know what 
DFU features are available for each of the DFU jobs before 
you begin the job setup step. Figure 2 shows the DFU 

features that are available for each job type. Each of these 
features is explained in this chapter. 

Feature 

Record keys 

Automatic key generation 

Record type 

Editing fields 

Report title 

Spacing between fields 

Deleting records 

Field names and headings 

Automatic field duplication 

Field accumulation 

Self-check fields 

Record count at end of job 

Printing records 

Sort fields 

Control/fields and 
accumulator fields 

Record selection 

Result fields 

Related master file 

Record list 

Detailed summary list 

Nondetailed summary list 

Figure 2. DFU Feature 

Creating a 
Data File 
(ENTER) 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Maintaining 
a Data File 
(UPDATE) 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

When Used 

Displaying 
a Data File 
(INQUIRY) 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Printing a Report from 
Data File Information 
(LIST) 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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RECORD KEYS 

A record key is a field within a record that identifies the 
record from all others in the file. The following are true 
of a record key: 

• It can be a meaningful field in the record (for example, 
an employee number in a payroll record). 

• It can be a field containing a sequential number assigned 
by either you or DFU. 

• Its value can be either positive or negative. 

• Its length and position in the record are specified in the 
RPG II source member. The key can be at most 29 
positions long. 

Keys must bp. assigned when the file is-created and when 
records are added to a file. DFU requires keys to select the 
record when creating, maintaining, or displaying a data file. 
For example, to display a record, its key must be entered 
before DFU can retrieve and display the:record. 

Record keys are optional in a data file to be listed. When 
listing a data file that has no record keys, you can have the 
record numbers generated by responding yes to the following 
prompt that appears in the setup step: 

SHOULD RECORD KEYS BE _PRINTED? 

The record numbers generated are not relative record num
bers, but correspond to the order in which the records are 
printed. If no sort or select options are taken, every record 
in the file will be numbered in the listing. 

When you respond to the prompts to set up a job to create 
a data file, the prompt 

SHOULD DFU GENERATE KEYS? 
appears if the key is five positions long. (DFUautomatl
cally determines that you will provide keys if the key length 
is not five positions long.) If you respond yes, DFU will 
generate k~s for you, beginning with 00010 for the first 
record and incrementing by 00010 for each successive 
record. If you respond no, you will have tc] supply the key 
!or each record entered. 

The same prompt appears if you are setting up a job to 
maintain a file (again, only if the key is five positions long). 
If you add records to the end of a file, DFU will generate 
keys for you, the same as for entering a data file. 

Note: You will be able to suspend automatic key generation 
to do other file maintenance (deleting or updating existing 
records, or inserting new records between existing ones), 

then return to automatic key generation. 

RECORD TYPE 

Files can contain one or more types of records. Records 
have the same type if they have the same data in the same 
locations in the records. For example, a file containing 
customer order information can have two record types; one 
that has name and address information, and one that has 
item information. These record types can have one or more 
common fields but, in general, they have different data in 
the records. DFU must know which record type it is 
processing in order to obtain information from the record. 
In order to do this, each record type is assigned a record 
identification indicator-two digits that DFU obtains from 
the RPG II source member. 

When you are setting up any of the DFU jobs, the prompt 
xx-ANY FIELDS FROM THIS RECORD TYPE? 

will appear. The xx is the record identification indicator. 
If you respond yes, you are prompted for the names of the 
fields you want processed in that record type. 

The record identification indicator is displayed when you 
are running the job. You will be able to' change it so that 
you can process the record type you want. 

EDITING FIELDS 

DFU performs editing automatically on numeric fields. This 
occurs when a numeric field is printed and also when it is 
shown on the display screen. Editing numeric fields with 
decimal points and negative signs makes them easy to rE)ad. 
DFU does the following editing on numeric fields: 

1. It inserts a decimal point in the proper place (if there 
f are any decimal positions indicated in the RPG II 

source member). 

2. It indicates negative numeric fields by placing a minus 
sign (-) to the right of the last digit in the field. 

In addition, DFU blanks out unnecessary leading zeros, 
resulting in an uncluttered report. 

For example: 00149 prints as 149 and 
000.12 prints as 0.12 



REPORT TITLE 

During the setup step you will be able to key a job title as 
the response to an 

ENTER TITLE 
prompt. A maximum 24-character title can be keyed. 

When creating, maintaining, or displaying a file, the title 
appears centered on the first line of the display screen. When 
records are printed during one of the preceding job runs or 
when listing a data file, the title is printed on the first line 
of each new page along with the date and page number. 

SPACING BETWEEN FIELDS 

During the setup step for creating, maintaining, displaying, 
and listing data files, you are able to indicate the number 
of spaces between fields both on the display screen and on 
the printed output. This allows you to separate fields and 
make them easier to read. The prompt that appears is: 

ENTER COL SPACING VALUE (0-9,DEFAULT=1) 

The spacing occurs between the longest parts of fields, 
either the data portion or the field headings. For example, 
if the first field is longer than the field heading and the 
second field is shorter than the field heading, spacing will 
occur between the end of the first field and the beginning 
of the second field's heading. 

When determining column spacing all numeric fields are 
automatically made one position longer to accommodate 
the possible inclusion of a minus sign. This position will 
appear as an additional space to the right of the field. 
Also, when doing a summary list of a data file, accumulated 
fields are automatically made two positions longer (in 
addition to the position for the minus sign) to allow 
subtotals and totals to print under the column headings. 
If your summary list includes detail lines, two additional 
spaces will appear to the left of each accumulated field. 

Note: The sum of the lengths of the headings and the 
spaces between the headings cannot exceed 396, the maxi
mum length of three printed lines. DFU can process only 
those fields that can be printed on three lines. Therefore, 
too much space between fields can limit the number of 
fields that DFU can process. 

DELETING RECORDS 

The delete record feature allows you to mark a record for 
deletion while you are updating a data file~ In the prompt
ing sequence of the setup step, an 

ENTER VALUES FOR 'DELETE CODE,POSITION' 
prompt appears. You key the delete character and a record 
position for the delete character. For example, a response 
of X,1 indicates that the character X is to be placed in the 
first position of any record marked for deletion. Then when 
updating records, the DELETE command key can be pressed 
to mark a displayed record for deletion. DFU places the 
delete character into the position you have specified. The 
record is printed, followed by a RECORD DELETED 
message. For example: 

"delete character 

00020 X XC4312 0313 0200 134311 

RECORD 'DELETED 

The printed list of records marked for deletion can be kept 
as a record of the deletions you have indicated in the file. 

Note: The record sti.ll exists in the file (it is only marked 
for deletion by the delete character) ; however, it can be 
ignored by programs processing the data file by specifying 
in the program that a record with a delete character is no 
longer active. If you later decide that the record should not 
be deleted, remove the delete character from the record 
by using the DFU UPDATE command. 

You can specify any record position for the delete code, 
but if the record identification code position is used, DFU 
displays the following message when you try to display 
a record that has been marked for deletion: 

DFU 0007 
UNDETERMINED RECORD TYPE 

To keep from filling a data file with records marked for 
deletion, use the ORGANIZE command statement to remove 
the marked records. Part 2, Procedures, of the IBM 
System/32 System Control Programming Reference Manual, 
GC21-7593, explains the ORGANIZE command statement. 

DFU Features 7 



FIELD NAMES AND HEADINGS 

When setting up a·DFU job to create, maintain, display, or 
list a data file, you will be prompted for field names and 
headings for the fields to be processed. 

The 
ENTER FIELD NAME 

prompt requires a response of a field name that is used in 
the RPG II source member. This name is restricted to six 
characters and is usually in abbreviated form (for example, 
ORONO for customer order number). The 

ENTER COLUMN HEADI~G 
prompt appears after a field name is keyed and allows a 
maximum 16-character heading to be keyed for the field. 
Then when the job is run and the field is displayed or 
printed, the descriptive heading will appear instead of the 
field name. 

These two prompts reappear, allowing you to name and 
assign headings to all of the fields you want DFU to process. 

Note: When creating, maintaining, or displaying a data file, 
a maximum of 40 fields (including the key field) and 
associated headings are allowed for each record DFU 
processes. When listing a data file: 

1. For a summary list, a maximum 40 fields and associa
ted headings are allowed. 

2. For a record type list, a maximum 40 fields and 
associated headings are allowed for each record type. 

In addition, since DFU processes only those fields that can 
be printed on three lines (396 print positions), the length 
of the fields can limit the number of fields that DFU can 
process. 

The prompt 
ENTER COLUMN HEADING FOR KEYS 

appears once so that you can assign a descriptive name for 
the record key field. 

Do not enter the key field name as a response to a field 
name prompt. However, the key field can be used for 
control field, sort field, and record selection under the 
LIST function when redefined in part or in its entirety. 

Note: DFU will use the appropriate field name from the 
RPG " source member as the heading (and *KEY as the 
heading of the record key field) if you do not enter a 
heading. 
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AUTOMATIC FIELD DUPLICATION 

The auto dup (automatic field duplication) feature speeds 
data entry. It allows one or more fields (for example, the 
date) to be automatically duplicated from one record to the 
next as the records are keyed. You specify this feature 
during the prompting sequence of the setup step for either 
creating or maintaining a data file. By responding to the 

IS THIS AN AUTO DUP FIELD? 
prompt, you-can define a field as an auto dup field. This 
field will then be automatically copied from one record to 
the next as the records are keyed. 

For example, in a customer order file the customer number 
and company order number have the same value for each 
record entered from an individual order form. These fields 
could be defined as auto dup fields. 

DFU has an auto dup indicator that is turned on and off 
by the AUTO DUP command key. In order to use the 
automatic duplication feature: 

1. The auto dup indicator must be on. 

2. The fields must be defined as auto dup fields. 

3. At least one record must have been processed. 



FIELD ACCUMULATION 

The field accumulation feature enables from one to ten 
fields to be totaled as DFU processes them. Field accumula
tion is specified during the setup step for creating, main
taining or listing a data file. 

field Accumulation When Creating a Data File 

In the customer order file example in Chapter 1, the quan
tity field (OTY) was summed by DFU, then compared 
with adding machine totals. This provided a means of 
checking that the quantities had been keyed correctly. OTY 
was defined as an accumulator field in the job setup step 
by responding yes to the prompt: 

ACCUMULATE THIS FIELD? 
From one to ten fields can be defined as accumulator 
fields. When the job is run, two totals are kept for each of 
the fields-a subtotal (batch total) and a final total. 

Example 1 in Chapter 3 describes how the field accumula
tion feature is defined when setting up the job. The example 
in Chapter 4 describes how batch totals and final totals are 
kept whem the job is run. 

The batch totals are updated after each record is keyed. 
They can be printed using the PRINT ACCUM command 
key~ After the batch totals ar,e printed they are added to 
the final totals and then reset to zero. Both the batch and 
final totals are printed automatically at the end of the job. 

Batch totals and final totals have a maximum 15 digits. If 
a batch total exceeds 15 digits during the job run, a message 
is printed indicating the overflow along with the batch total 
value before the overflow occurred. Then the batch total is 
set to the value of the field that caused the overflow, and 
the job continues. 

If a final total exceeds 15 digits during the job run, a 
message is printed indicating the overflow along with the 
final total value before the overflow~ The final total is reset 
to the value of the batch total that caused the overflow, 
and the job continues. 

A message is printed at the end of the job (***WARNING 
***-OVERFLOW IN ACCUMULATORS) if a batch or 
final total overflow has occurred. 

Field Accumulation When Maintaining a Data File 

Accumulator fields for maintaining a data file are defined 
in the setup step by responding yes to the prompt: 

ACCUMULATE THIS FIELD? 
From one to ten fields can be defined. These should be the 
same accumulator fields defined when the file was created 
(usually, the same format description used to create the file 
will be used to maintain the file). 

When the job is run, a modified, added, or deleted 
accumulator field causes DFU to update the batch and 
final totals for the field accordingly. 

Note: When a record is marked for deletion, the values of 
its accumulator fields are subtracted from the batch and 
final totals. If the record is later included in the file (by 
removing the delete code), the accumulator field(s) are 
automatically added to the batch and final totals. 

Batch totals and final totals have a maximum of 15 digits. 
If a batch total exceeds 15 digits during the job run step, a 
message is printed indicating the overflow along with the 
batch total value before the overflow occurred. The batch 
total is set to the ~Iue of the field that caused the 
overflow, and the job continues. 

If a final total exceeds 15 digits during the job run step, a 
message is printed indicating the overflow along with the 
final total value before the overflow. The final total is reset 
to the value of the batch total that caused the overflow, 
and the job continues. 

A message is printed at the end of the job (***WARINING 
***-OVERFLOW IN ACCUMULATORS) if a batch or 
final total overflow has occurred. 

Example of Maintaining a Data File in Chapter 5 shows 
how accumulator fields are updated. 
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Field Accumulation When Listing a Data File 

Accumulator fields to be used when listing a data file are 
defined in the setup step by responding yes to the prompt: 

ACCUMULATE THIS FIELD? 
From one to ten accumulator fields can be defined. 

Accumulator fields are used in conjunction with control 
fields. Control fields are another type of field you define 
in the setup step. 

Note: Control fields, accumulator fields, and how they are 
used in conjunction with one another are explained in 
Control Fields and Accumulator Fields in this chapter. 

For a record type list, accumulator field hold areas are 
15 characters long. For a summary type list, accumulator 
field hold areas are two characters longer than the final 
being accumulated (15 characters maximum). 

Anytime an accumulator overflows (the accumulated sum 
becomes too large for DFU), a message is printed indicating 
that he next line printed contains an accumulator field that 
overflowed. 

The accumulator value before the overflow occurred is also 
printed, then the accumulator is set to the value of the 
field that caused the overflow. A message is also printed 
at the end of the job (***WARNING***-OVERFLOW IN 
ACCUMULATORS). 

The examples in Types of Lists in this chapter show the use 
of accumulator fields when listing a data file. 
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SELF-CHECK FIELDS 

A practice that provides some protection against clerical and 
keying errors is that of using self-check fields. DFU provide~ 
a method of verifying a self-check fielq at the same time it 
is keyed. 

. A self-check field is composed of two parts: the base num
ber (for example, your control or account number) and one 
check digit. The base number can be up to 39 digits long. 
The check digit is the rightmost digit in the field. The 
following is an example of an 8-digit self-check field: 

637 1 257 1 -...... .--./ -~ 

Base Number Check Digit 

When you establish your control or accou'ht numbers (the 
fields you want verified) you must calculate the check digit 
for each field and include it as the last digit of the number. 

The check digit is calculated by your use of a formula (a 
fixed sequence of operations on the base number). When 
the field is keyed, DFU uses the same formula that you used 
to calculate the check digit. If the check digit DFU pro
duces does not match the che~k digit you supplied, an error 
message. is displayed and the field can be rekeyed. 

There are two formulas for obtaining the self-check digit, 
called modulus 10 and modulus 11. Modulus 10 is used to 
detect either incorrect keying of a single digit or a single 
transposition. Modulus 11 is used to detect incorrect key
ing of a single digit, single transpositions, and double trans
positions. These formulas are described in Appendix E. 

You specify the self-check feature and the formula DFU 
should use (this must be the same formula originally used 
to calculate the check digit) during the prompting sequence 
of the setup step by responding to the prompts: 

IS THIS A SELF-CHECK FIELD? 
and 

ENTER SELF-CHECK NUMBER (10 or 11) 



PRINTING RECORDS 

Printing records is a feature of DFU used when creating, 
maintaining, displaying, and listing files. 

The record printing done when listing a file is defined during 
the setup step. This is explained in detail in the Types of 
Lists information in this chapter. 

The record printing done when displaying a file can be re
quested during the job run; there is nothing to be specified 
in the setup step for this feature. 

When a file is maintained, updated records and records 
marked for deletion are automatically printed. There is 
nothing to be specified in the setup step for this feature. 
Two lines are printed for each updated record: the first 
line shows the unchanged record and the second line shows 
only the updated fields. Two lines are also printed for each 
record marked for deletion: the first line shows the record 
and the second line shows the message' RECORD DELETED. 
The sample file maintenance run in Chapter 5, Maintaining 
a Data File, shows how these records are printed. 

When creating or maintaining a data file, records can be 
printed when they are keyed. This feature simplifies finding 
errors that have been made when entering data. During the 
prompting sequence in the setup step, you specify that 
records should be printed when they are keyed by respond
ing yes to the prompt: 

SHOULD RECORDS BE PRINTED? 

DFU will also print headings when: 

• The record to be printed is the first of a record type, 

• The record to be printed is the first of a new page-, or 

• The record to be printed is the first after a batch total 
has been printed. 

Note: When any DFU print operations are performed on 
a matrix printer, the forms mode selector switch must be 
set in the continuous forms mode or unpredictable results 
may occur. 

RECORD COUNT AT END OF JOB 

DFU gives you a record count at end of job. The format of 
the information varies depending on the mode of processing 
being used. When listing a file, DFU·prints the number of 
records processed as the last line of the listing. When DFU 
is creating or updating a file, the number of records 
entered, updated, and-deleted, is displayed on the CRT 
screen when the EOJ command key is pressed. In addition, 
the record count is printed as the last line of the listing if 
printing has previously occurred. 

SORT FIELDS 

Sort fields are a feature of DFU used when listing a data 
file. They are fields upon which a data file is sorted when 
it is listed, resulting in a well-organized, easily read report. 

The following are true of sort fields: 

• They are defined in the setup step by responding yes 
to the prompt 

SHOULD FILE BE SORTED? 
The prompts 

ENTER SORT FIELD NAME 
and 

IS THIS SORT FIELD ASCENDING? 
then appear. 

• One, two, three, four, or five sort fields can be defined. 
Each is specified to be sorted in ascending or decending 
order. 

• If you define a sort control field, it must be in each of 
the records included in the list. 

• The order in which you specify the sort fields determines 
the order of the fi nal output. 
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For example, NUMB£R and DEPARTMENT are the two 
sort fields defined. The following shows the result of de
fining NUMBER first, then DEPARTMENT (in this 
example, both are sorted in ascending order): 

NUMBER DEPARTMENT 

1234 17 
1357 16 
1368 18 
1426 18 
1980 15 
1999 18 

The following show how the result changes when DEPART
MENT is defined first, followed by NUMBER: 

DEPARTMENT NUMBER 

15 1980 
16 1357 

17 1234 

18 1368 

H~ 1426 

18 1999 

Note: DFU sort produces an addrout sort. Three bytes per 
record are required. The DFU sort routine allocates 10 
blocks of space. If you get sort operator message 7732, the 
disk space assigned to the sort output file in the / / FILE 
NAME~OUTPUT statement on the DFU procedure 
#OFUSRT is too small. Increase the size of the BLOCKS 
parameter on the FILE statement. 
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CONTROL FIELDS AND ACCUMULATOR FIELDS 

Control fields are a feature of DFU used when listing a data 
file. They are used to control the totaling and printing of 
accumulator fields that you have defined (the Field 
Accumulation When Listing a Data File information in this 
chapter explains accumulator field definition). 

One, two, three, four, or five control fields can be defined 
in the setup step by responding yes to the prompt: 

ANY CONTROL FIELDS? 
then naming the control field(s) in the 

ENTER CONTROL FIELD NAME 

prompt(s) that appear. How the control fields are used when 
the data file is listed depends upon the number of control 
fields that you define, and the order in which you define 
them. 

One Control Field 

If one control field is defined for a list, DFU keeps two 
separate sums for each accumulator field when the data file 
is being listed: a subtotal and a final total. When the 
control field changes value, the subtotals are printed, added 
to the final totals, then reset to zero. A single asterisk 
is printed to the right of the last (rightmost) subtotal. DFU 
resumes summing until the next change in the control 'field 
occurs. 



The final total for each field is printed at the end of the 
report. Two asterisks (**) are printed to the right of the 
last total. The examples in Types of Lists in this chapter 
show the use of one control field. 

Two Control Fields 

If two control fields are defined for a list, the first one de
fined is called the major control field; the second one de
fined is called the minor control field. DFU keeps three 
separate sums for each accumulator field as the data file 
is listed. Two subtotals and a final total are kept for each 
accumulator field. 

When the minor control field changes its value, its subtotals 
are printed, added to the major subtotals, then reset to 
zero. A single asterisk is printed to the right of the last 
subtotal. 

When the major control field changes its value, the follow
ing occur: 

1. The subtotals for the minor control field are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the major control field, 
then reset to zero. A single asterisk is printed to 
the right of the last subtotal on this line. 

2. The subtotals for the major control field are printed, 
added to the final total, then reset to zero. Two 
asterisks are printed to the right of the last subtotal 
on this line. 

The final total for each field is printed at the end of the 
report. Three asterisks (***) are printed to the right of the 
last total. 

Three Control Fields 

If three control fields are defined for a list, the first one de
fined is called the major control field, the second one de
fined is called the intermediate control field, and the third 
one defined is called the minor control field. DFU keeps 
four separate sums as the data file is listed. Three subtotals 
and a final total are kept for each accumulator field. 

When the minor control field changes its value, its subtotals 
are printed, added to the intermediate subtotals, then 
reset to zero. A single asterisk is printed to the right of the 
last subtotal. 

When the intermediate control field changes its value, the 
following occur: 

1. The subtotals for the minor control field are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the intermediate control 
field, then reset to zero. A single asterisk is printed 
to the right of the last subtotal on this line. 

2. The subtotals for the intermediate control field are 
printed, added to the subtotals for the major control 
field, then reset to zero. Two asterisks are printed 
to the right of the last subtotal on this line. 

When the major control field changes its value, the follow
ing occur: 

1. The subtotals for the minor control field are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the intermediate control 
field, then reset to zero. A single asterisk is printed 
to the right of the last subtotal on this line. 

2. The subtotals for the intermediate control field are 
printed, added to the subtotals for the major control 
field, then reset to zero. Two asterisks are printed 
to the right of the last subtotal on this line. 

3. The subtotals for the major control field are printed, 
added to the final totals, then reset to zero. Three 
asterisks are printed to the right of the last subtotal 
on this line. 

The final total for each accumulator field is printed at the 
end of the report. Four asterisks (****) are printed to the 
right of the last total. 

Four Control Fields 

If four control fields are defined for a list, DFU keeps five 
separate sums as the data file is listed. Four subtotals and 
a final total are kept for each accumulator field. 

When the fourth control field that you defined changes its 
value, its subtotals are printed, added to the third control 
field subtotals, then reset to zero. A single asterisk is 
printed to the right of the last subtotal. 
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When the third control field that you defined changes its 
value, the following occur: 

1. The subtotals for the fourth control· field are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the third control field, then 
reset to zero. A single asterisk is printed to the right 
of the last subtotal line. 

2. The subtotals for the third control field are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the second control field, 
then reset to zero. Two asterisks are printed to the 
right of the last subtotal on this line. 

When the second control field that you defined changes its 
value, the following occur: 

1. The subtotals for the fourth control field are printed, 
.added to the subtotals for the third control field, 
then reset to zero. A single asterisk is printed to the 
right of the last subtotal line. 

2. The subtotals for the third control field are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the second control field, 
then reset to zero. Two asterisks are printed to the 
right of the last subtotal on this line. 

3. The subtotals for the second control field are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the first control field, then 
reset to zero. Three asterisks are printed to the right 
of the last subtotal on this line. 

When the first control field that you defined changes its 
value, the following occur: 

1. The subtotals for the fourth control field are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the third control field, 
then reset to zero. A single asterisk is printed to the 
right of the last subtotal line. 

2. The subtotals for the third control field are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the second control field, 
then reset to zero. Two asterisks are printed to the 
right of the last subtotal on this line. 

3. The subtotals for the second control field are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the first control field, then 
reset to zero. Three asterisks are printed to the right 
of the last subtotal on this line. 

4. The subtotals for the first control field are printed, 
added to the final totals, then reset to zero. Four 
asterisks are printed to the right of the last subtotal 
on this line. 
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The final total for each accumulator field is printed at the 
end of the report. Five asterisks are printed to the right of 
the last total. 

Five Control Fields 

If five control fields are defined for a list, DFU keeps six 
separate sums as the data file is listed. Five subtotals and a 
final total are kept for each accumulator field. 

When the fifth control field that you defined changes its 
value, its subtotals are printed, added to the fourth control 
field subtotals, then reset to zero. A single asterisk is printed 
to the right of the last subtotal. 

When the fourth control field that you defined changes its 
value, the following occur: 

1. The subtotals for the fifth control field are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the fourth control field, 
then reset to zero. A single asterisk is printed to the 
right of the last subtotal line. 

2. The subtotals for the fourth control field are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the third control field, 
then reset to zero. Two asterisks are printed to the 
right of the last subtotal on this line. 

When the third control field that you defined changes its 
value, the following occur: 

1. The subtotals for the fifth control field are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the fourth control field, 
then reset to zero. A single asterisk is printed to the 
right of the last subtotal line. 

2. The subtotals for the fourth control field are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the third control field, 
then reset to zero. Two asterisks are printed to the 
right of the last subtotal on this line. 

3. The subtotals for the third control field are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the second control field, 
then reset to zero. Three asterisks are printed to the 
right of the last subtotal on this line. 



When the second control field that you defined changes its 
value, the following occur: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The subtotals for the fifth control field are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the fourth control field, 
then reset to zero. A single asterisk is printed to the 
right of the last subtotal line. 

The subtotals for the fourth control field are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the third control field, 
then reset to zero. Two asterisks are printed to the 
right of the last subtotal on this line. 

The subtotals for the third control field·are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the second control field, 
then reset to zero. Three asterisks are printed to the 
right of the last subtotal on this line. 

The subtotals for the second control field are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the first control field, 
then reset to zero. Four asterisks are printed to the 
right of the last subtotal on this line. 

When the first control field that you defined changes its 
value, the following occur: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

The subtotals for the fifth control field are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the fourth control field, 
then reset to zero. A single asterisk is printed to the 
right of the last subtotal line. 

The subtotals for the fourth control field are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the third control field, 
then reset to zero. Two asterisks are printed to the 
right of the last subtotal on this line. 

The subtotals for the third control field are printed, 
added to the subtotals for the second control field, 
then reset to zero. Three asterisks are printed to the 
right of the last subtotal on this line. 

The subtotals for the second control field are prin,ted, 
added to the subtotals for the first control field, then 
reset to zero. Four asterisks are printed to the right 
of the last subtotal on this line. 

The subtotals for the first control field are printed, 
added to the final totals, then reset to zero. Five 
asterisks are printed to the right of the last subtotal 
on this line. 

The final total for each accumulator field is printed at the 
end of the report. Six asterisks are printed to the right of 
the last total. 

RESULT FIELDS 

Result fields are a feature of DFU that you can use when 
printing reports from data file information. A result field 
is a field that DFU calculates (when the report is printed) 
according to operations you specify in the job setup step. 
For example, if a customer order file contains the quantity 
of an item ordered in addition to the price per item, you 
could define a result field to be calculated as follows: 

Item quantity x item price = sales amount 

DFU calculates the sales amount for each transaction and 
prints it in the report. 

The following are true of result fields: 

• You can specify up to six result fields in a job setup step. 

• You can specify a name under which the result will be 
saved for use in future calculations. 

• Each result field can be a combination of up to four 
constants or fields from either the list file or a related 
master file. 

• If you specify a constant, the constant: 

1. Must be 15 positions or less. 

2. Can have at most 9 decimal positions. 

3. Must be numeric. 

4. Can have one decimal point. 

5. Can be negative. If so, the minus sign must follow the 
last digit. 

6. Cannot have embedded blanks. 

• You indicate the addition, subtraction, division, and 
multiplication of the fields or constants that DFU must 
do to calculate the result field. 

• You can specify that DFU accumulates a result field. If 
so, the result field is treated as an accumulator field as 
explained in Control Fields and Accumulator Fields in 
this chapter. 

When you are calculating a result field using a division 
operation and the divisor (factor 2) is zero, the result field 
is filled with slashes (/). If the result is accumulated, a zero 
is added to the accumulator. 
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In the job setup step, you must respond to the following 
prompts to specify a result field: 

Prompt 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

ENTER RESULT NAME (IF DESIRED) 

ENTER LENGTH OF RESULT FIELD (1-15) 

ENTER DEC POS IN RESULT FIELD (0-9) 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING 

ACCUMULATE THIS FIELD? 

ENTER FIRST FACTOR IN RESULT FIELD 

ENTER NEXT FACTOR IN RESULT FIELD 

ENTER OPERATION (ADD, SUB, MUL T, DIV) 
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Response 

Press the RESULT FIELD command key when this 
prompt appears. This causes the prompts in which you 
can specify how DFU calculates the result field to 
appear. 

Key the name under which the result will be saved if you 
want to use it·in future calculations. The name cannot be 
the name of a field bf)ing listed. 

Key the length (including decimal positions) of the result 
field. The maximum length is 15 positions. 

Key the number of decimal positions in the result field. 
The maximum number of decimal positions is nine. 

Key the heading you want DFU toprint above the 
result field column on the report. 

Press the YES command key if the result field is an 
accumulator field. Press the NO command key if the 
result field is not an accumulator field. 

Key the first factor DFU uses in computing the result 
field. This can be a constant or the name of a field. DFU 
automatically places this factor in the result field with 
an add operation. 

Key the next factor DFU should use in computing the 
result field. This can be a constant or the name of a 
field. When you make a null entry by pressing the 
ENTER key without keying a factor, DFU stops prompt
ing for result field factors. 

Key the operation DFU must perform on the result 
field and the factor you named in the previous prompt. 
DFU performs the operation as follows: 

ADD - DFU adds the factor that you named in the 
previous prompt to the result field and places the 
answer in the sum in the result field. 

SUB - DFU subtracts the factor that you named in the 
previous prompt from the result field and places the 
difference in the result field. 

MUL T - DFU multiplies the factor that you named 
in the previous prompt and the result field, then 
places the product iI, the result field. 

DIV - DFU divides the result field with the factor 
that you named in the previous prompt and places 
the result in the result field. 



For example, assume you want DFU to generate and accu
mulate a result field named SLSAM (sales amount) that is 
calculated as follows: 

OTY x PRICE - DSCNT SLSAMT 

RECORD SELECTION 

The DFU feature of record selection/is available when 
printing reports from data file information. Record selec
tion can be based on the following comparisons: 

(quantity) (item price) (discount) (sales amount) • Field to field (if field attributes are the same) 

The prompts and responses that define the result field are: 

Prompt Response 

ENTER FIELD NAME RESULT FIELD 
command key 

ENTER RESULT NAME ENTER key 
(IF DESIRED) 

ENTER LENGTH OF RESULT 
FIELD (1-15) 7 

ENTER DEC POS IN RESULT 
FIELD ,2 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING SALES AMOUNT 

ACCUMULATE THIS FIELD? YES command key 

ENTER FIRST FACTOR IN 
RESULT FIELD OTY 

ENTER NEXT FACTOR 
IN RESULT FIELD PRICE 

ENTER OPERATION (ADD, 
SUB,MUL T,DIV) MULT 

ENTER NEXT FACTOR 
IN RESULT FIELD DSCNT 

ENTER OPERATION (ADD, 
SUB,MUL T,DIV) SUB 

ENTER NEXT FACTOR 
IN RESULT FIELD ENTER key 

Example 2 in Chapter 3 shows an additional example that 
describes how you respond to prompts to specify a result 
field. 

• Field to constant 

• A combination of field to field and field·to constant 

If you specify an alphameric field to constant comparison, 
the constant must be 20 positions or less. I~ you specify 
a numeric field to constant comparison, the constant: 

• Must be 15 positions or less. 

• Can have at most 9 decimal positions. 

• Can have one decimal point. 

• Can be negative. The minus sign must follow the last 
digit. 

• Cannot have embedded blanks. 

You can specify up to 10 comparisons in either an or or 
and relationship with one another when you set up the job 
to list the file. 

For example, if the customer balance is a field in the record, 
you could have DFU make the following comparisons to 
include all customers with balances from $50 to $100 and 
all customers with balances above $250: 

Include the record if the balance is: 

Greater than or equal to $50 
AND 

Less than or equal to $100 
OR 

Greater than $250 
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In the job setup st~p, you must respond to the following 
prompts to specify record selection: 

Prompt 

SElECTRECORDS BASED ON FIELD VALUES? 

ENTER NAME OF SELECT FIELD (FACTOR 1) 

ENTER CONDITION (EO, NE, GT, lT, GE, lE) 

IS FACTOR 2 A CONSTANT? 

ENTER CONSTANT (FACTOR 2 VALUE) 

ENTER FIELD NAME (FACTOR 2 VALUE) 

ENTER NEXT SELECT FIELD RELATION (OR,AND) 

Example 2 in Chapter 3 shows how you respond to 
prompts to specify record selection. 
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Response 

Press the YES command key to continue with the selection 
criteria prompts. 

The field you name in response to this prompt is the 
field you want tested to determine if DFU should print 
the record in the report. Notice that the field you name 
first is called the select field and is also referred to as 
factor 1. 

Note: You can specify up to 10 select fields in a single 
job setup step; 

Your response indicates the type of condition you 
want to be met. The following indicates your choices 
for a response (factor 1 is field you named in the 
previous prompt; factor 2 is the field or constant that 
you want compared with factor 1): 

EO Factor 1 is equal to factor 2. 
NE Factor 1 is not equal to factor 2. 
GT Factor 1 is greater than factor 2. 
l T Factor 1 is less than factor 2. 
GE Factor 1 is greater than or equal to factor 2. 
lE Factor 1 is less than or equal to factor 2. 

Press the YES command key if factor 2 is a constant. 
Press the NO command key if factor 2 is a field (the 
next prompt is skipped). 

Your response is the constant that DFU compares with 
the select field. The constant must be from 1 to 20 
characters. 

Your response names the field DFU compares with 
the select field. 

Your response indicates how the next record selection 
criteria relates to the one you have just defined. If both 
conditions must be met in order to select the record, use 
AND. If either condition being met satisfies the criteria, 
use OR. The prompt ENTER NAME OF SELECT 
FIELD (FACTOR 1) reappears so that you can specify 
another selection criteria. 

If you have defined all of the selection criteria, press the 
ENTERkey. 



RELATED MASTER FILE 

The related master file is a file of relatively permanent 
information (for example, an inventory file or a customer 
name and address file) that DFU uses in combination with 
a list file (a customer order file for example) to produce 
a printed report. The master file is an indexed file. The 
list file relates to the master file by containing a field that 
is the same as the key field in the master file. When DFU 
prints the report, information is available from both files. 

In order to prepare a job to use both a list file and a related 
master file, you do the following: 

• Provide two RPG II source members; one that describes 
the list file, and one that describes the master file. 
Chapter 8 provides information about the RPG II source 
members. 

• Do the job setup step as described in Figure 8 of 
Chapter 3. 

When you respond to the prompts in the job setup step, 
you can specify fields from either the list file or the master 
file to be the following: 

• Fields to be printed on the report (Refer to Field Names 
and Headings in this chapter for further information.) 

• Accumulator fields (Refer to Field Accumulation when 
Listing a Data File in this chapter for further information.) 

• Control fields (Refer to Control Fields and Accumulator 
Fields in this chapter for further information.) 

• Factors used to calculate a result field (Refer to Result 
Fields in this chapter for further information.) 

Master file fields cannot be specified as sort or select fields. 

If you specify a field name that exists in both the list file 
and the master file, DFU selects the field from the list file. 

Example 2 in Chapter 3 shows an example of preparing a 
job that uses a list file and a related master file. 

TYPES OF LISTS 

There are three types of lists that you can define in the set
up step: 

• Record 

• Detailed summary 

• Nondetailed summary 

Record List 

In the prompting sequence for the list setup step, the fo"ow
ing prompt appears: 

IS THIS A SUMMARY LIST? 
If you respond no, you indicate that a record list will be 
printed. 

A record list contains all of the record types and fields that 
you specify in the setup prompting sequence. Headings are 
printed each time a record type changes and at the top of 
each new page. Figure 3 shows and explains a sample 
record list. 
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The title line consists of the date, job title; and page 
number, and is printed at the top of each page. 

In this example, AMOUNT and CREDIThave been defined 

• The date 11 begins in position 1 of the title line. 

as accumulator fields. The file has been sorted by CUSTOMER 
NUMBER and DATE before it was printed. The CUSTOMER 
NUMBER has also been defined as a control field. Each 

• The job title II is in the center of the title line. 
time CUSTOMER NUMBER changes, the accumulator 
fields II and iii and their headings III are printed. 

• The page number II is at the right of the title line. 

; Following the title line are headings and detail records. 

Subtotals are printed starting in position 40 with two 
spaces between each field. 

A line of headings is printed after the title line on each 
page m and after each time the record type changes 

An asterisk is also printed after the rightmost subtotal I . 
The final totals are printed at the end of the job II . 

II . (Note that in this example there are two record 
types: one containing the fields CUSTOMER NUMBER, 
DATE, INVOICE NUMBER, and AMOUNT; and one 
containing the fields CUSTOMER NUMBER,DATE, 
INVOICE NUMBER,CREDIT, and CREDIT REASON.) 
Each heading line has two blank lines preceding it and 
one blank line following it. The detail records are 
single spaced. 

11 III B 
01./1.8/74 WEEKLY CASH RECEIPTS PAGE 1. 

IiICUSTOMER NUMBER DATE INVOICE NUMBER 

1.31.3 1.0/21./7- XC1.231. 
1.31.3 1.0/23/7- XC2:L:L4 
1.31.3 1.0130/7- XC431.2 

CUSTOMER NUMBER DATE INVOICE NUMBER 

1.31.3 1.0/31./7- IN1.31.9 

AMOUNT 

1.24.29 
78.25 
35.1.6 

CREDIT CREDIT REASON 

28.76 UNUSED MATERIAL 

II--- AMOUNT 

11237.70 

CREDIT 

1128.76 *0 
CUSTOMER NUMBER DATE INVOICE NUMBER AMOUNT 

1.41.21. 1.0/30/7- XC431.4 705.00 

... -~ CUSTOMER NUMBER DATE INVOICE NUMBER 

21.884 1.0/21./7- XC1.259 
21.884 1.C/30/7- XC431.3 

CUSTOMER NUMBER DATE INVOICE NUMBER 

341.29 1.0/26/7- XC281.5 

CUSTOMER NUMBER DATE INVOICE NUMBER 

341.29 1.0/28/7- IN1.308 

AMOUNT 

705.00 

AMOUNT 

28.30 
95.23 

AMOUNT 

1.23.53 

AMOUNT 

1.2.95 

CREDIT CREDIT REASON 

CREDIT 

0.00 * 

CREDtT 

0.00 * 

6.50 WRONG PART NUMBER 

AMOUNT CREDIT 

Figure 3. Sample Record Ljst 
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Detailed Summary List 

If you respond yes to the prompt 
IS THIS A SUMMARY LIST? 

the followir:tg prompt appears: 
SHOULD DETAIL RECORDS BE LISTED? 

Detail records are the transaction records in your file. They 
contain the fields you named in the job setup prompting 
sequence. 

The title line consists of the date, job title, and page number, 
and is printed at the top of each page. 

• The date II begins in position 1 of the title line. 

• The job title II is in the center of the title line. 

• The page number &I is at the right of the,title line. 

Following the title line are headings and detail records. 

A line of headings is printed after the title line of each page 
II. The detail records are single spaced following the 

column headings. II . 

There is one column heading line for each page of the re
port for all of the record types listed. If a detail record 
does not contain the field indicated in the col:umn head
ing, blanks appear in the detail record II . 

11 II 

If you respond yes to the preceding prompt, you indicate 
that a detailed summary list will be printed.- If you respond 
no, you indicate that a nondetailed summar,y list will be 
printed. 

A detailed summary list contains all of the record types and 
fields that you specify in the setup step prompting sequence. 
Headings are printed once at the top of each new page. 
Figure 4 shows and explains a sample detailed summary list. 

In this ·example, there are two record types: onecontain
ing the fields CUSTOMER NUMBER, DATE, INVOICE 
NUMBER, and AMOUNT; and one containing the fields 
CUSTOMER NUMBER, DATE, INVOICE NUMBER, 
CREDIT, and CREDIT REASON. 

AMOUNT and CREDIT have been defined a,s accumulator 
fields. The file has been sorted by CUSTOMER NUMBER 
and DATE before it was printed. The CUSTOMER NUM
BER has also been defined as a control field. Each time 
CUSTOMER NUMBER changes, a line of subtotals is 
printed 11.· (Notice that the subtotals are printed directfy 
under their headings. The headings for the subtotals are 
not printed each time the subtotals are printed.) An 
asterisk is also printed after the rightmost subtotal. 

The final totals are printed at the end of the job ID . 

• 10/30/7- WEEKLY CASH RECEPTS PAGE 1 

II CUSTOMER NUMBER 

II 

1313 
1313 
1313 
1313 

1 14121 

, 21884 
21884 

341,>9 
34129 

DATE 

:L0/21/7-
10/23/7-
10/30/7-
10/31/7-

10130/7-

:L0/21/7-
10/30/7-

10/26/7-
10/28/7-

Figure 4. Sample Detailed Summary List 

INVOTCE NUMBER 

XC123:L 
XC2114 
XC4312 
IN1319 

XC4314 

XC1259 
XC4313 

XC2815 
.IN1308 

AMOUNT 

124.29 
78.25 
35.16 

237.70 

705.00 

705.00 

28.30 
95~23 

123.53 

12.95 

CREDIT CREDIT REASON 

...--11----. 
28.76 UNUSED MATERIAL 

28.76 *11 

0.00 * 

0.00 * 

6.50 WRONG PART NUMBER 

12.95 6.50 * 
1079.18~111~35.26 ** 
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Nondetailed Summary List 

If you respond yes to the prompt 
IS THIS A SUMMARY LIST? 

the following prompt appears: 
SHOULD DETAIL RECORDS BE LISTED? 

If you respond no to the preceding prompt, you indicate 
that a nondetailed summary list will be printed. 

A nondetailed summary list provides a summarization or 
a composite report of file activity. It lists only subtotals 
of accumulator fields without printing the transaction 
(detail) records. Subtotals are printed each time a control 
field changes. A final total is printed at the end of the job. 
Control fields can also be printed in the summary list if so 
defined in the setup step prompting sequence. If control 
fields are not defined for the job, the accumulated totals 
are printed only at the end of the job. 

Figure 5 shows and explains a sample nondetailed summary 
list. 

The title line consists of the date, job title, and page num
ber, and is printed at the top of each page. 

• The date II begins in position 1 of the title line. 

• The job title II is in the center of the title line. 

• The page number B is at the right of the title line. 

Following the title line are headings and accumulator 
field totals. 

A line of headings m is printed after the title line on each 
page. 

In this example, AMOUNT and CREDIT have been defined 
as accumulator fields. The file has been sorted by customer 
number before it was printed. The customer number has 
also been defined as a control field. Each time the cus
tomer number changes, the subtotals are printed and an 
asterisk is printed after the rightmost subtotal D . Final 
totals are printed at the end of the job II . 

II 
to/30/74 WEEKLY CASH RECEIPTS PAGE t 

II CUSTOMER NUMBER 

13t3 
t4t2t 
21884 
34t29 

Figure 5. Sample Nondetailed Summary List 
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AMOUNT CREDIT 

237.70 28.76 *} 
705.00 0.00 *: II 
t23.53 0.00 II 

t2.95 6.50 
1079.18~35.26 ** 



This chapter explains the purpose of the DFU setup step, 
the command statements you use, and the prompting 
sequences that occur. It also provides two examples of 
the DFU job setup step. Refer to Appendix F for a 
sample form to use when creating a format description 
with the DFU setup step. 

PURPOSE OF THE DFU SETUP STEP 

The single purpose of the DFU setup step is to create a for
m~t description. The following are true of the format 
description: 

• The format description is a load member. 

• You cannot run a DFU job (do the actual creating, 
maintaining, displaying, or printing of a data file) until 
there is a format description that describes the file 
processing. 

• The format description will be saved on disk if you 
specify a name for it in the command statement. 

• ihe job run begins immediately after the format descrip
tion is built. The next time you run the job, this format 
description will already exist and you will skip the setup 
step and begin with the job run (explained in Chapter 
4,5,6, or 7). To prevent the job from running at this 
time, press the EOJ command key when the prompt for 
the first record appears. 

• The format description built for one job can be used for 
another similar job. For example, once you build a for
mat description to create a data file, you can use it for 
updating, displaying, and listing the same file. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Chapter 3. DFU Setup Step 

COMMAND STATEMENTS AND PROMPTING, 
SEQUENCES 

The setup step requires that you interact with DFU using 
the keyboard to enter the proper command statement, 
then respond to prompts that appear on the display screen. 

Figures 6, 7, and 8 show the command statement and 
prompting sequences for: 

• Creating and maintaining a data file-Figure 6. (Since 
the prompting sequence is nearly identical for these two 
functions, the prompts are shown in the same figure.) 

• Displaying a data file-Figure 7. 

• Printing reports from information in a data file
Figure 8. 

The lettered prompts in Figures 6, 7, and 8 appear if 
you key the one-word command statement (ENTER, 
UPDATE, INQUI RY, or LIST) and have DFU prompt 
you for the necessary command statement information. 

They can be skipped if you initially key the complete 
command statement. Appendix A lists and explains 
these command statements. 

The numbered prompts in Figures 6, 7., and 8 are those in 
which you supply information about your file and how you 
want DFU to process it. 

As shown in the example below, the prompts appear on line 
5 of the display screen. The cursor is positioned on line 6 
for your response. Lines 1 through 4 initially show the 
first four DFU attributes that DFU has built from the 
RPG /I source member. 

*FILE SALESORD 50 
*KEY 5 50 

01 *RECORD 
*CODE C H 1 

SHOULD RECORDS BE PRINTED? 
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Prompt Next 
Sequence Prompt Response Notes Prompt 

A +-READY ENTER if you are creating B 
a data file 

UPDATE if you are main-
taining a data file 

B ENTER FILENAME FOR FILE Filename Your response specifies the name C 
TO BE CREATED of the file to be created or main-

or tained. When creating a file, this 
ENTER FILENAME FOR FILE name must not be the same as an 
TO BE MAINTAINED existing file on disk. When main-

taining a file, this name must be 
that of a file that al ready exists on 
disk. The name must be eight 
characters or less and must begin 
with an alphabetic character (A 
through Z, #, $, or @). 

C ENTER NAME OF FORMAT Format description name Your response specifies the name 0 
DESCRIPTION (THE DEFAULT of the format description that 
NAME IS #DFUOBJ) DFU will build and save as a load 

member in the system library. 
Th~!t1:n~.l!"~t~! be eight charac-
t'i!L~<lr~~c! must be~ wit~ 
~~chi!racter. Since 
the format description is saved 
and given the name you specify, 
you need only remember this 
name in order to skip the setup 
step the next time the job is run. 

If you do not want to save the 
format description, press the 
ENTER key without keying a 
response for the prompt (this is 
called a null response). DFU 
then builds the format descrip-
tion in a system load member 
called #DFUOBJ. DFU re-
moves this format description 
from the system after you run 
the job. 

0 ENTER RPG II SOURCE RPG II source member Your response specifies the name 1 
MEMBER NAME name of the RPG II source member in 

the system library. The name 
must be eight characters or less 
and must begin with an alphabetic 
character. 

1 SHOULD RECORDS BE PRINTED? YES command key Records are printed when they are 2 
entered or updated. 

NO command key Records are not printed when they 2 
are entered; however, any up-
dated or deleted record will still 
be printed. 

Figure 6 (Part 1 of 4). Prompting Sequence for Creating and Maintaining a Data File 
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Prompt 
Sequence Prompt 

2 ENTER VALUES FOR 'DELETE 
CODE, POSITION' 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

SHOULD DFU GENERATE 
RECORD KEYS FOR YOU? 

Prompt 3 occurs only if the record 
key field is defined as five positions 
long in the RPG II source member. 

ARE YOUR RECORD KEYS ALL 
NUMERIC? 

Prompt 4 does not occur if the record 
key field is packed (DFU assumes the 
key is numeric), if the key length is 
greater than 15 (DFU assumes the key 
is alphameric), or if a yes response was 
made to prompt 3. 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING FOR 
KEYS 

ENTER COL SPACING VALUE 
(0-9, DEFAUL T=1) 

ENTER TITLE 

xx-ANY FIELDS FROM THIS 
RECORD TYPE? 

xx is a record identification 
indicator from the RPG II source 
member. 

Response 

Delete code, Position 

Null response 

YES command key 

NO command key 

YES command key 

NO command key 

Heading 

Null response 

Number 

Null response 

Title 

Null response 

YES command key 

NO command key 

Notes 

Specifies the delete code and 
position that DFU uses when up
dating records and the DELETE 
command key is pressed. The 
record displayed is marked for 
deletion by putting the delete code 
in the position specified. 

Assumes the default of a blank in 
position one of the record. 

DFU automatically generates the 
record key for each record you 
enter or add to the end of a file. 

The key must be supplied for each 
record entered or added to the 
end of a file. 

DFU right-justifies and inserts 
leading zeros in the keys that are 
entered. 

The complete. record key must be 
entered to process a record. 

Key the heading desired for the 
record key field. The maximum 
length is 16 characters. 

DFU uses *KEY as the heading for 
the record key field. 

Specifies the number of spaces 
between the fields displayed and 
printed. 

DFU assumes a spacing value of 1. 

Specifies the title of the job. The 
maximum title length is 24 
characters. 

Specifies that there is no title for 
the job. 

Specifies that fields from this 
record type are to be processed. 
You will describe the field(s) in 
prompts 9 through 14. 

Specifies that no fields are to be 
processed from this record type. 
DFU repeats this prompt for the 
next record type defined in the 
RPG II source members. 

Prompts 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 appear in sequence, allowing you to specify the name, heading, and 
features for each field of this record type you want DFU to process. The prompting sequence can be 
interrupted by pressing the REC ADV key. This will cause prompt 9 to reappear. 

Figure 6 (Part 20f 4) .. Prompting Sequence for Creating and Maintaining a Data File 

Next 
Prompt 

3,4, 
or 5 

3,4, 
or 5 

5 

4 or 5 

5 

5 

6 

6 

7 

7 

8 

8 

9 

8 or 15 
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Prompt Next 
Sequence Prompt Response Notes Prompt 

9 ENTER FIELD NAME Field name Key the name of the next field 9 or 10 
DFU should process. The maxi-
mum field name length is six 
characters. If REC ADV is 
pressed after keying the name, the 
field name is used as the heading 
and no DFU features are specified 
for this field. Prompt 9 reappears. 

DUP key The field name on line 4 of the dis- 10 
play screen appears on line 6. If 
the ENTER key is pressed, this 
field name is entered and prompt 
10 appears. If REC ADV is pressed, 
the field name is used as the heading 
and no DFU features (auto dup, 
accumulation, or self-checking) are 
specified. Use the ROLL tor ROLL-J, 
key to display the desired field on 
line 4 before pressing DUP. 

Null response Specifies there are no more fields to 8 or 15 
describe in this record type. 

10 ENTER COLUMN HEADING Heading Specifies the heading for the field. 9 or 11 
The maximum heading length is 
16 characters. 

If REC ADV is pressed after keying 9 or 11 
the heading, it causes prompt 9 to 
appear. 

Null response For either key, the field name is 
(ENTER or REC ADV) used as the heading. ENTER 

causes prompt 11 to appear. R EC 
ADV causes prompt 9 to appear. 

11 IS THIS AN AUTO-DUP FIELD? YES command key Specifies that this field is an auto 12 
dup field. 

NO command key Specifies that this field is not an 12 
auto dup field. 

REC ADV Specifies that this field is not an 9 
auto dup field. 

12 ACCUMULATE THIS FIELD? YES command key Specifies that this field is an accumu- 13 
lator field. 

NO command key Specifies that this field is not an 13 
accumulator field. 

REC ADV Specifies that this field is not an 9 
accumulator field. 

13 IS THIS A SELF-CHECK FIELD? YES command key Specifies that this field is a self- 14 
check field. 

NO command key Specifies that this field is not a 9 
self-check field. 

REC ADV Specifies that this field is not a self- 9 
check field. 

Figure 6 (Part 3 of 4). Prompting Sequence for Creating and Maintaining a Data File 
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Prompt 
Sequence Prompt 

14 ENTER SELF-CHECK NUMBER 
(10 or 11) 

15 

*ENT/UPD*LIST X,l 
*KEY *GENKEY *KEY 

2 *TITLE DAILY SALES ORDERS 
01 *RECORD 

Response 

10 

11 

HIT EOJ CMD KEY TO CONTINUE PROCESSING, 
OR YOU MAY NOW UPDATE DFU SPECS 

E ENTER NUMBER OF RECORDS 
TO BE IN FILE 

EOJ command key 

Number of records 

Figure 6 (Part 4 of 4). Prompting Sequence for Creating and Maintaining a Data File 

Notes 

Specifies that the modul us 10 
formula will be used to verify 
the self-check digit. 

Specifies that the modulus 11 
formula will be used to verify 
the self-check digit. 

Prompt 15 appears when there are 
no more record types to describe. 
At the left is an example of the 
display that occurs at this time. 
Lines 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the display 
show the first four lines of the 
DFU specifications that DFU 
created from your prompt responses. 
The DFU specifications can be dis
played or modified at this time. 
(Chapter 10, DFU Specifications, 
explains this). The PRINT REC 
command key can be pressed to 
list the DFU attributes and speci
fications on the printer. 

Press the EOJcommand key to end 
the setup step and build the for
mat description. 

If you are creating a data file, 
prompt E appears. 

If you are maintaining a data file, 
the job run begins (see Steps 
for Maintaining a File in 
Chapter 5). 

Your response specifies the maxi
mum number of records that 
will be keyed into the file. 

The job run begins (see Steps for 
Creating a Data File in Chapter 4). 

Next 
Prompt 

9 

9 

E 
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Prompt Next 
Sequence Prompt Response Notes Prompt 

A +-READY INQUIRY B 

B ENTER FILENAME OF Filename Your response specifies the name C 
INQUIRY FILE of the file to be displayed. This 

name must be that of a file that 
already exists on disk. The name 
must be eight characters or less 
and must begin with an alphabetic 
character (A through Z, #, $, or @). 

C ENTER NAME OF FORMAT Format description Your response specifies the name of D 
DESCRIPTION (THE DEFAULT name the format description that DFU 
NAME IS #DFUOBJ) will build and save as a load mem-

ber in the system library. The 
name must be eight characters or 
less and must begin with an alpha-
betic character. Since the format 
description is saved and given the 
name you specify, you need only 
remember this name in order to 
skip the setup step the next time 
the job is run. 

If you do not want to save the format 
description, press the ENTER key 
without keying a response for the 
prompt (this is called a null response). 
DFU then builds the format descrip-
tion in a system load member called 
#DFUOBJ. DFU removes this for-
mat description from the system 
after you run the job. 

D ENTER RPG II SOURCE RPG /I source member Your response specifies the name of 1 or 2 
MEMBER NAME name the RPG II source member in the 

system library. The name must 
be eight characters or less and must 
begin with an alphabetic character. 

1 ARE YOUR RECORD KEYS YES command key DFU right-justifies and inserts lead- 2 
ALL NUMERIC? ing zeros in the keys that are 

entered. 
Prompt 1 does not occur if the record NO command key The complete record key must be 2 
key field is packed (DFU assumes the entered to display a record. 
key is numeric) or if the key length is 
greater than 15 (DFU assumes the key 
is alphameric). Prompt 2 appears instead. 

2 ENTER COLUMN HEADING Heading Key the column heading desired for 3 FOR KEYS 
the record key field. The maxi-
mum length is 16 characters. 

Null response DFU uses * KEY as the heading for 3 
the record key field. 

Figure 7 (Part 1 of 3). Prompting Sequence for Displaying a Data Fil~ 
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Prompt 
Sequence Prompt 

3 ENTER COL SPACING VALUE 
(O-9,DEFAUL T=1) 

4 

5 

ENTER TITLE 

xx-ANY FIELDS FROM THIS 
RECORD TYPE? 

xx Is a record identification 
Indicator from the RPG II 
source member. 

Response 

Number 

Null response 

Title of job 

Null response 

YES command key 

NO command key 

Notes 

Specifies the number of spaces 
between the fields displayed. 

DFU assumes a spacing value of 
one. 

Specifies the title of the job. 
The maximum title length is 24 

characters. 
Specifies that there is no title for 

the job. 

Specifies that fields from this record 
type are to be displayed. You will 
describe the fields in prompts 6 
and 7. 

Specifies that no fields are to be dis
played from this record type. 
DFU repeats this prompt for the 
next record type defined in the 
RPG II source member. 

Prompts 6 and 7 appear, allowing you to specify the name and heading for each field in this record 
type you want to display. 

6 ENTER FIELD NAME Field name 

DUP key 

Null response 

Figure 7 (Part 2 of 3). Prompting Sequence for Displaying a Data File 

Key the name of the field DFU 
should display. If REC ADV is 
pressed after keying the name, 
the field name is used as the 
heading and prompt 6 reappears. 

The field named on line 4 of the 
display screen appears on line 6. 
If the ENTER key is pressed, this 
field name is entered and prompt 
7 appears. If REC ADV is pressed, 
the field name is used as the head
ing. Use the ROLL tor ROLL-1-
key to display the desired field on 
line 4 before pressing DUP. 

Specifies there are no more fields 
to display in this record type. 

Next 
Prompt 

4 

4 

5 

5 

6 

50r 8 

60r 7 

7 

50r 8 
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Prompt 
Sequence Prompt Response 

7 ENTER COLUMN H EADI NG Column heading 

Null response 

8 

*INQUIRY 
*KEY *NUMERIC *KEY 

2 *TITLE DAILY SALES ORDERS 
0:1,. *RECORD 
HIT EOJ CMD KEY TO CONTINUE PROCESSING, 
OR YOU MAY NOW UPDATE DFU SPECS 

EOJ command key 

Figure 7 (Part 3 of 3). Prompting Sequence for Displaying a Data File 

30 

Notes 

Specifies the column heading for 
the field to be displayed. 

The field name is used as the 
column heading. 

If there are no more record types 
to describe, prompting enu:;. At 

the left is an example of the dis-
play that occurs at this time. Lines 
1, 2, 3, and 4 of the display show 
the first four lines of the DFU 
specifications that DFU created 
from your prompt responses. The 
DFU specifications can be displayed 
or modified at this time (Chapter 10, 
DFU Specifications, explains this). 
The PR I NT R EC command key 
can be pressed to list the DFU attri
butes and specifications on the 
printer. 

Press the EOJ command to end the 
setup step and build the format 
description. 

The job run begins (see Displaying 
the Records in Chapter 6). 

Next 
Prompt 

6 

6 



Prompt 
Sequence Prompt 

A -E-READY 

B 

c 

D 

ENTER FILENAME OF LIST 
FILE 

ENTER NAME OF FORMAT 
DESCRIPTION.(THE DEFAULT 
NAME IS #DFUOBJ) 

ENTER RPG II SOURCE 
MEMBER NAME 

RespOnse 

LIST or 
LIST "",,,master file name 

Filename of list file 

Format description 
name 

RPG II source member 
name for the ~ist file 

Notes 

The master f.ile name parameter 
specifies the name of the second 
file from which DFU prints 
information. 

Your response specifies the name 
of the file to be printed. This 
name must be that of a file that 
already exists on disk. The name 
must be eight characters or less 
and must begin with an alphabetic 
character (A through Z, #, $, or 
@). 

Next 
Prompt 

B 

c 

Your response specifies the name of D 
the format description that DFU 
will build and save as a load member 
in the system library. The name 
must be eight characters or less 
and must begin with an alphabetic 
character. Since the format descrip-
tion is saved and given the name you 
specify, you need only remember 
this name in order to skip the setup 
step the next time the job is run. 

If you do not want to save the format 
description, press the ENTER key 
without keying a response for the 
prompt (this is called a null response). 
DFU then builds the format descrip
tion in a system load member called 
#DFUOBJ. DFU removes this 
format description from the system 
after you run the job. 

Your response specifies the name of 
the R PG II source member in the 
system library that describes the 
list file. The name must be eight 
characters or less and must begin 
with an alphabetic character. 

E or 1 

Note: Prompts E and F appear only if you have keyed the initial command statement as: 

E 

LIST """,master file name 

KEY RPG II SOURCE NAME 
FOR ABOVE FILE 

RPG II source member 
name for master file 

Your response specifies the name 
of the RPG II source member 
for the master file. The name 
must be eight characters or less 
and must begin with an alpha
betic character. 

F 

Figure 8 (Part 1 of 8). Prompting Sequence for Printing Reports from Information in a Data File 
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Prompt Next 

Sequence Prompt Response Notes Prompt 

F ENTER FIELD NAME FOR Field name Your response specifies the name 1 
MASTER FILE KEY of the field in the list file's RPG II 

source member that DFU uses to 
retrieve master file records. The 
field you name must have the 
same attributes as the key field in 
the master file. 

1 IS THIS A SUMMARY LIST? YES command key DFU, prints a summary list of your 2 
file. DFU prints a common 
column heading for all record 
types. (Chapter 2, DFU Features, 
explains the summary list.) 

NO command key DFU prints a record list of your 3 
file. DFU prints a new line of 
column he"din s each time the 
record type c, anges. (Chapter 
2, DFU Feat' res, explains the 
record list. 

2 SHOULD DETAIL RECORDS YES command key DFU prints a detailed summary 3 
BE LISTED? list of your file in which all 

selected records are printed. 
Prompt 2 appears only if the (Chapter 2, DFU Features, 
response to prompt 1 was yes. explains the detailed summary 

list.) 
NO command key DFU prints a nondetailed sum- 6 

mary list of your file in which 
only totals and control fields 
are printed at the time of con-
trol breaks. (Chapter 2, DFU 
Features, explains the non-
detailed summary list.) 

3 SHOULD RECORD KEYS BE YES command key DFU prints a record key as the 4 
PRINTED? first field for each record in the 

file. 
NO command key DFU does not print a record key 6 

in the list. 

4 ,ARE YOUR RECORD KEYS YES command key Leading zeros are suppressed, 5 
ALL NUMERIC? and if the key is negative, the 

Prompt 4 does not occur if the 
sign is printed. 

record key field is packed (DFU 
NO command key Record key is printed without 5 

assumes the key is numeric) or if editing. 
the key length is greater than 15 
(DFU assumes the key is alphameric). 
Prompt 5 appears instead. 

5 ENTER COLUMN HEADING Heading Key the heading desired for the 6 
FOR KEYS record key field. The maximum 

length is 16 characters. 
Prompt.4 appears only if the Null response DFU uses *KEY as the heading 6 
response to prompt 3 was yes. for the record key field. 

6 ENTER COL SPACING VALUE Number Specifies the number of spaces 7 
(O-9,DEFAUL T=1) between the printed columns. 

Null response DFU assumes a spacing value of 1. 7 

7 ENTER TITLE Title Specifies the title of the report 8 
that DFU prints at the top of 
each page. The maximum title 
length is 24 characters. 

Null response Specifies that there is no title for 8 
the report. 

Figure 8 (Part 2 of 8). Prompting Sequence for Printing Reports from Information in a Data File 
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Prompt 
Sequence Prompt Response Notes 

8 xx-ANY FIELDS FROM THIS 
RECORD TYPE? 

YES command key Specifies that fields from this 
record type are to be printed. 
You describe the fields in 

prompts 9, 10, or 11. 

9 

xx is a record identification 
indicator from the RPG II source 
member. 

For a summary list, this prompt 
reappears until all record types in 
the file have been prompted. For 
a record list, prompts 9, 10, and 11 
appear after prompt 8 allowing you 
to specify the fields for this record 
type before prompt 8 reappears. 

NO command key 

ALL 

Specifies that no fields are to be 
printed from this record type. 
DFU repeats this prompt for 
the next record type defined in 
the RPG " source member. 

Specifies that all record types are 
to be included in the summary 
list. This response is valid only 
for a summary list the first time 
prompt 8 appears. 

Prompts 9,10, and 11 appear in sequence, allowing you to specify the name and heading for each field 
of this record type that you want listed. You also can specify as many as ten fields to be used as 
accumulator fields. The prompting sequence can be interrupted by pressing the REC ADV key. This 
causes prompt 9 to reappear. 

./ ENTER FI ELD NAME Field name 

DUP key 

Null response 

RESULT FIELD 
command key 

Name of the next field D FU prints. 
If you are printing a report from 
two data files, the list file and re
lated master file, your response 
can be the name of a field in 
either file. If you press REC ADV 
after keying the name, the field 
name is used as the heading and 
the field is not used as an accumu-
lator field. Prompt 9 reappears. 

The field named on line 4 of the 
display screen appears on line 6. If 
you press the ENTER key, this 
field name is entered and prompt 
10 appears. If you press REC ADV, 
the fiel.d name is used as the head
ing and the field is not used as an 
accumulator field. Prompt 9 then 
reappears. 

For a summary list, the attribute list 
associated with the last record type 
will be displayed on lines 1 through 
4 when this prompt first appears~ 
Field names included in any record 
type can be entered. Use of the 
DUP key to enter field names 
associated with prior record types is 
possible if preceded by ROLL+. 

Use the ROLLi or ROLL+ key to 
display the desired field on line 4 
before pressing DUP. 

Specifies there are no more fields 
to describe in this record type (or 
in the file if you are defining a 
summary list). 

Specifies that you want to define 
a calculated result field. You can 
define a maximum of six result 
fields. 

Figure 8 (Part 3 of 8). Prompting Sequence for Printing Reports from Information in a Data File 

Next 
Prompt 

80r 9 

8,9, 
20 or 22 

9 

9 or 10 

9 or 10 

8,20, 
or 22 

12 
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Prompt 
Sequence Prompt 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

V ENTER COLUMN HEADING 

ACCUMULATE THIS FIELD? 

ENTER RESULT NAME 
(IF DESIRED) 

ENTER LENGTH OF RESULT 
FIELD (1-15) 

ENTER DEC POS IN RESULT 
FIELD (0-9) 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING 

ACCUMULATE THIS FIELD? 

ENTER FIRST FACTOR IN 
RESULT FIELD 

DFU places this factor in the 
result field. 

Response 

Heading 

Null response 
(ENTER or REC ADV) 

YES command key 

NO command key 

REC ADV key 

Name 

Null response 

Number 

Number 

Null response 

Heading 

Null response 

YES command key 

NO command key 

Field name 

DUP key 

Constant 

Notes 

Specifies the heading DFU prints 
for the field. The maximum head
ing length is 16 characters. If you 
press REC ADV after keying the 
heading, prompt 9 reappears. 

For either key, the field name is 
used as the heading. ENTER 
causes prompt 11 to appear. REC 
ADV causes prompt 9 to reappear. 

Specifies that this field is an 
accumulator field. 

Specifies that this field is not an 
accumulator field. 

Specifies that this field is not an 
accumulator field. 

Specifies name under which result 
is saved for future calculatiOils. 
Specifies that the result is not saved 
for future calculations. 

Specifies the length of the result 
field. The maximum length is 
15 positions. 

Specifies the number of decimal 
positions to appear in the result 
field. The maximum number of 
decimal positions is 9. 

Specifies that no decimal positions 
appear in the result field. 

Specifies the heading DFU prints 
for the result field. The maxi
mum heading length is 16 
characters. 

Specifies the heading DFU prints 
for the result field is *RESUL T. 

Specifies that DFU accumulates 
this field. 

Specifies that DFU does not 
accumulate this field. 

Specifies the field DFU uses as the 
first factor in calculating the 
result field. 

The field named on line 4 of the 
display screen appears on .Iine 6. 
Press ENTER to specify this field 
as the first factor in calculating 
the result field. 

Specifies the constant DFU uses as 
the first factor in calculating the 
result field. The Result Fields 
information in Chapter 2 lists the 
n"les for entering a constant. 

Figure 8 (Part 4 of 8). Prompting Sequence for Printing Reports from Information in a Data File 
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Next 
Prompt 

9 or 11 

9 or 11 

9 

9 

9 

13 

14 

15 

15 

16 

16 

17 

17 

18 

18 

18 



Promp1 
Sequence Prompt 

18 ENTER NEXT FACTOR IN 
RESULT FIELD 

19 

20 

21 

You can specify a maximum 
of four factors. 

ENTEB...QfER_~ TIQ.~ 
(ADD, SUB, MUL T, DIV) 

ANY CONTROL FIELDS? 

This prompt appears only if one or 
more accumulator fields were defined 
in prompts 9, 10, and 11. 

ENTER CONTROL FIELD NAME 

This prompt appears only if you 
responded yes to prompt 20. 
This prompt is repeated until a 
null response is made or until five 
control fields have been named. 
The order in which you name the 
control fields determines how 
DFU uses them. 

Response 

Field name 

DUP key 

Constant 

Null response 

ADD, SUB, 
MULT, or DIV 

YES command key 

NO command key 

Field name 

Null response 

DUP key 

Notes 

Specifies the field DFU uses as 
the next factor in calculating 
the result field. 

The field named on line 4 of the 
display screen appears on line 6. 
Press"ENTER to specify this 
field as the next factor in calcul
ating the result field. 

Specifies the constant DFU uses as 
the next factor in calculating the 
result field. The Result Fields 
information in Chapter 2 lists 
the rules for entering a constant. 

Specifies that there are no more 
factors used to calculate the 
result field. 

The factor you specified in prompt 
17 is combined with the result 
field by the operation you specify: 

• ADD: Add the factor to the 
result field. 

• SUB: Subtract the factor from 
the result field. 

• MULT: Multiply the factor and 
the result field. 

• DIV: Divide the result field by 
the factor. 

Specifies that you want control 
fields to be used in this list. 
(Chapter 2, DFU Features, eX
plains the use of control fields.) 

Specifies that control fields are 
not used. 

Specifies the name of the field 
that you want used as a control 
field. The name must be six 
characters or less. 

Specifies that there are no more 
control fields to name. 

The field named on line 4 of the 
display screen appears on line 6. 
Press ENTER to continue with 
the prompts. Use the ROLL t 
or ROLL-!- key to display the 
proper field name on line 4 of 
the display screen before press
ing the DUP key. 

Next 
Prompt 

19 

19 

19 

9 

18 

21 

22 

21 or 22 

22 

21 or 22 

Figure 8 (Part 5 of 8). Prompting Sequence for Printing Reports from Information in a Data File 
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Prompt Next 
Sequence Prompt Response Notes Prompt 

22 SHOULD FILE BE SORTED? YES command key Specifies that DFU sorts the 23 
file before listing it. 

NO command key Specifies that DFU does not 25 
sort the file. 

23 ENTER SORT FIELD NAME Field name Specifies the name of the field 24 
that you want used as a sort 
field. The name must be six 
characters or less. 

This prompt appears only if you Null response Specifies that there are no more 25 
responded yes to prompt 22. This sort fields to name. 

prompt is repeated until a null DUP key The field named on line 4 of the 24 
response is made or until five display screen appears on line 

sort fields have been named. The 6. Press ENTER to continue 

order in which you name the with the prompts. Use the 

sort fields determines how DFU ROLL tor ROLLt key to dis-

will use them. play the proper field name be-
fore pressing the DUP key. 

24 IS THIS SORT FIELD YES command key DFU sorts the field in ascending 23 or 25 
ASCENDING? sequence. 

NO command key DFU sorts the field in descending 23 or 25 
sequence; 

25 SELECT RECORDS BASED YES command key Specifies that DFU selects records 26 
ON FIELD VALUES? based on field values. You specify 

the record selection criteria in 
prompts 26 through 31. 

NO command key Specifies that DFU does not select 32 
records based on field values. 

26 ENTER NAME OF SELECT Field name Specifies that DFU selects records 27 
FIELD (FACTOR 1) based on the value of this field. 

DUP key The field named on line 4 of the 27 
display screen appears on line 6. 
Press ENTER to specify this field 
as one DFU should use to select 
records. 

27 ENTER CONDITION (EO, EO, NE, GT, LT, Specifies the comparison DFU makes 28 
NE, GT, L T, GE, LE) GE, or LE between the field you named in 

prompt 26 and the factor you will 
specify in prompt 29 or 30. One of 
the following comparisons is made, 
depending on your response: 

• EO: Factor 1 equals factor 2. 
• N E: Factor 1 does not equal 

factor 2. 

• GT: Factor 1 is greater than 
factor 2. 

• L T: Factor 1 is less than factor 2. 
• GE: Factor 1 is greater than or 

equal to factor 2. 

• LE: Factor 1 is less than or equal 
to factor 2. 

Figure 8 (Part 6 of 8). Prompting Sequence for Printing Reports from Information in a Data File 
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Prompt 
Sequence Prompt 

28 IS FACTOR 2 A CONSTANT? 

29 

30 

31 

ENTER CONSTANT (FACTOR 
2 VALUE) 

ENTER FIELD NAME (FACTOR 
2 VALUE) 

ENTER NEXT SELECT FIELD 
RELATION (OR, AND) 

Response 

YES command key' 

NO command key 

Constant 

Field name 

DUP key 

OR 

AND 

Null response 

Notes 

Specifies that DFU compares 
the select field with the constant 
you name in prompt 29. 

Specifies that DFU compares 
the select field with the field you 
name in prompt 30. 

Specifies the constant DFU com
pares with the select field to 
determine if the record is listed. 
The Record Selection informa
tion in Chapter 2 lists the rules 
for entering a constant. 

Specifies the field DFU compares 
with the select field to determine 
if the record is selected. 

The field named on line 4 of the 
display screen appears on line 6. 
Press ENTER to specify this field 
as the one DFU compares with 
the select field. 

Specifies that DFU selects the 
record if either-the previous 
criteria or the next criteria you 
specify in prompts 26 through 
31 is met. 

Specifies that DFU selects the 
record if both the previous 
criteria and the next criteria you 
specify in prompts 26 through 
31 is met. 

Specifies that there is no more 
record selection criteria. 

Next 
Prompt 

29 

30 

31 or 32 

31 or 32 

31 or 32 

26 

26 

32 

Figure 8 (Part 7 of 8). Prompting Sequence for Printing Reports from Information in a Data File 
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Prompt 
Sequence Prompt Response 

32 

*LIST *SUMMARY*DETAIL 
*KEY 

1 *TITLE CUSTOMER SALES ANALYSIS 
02 *RECORD 
HIT EOJ CMD KEY TO CONIINUE PROCESSING, 
OR YOU MAY NOW UPDATE nFU SPECS 

Notes 

When there are no more record 
types, control fields for accumu
lation, control fields for sorting, 
and records to select to describe, 
the prompting ends. At the left 
is an example of the display that 
occurs at this time. Lines 1, 2, 
3, and 4 of the display show the 
first four lines of the DFU 
specifications that DFU created 
from your prompt responses. 
The DFU specifications can be 
displayed or modified at this 
time (Chapter 10, DFU Specifi
cations, explains this). The 
PR I NT R EC command key can 
be pressed to list the DFU 
attributes and specifications on 
the printer. 

. Next 
Prompt 

EOJ command key Press the EOJ command key to 
end the setup step and build the 
format description. 

E 

E INDICATE IF THE FILE IS TO 
BE SORTED BEFORE LISTING 
('NOSORT' ,SORT) 

SORT 

NOSORT 

Null response 

Specifies that DFU prints a 
sorted report. 

Specifies that DFU does not sort 
the report before printing it. 

Specifies that DFU does not sort 
the report before printing it. 

DFU then prints the report. 

Figure 8 (Part 8 of 8). Prompting Sequence for Printing Reports from Information in a Data File 

JOB SETUP EXAMPLES 

The following are two examples of DFU job setup steps. 
Example 1 describes how you prepare a job that allows an 
operator to create and maintain a customer order file. The 
examples in Chapters 4 and 5 describe how the operator 
creates and maintains the file. 

Example 2 describes how you set up a job to list the file 
that the operator creates in the example in Chapter 4. In 
example 2, there is no operator action required. As soon 
as you complete the job setup step and create the format 
description, DFU lists the file. 

38 

Example 1 - Job Description 

This example describes how to set up a DFU job that 
allows an operator to create and maintain a customer order 
file. There are four basic steps in this example: 

1. The clerk receives customer orders by phone, writes 
them on forms, then verifies that each form is com
plete. Figure 9 shows a sample order form. The 
order forms constitute the customer order file that 
the operator creates in the Example of Creating a 
Data File in Chapter 4 and maintains in the Example 
of Maintaining a Data File in Chapter 5. 

2. The clerk totals the quantities from each order form 
on an adding machine and clips the adding machine 
tape to the customer order. 



3. 

4. 

An operator keys the customer order into the customer 
order file. DFU lists each order as it is keyed, adds 
the quantities on the order, and prints the quantity 
total for each order form. 

The operator compares the quantity totals printed in 
step 3 with the totals on the adding machine tape. 
If they match, the operator enters the next customer 
order. If they do not match, the operator must cor
rect the error before continuing. 

SOLO TO: 

.rs~i+h !t\C. I 
1'1~5 BroM ~~. Lil .. ""'" 'Co .. k • W.\{. -.J 

ABC Hardware Company 
123 Main Street 
Any City. Any State SHIPPED TO: 

Isol'\~' CO. (Iq) I 
':>1(01 '2.!!!! ~t. 

Leo:s+ot'\ ,MaSS. -.J 

E ;~li~ol;(1:: i ! ~s~ ;;. No 

~:r;~r~ ~;~~b~ O:CflP110n 

25~-Liiioog Elec. rece.pt6c.le 
15 '111009 Ii Ie.c. COlier pl. Ie. 

600 "IS'- /I~ E/ec.. wir;"3 :- 12 9au,« 

I 

Figure 9. Sample Order Form 

Example 1 - Setting Up the Job 

This example assumes the following: 

• The required RPG II source member, called SALESRPG 
in this example, describes the customer order file and is 
now on disk for your use. Figure 10 shows the file 
description and input specifications of the RPG II source 
member. From the RPG II SOI,Jrce member, you see: 

1. The file name is SALESORD (columns 7-14 of the 
file description specifications). 

2. The customer order file is an indexed file (column 15 
of the file description specifications). 

3. The key field is five positions long (columns 29-30 of 
the file descriptions specifications). 

4. The key field begins at position 46 in each record of 
the file (columns 35-38 of the file description 
specifications) . 

5. The customer order file contains two record types. 
Record type 01 is a heading record. It is identified 
by an H in position 1 of the record and contains the 
following constant information about the order form: 

Field Name Heading on the Order Form 

CODE This is the record identification 
code. It does hot appear on the 
order form. 

CUSTNO Customer No. 

ORONO Our Order No. 

CUSORD Cust. Ord. No. 

DATE Date 

SHPTO Shipped to 

SHPVIA Ship Via 

DFU Setup Step 39 



Record type 02 is a detail record. It is identified by 
a D in position 1 of the record and contains informa
tion for each line on the order form. Record type 
02 has the following fields: 

Field Name Heading on the Order Form 

CODE This is the record identification 
code. It does not appear on the 
order form. 

CUSTNO Customer No. 

ORDNO Our Order No. 

QTY Quantity 

PARTNO Part Number 

Note: Chapter 8 describes the RPG II source member. 

• You set up the job so DFU: 

40 

1. Prompts the operator for the header record fields 
both: 
a. I n the order that they appear on the order form, 

and 
b. With the headings as they appear on the order 

form. 

2. Prompts the operator for the detail record fields 
both: 
a. I n the order that they appear on the order form, 

and 
b. With the headings as they appear on the order 

form. 

These steps increase the operator's order entry speed 
and decrease the chance of error. 

• DFU prints each record after the operator keys it from 
the order form.. 

• In this example, the delete code is an X in position 1 of 
the record, the position reserved for the record identifica
tion code. 

• DFU generates keys for the records. 

• The title of the job is Daily Sales Orders. 

• DFU duplicates the ORDNO and CUSTNO fields from 
the header record into each detail record of an order 
form. 

• DFU accumulates a total for the QTY field on each order 
form and prints the total for each order form. 

• You make the file big enough to contain a maximum of 
50 records . 

• The format description you build in this setup step is 
called ORDERFMT. DFU saves it for you on disk 
where the operator can use it over and over for creating 
and maintaining the customer order file. 



File Description Specifications 

F 
t---

Filename 

Line 

8. 
~ 
E 
.f 

File Type 

File Designation 

End of File 

Mode of Processi n9 

Length of Key Field or 
of Record Address Field 

Sequence Record Address TY!'e ~ 
Type of File 

File Format N Organization or ~ a ~ ~ Additional Area .§ 
o j:; :->~ Block Record ~ t2 Overflow Indl~ator i 
~ ~ _ Length Length a:: .::::.~ ~i( 
:lU - :J ~~ I~~~i~n_ w g ~ w ~~~~----~~Ex-te-rn-a~IR~e-oo~rd~N~a~m-e~~~~~~~ 

Device 
Symbolic 
Device 

K 

Name of 
Label Exit 

Extent Exit 
for DAM 

Storage Index 

Continuation Lines 

Option Entry 

File Addition/Unordered 

Number of Tracks 
for Cylinder Overflow 

Number of Extents 

Tape 

~ 
Condition 
Ul-U8. 

i!: uc r-

~ ~ 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9· 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1819 2021 2223 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 323334 35 36 37 36 39 4041 4243444546 47484950 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 51 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 

o 3 

o 4 F 

o 5 F 

IBM . RPG INPUT SPECIFICATIONS GX21-9094-4 UM/050· 
• ~ ~ International Business Machines Corporation Printed in U.S.A. 

1 2 I Program I Keying I Graphic I I I j Card Electro Number 
page[] of 

75 76 77 78 79 80 

~~~;~f%ation I I I I I I I Programmer I Date I Instruction I Key I I I I 

I t 
External Field Name 

Field 
Field Location 

Indicators - Filename 8 Record Identification Codes 

~ or j i~ 
From I § 5 

Record Name w'" 
t~ 

1 2 ~ To RPG :!HI 8. g~ ~ ] ~ 
.! 'ii 

~ Field Name 14 &I: Zero 
Line =-(5 :E* zoi g~1 t ~ a: Data Structure .58' ~ !j - !jg i i 

Plus Minus or 

j Position Position Position ~c £';: Blank Data o R i§~ ~ N .. oE! Occurs ~ ~~ Structure 'AN~ ::I a ~ uti OcnQ: Length zo Z() nTimes () 

Name 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112 13 14 15 16 17 18 1920 21 22 23 24 2526 27 29 29 30 31 3233 34 35 35 37 36 3940 41 42 434445464 74949Su5 152 53 54 55 58 57 58 5960 61 62 6364 6566 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 

o 1 I Qll .L cl~ 
o 2 I .L 1 to ICE 
o 3 I 'OJ"" uls~ Ie 
o 4 I L2 " DI~ 
o 5 I 13 11 "IU SI( Ie 
o 6 I L 2 DII rrlE 
o 7 I 2 27 SI\ 'ITO 
o 8 I 2 '12 51. pt/ IIA 
o 9 I \ '2 ! CD 
1 0 I J. I"leJ DE 
1 1 I llJC US T IN CJ 
1 2 I , 1 OR DNlo 
1 3 I 13 ! " IVlIIIII IT 

1 4 I 1.1 12 IFA -K , I""" 
1 5 I 
1 6 I 
1 1 I 
1 8 I ; 

1 9 I I 

-::-r-- --

Note: The command statement you key to use the source entry utility to create this RPG II source member is: 

SEU SALESRPG,R 

Figure 10. The RPG II Source Member, SALESRPG 

I 
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Example 1 - Prompting Sequence 

Begin the job setup step by keying the word ENTER and 
pressing the ENTER key. The following three prompts 
appear: 

ENTER FILENAME FOR FILE TO BE CREATED 

ENTER NAME OF FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
(TH~ DEFAULT NAME IS #DFUOBJ) 

ENTER RPG II SOURCE MEMBER NAME 

The prompt 
DFU ATTRIBUTES BEING BUILT 

Key SALESORD and press ENTER. 

Key ORDERFMT and press ENTER. 

Key SALESRPG and press ENTER. 

appears momentarily on the display screen. DFU is converting the RPG II source member into DFU attributes. When 
DFU completes the conversion, the following display appears: 

*FILE SALESORD 50 
*KEY 5 

01 *RECORD 
*CODE C H 

SHOULD RECORDS BE PRINTED? 

42 

50 

1 

This display is the first of a series of prompts in the job 
setup step. Note that four lines of the DFU attributes 
are displayed on lines 1 through 4, the prompt is on 
line 5, and the cursor is positioned on line 6 to accept 
your response. Respond with the YES command key 
since you want DFU to print each record after the 
operator keys it. 



Figure 11 shows the entire list of DFU attributes that have been built from the RPG II source member. You can use 
the ROLL t or ROLL'" keys to scan the attributes on the display screen. 

For information about DFU attributes, refer to Chapter 9. 

**** DFU ATTRIBUTES **** 

*FILE SALESORD 50 
*KEY 5 50 

01 *RECORD 
~'cCODE C H 1 

CODE 1 1 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 
ORDNO 6 12 
CUSORD 5 17 
DATE 8 25 
SHPTO 2 27 
SHPVIA 15 42 

02 ~'cRECORD 

*CODE C D 1 
CODE 1 1 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 
ORDNO 6 12 
QTY 4.0 16 
PARTNO 6 22 

Figure 11. DFU Attributes Created for Example 1 

As you read the following prompts, you may find it helpful to follow the explanation of the prompting sequence for 
creating and maintaining a data file in Figure 6 of this chapter. This provides a complete explanation of each'l?rompt, 
the responses allowed, and the results of keying a response. " 

*FILE SALESORD 50 
*KEY 5 50 

01 *RECORD 
*CODE C H 1 

ENTER VALUES FOR 'DELETE CODE,POSITION' 

*FILE SALESORD 50 
*KEY 5 50 

01 *RECORD 
*CODE C H 1 

SHOULD DFU GENERATE RECORD KEYS FOR YOU? 

If you have scanned the DFU attributes, return them as 
shown in this display screen to their original position. 

Key X,1 on line 6 and press ENTER to indicate a delete 
code of X in position 1 of the record. 

Respond with the YES command key. (This prompt 
occurs because the record key field is defined as five 
positions long in the RPG II source member.) 
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*FILE SALESORD 50 
*KEY 5 50 

0:1 *RECORD 
*CODE C H :1 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING FOR KEYS 

*FILE SALESORD 50 
*KEY 5 50 

0:1 *RECORD 
*CODE C H :1 

ENTER COL SPACING VALUE (0-9,DEFAULT=:1l 

*FILE 
*KEY 

0:1 *RECORD 
*CODE 

ENTER TITLE 

0:1 *RECORD 

SALESORD 

C H 

50 
5 50 

:1 

*CODE C H :1 
CODE :1 :1 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 

0:1-- ANY FIELDS FROM THIS RECORD TYPE? 

0:1 *RECORD 
*CODE C H 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

:1 
5.0 

:1 
:1 
6 

Press the ENTER key to indicate that the default head
ing, *KEY, should be used. 

Key 2 and- press ENTER to indicate that you want two 
spaces to separate field columns on the display screen 
and pri nted output. 

Key DAILY SALES ORDERS, your title for the job, 
then press the ENTER key to continue with the prompts. 

Respond with the YES command key. (The first record 
type specified in the RPG II source member is 01. The 
first four lines of the display show the DFU attributes 
for this record type.) 

Prompting now begins to allow you to key information 
for the fields to be entered from the header record. Key 
ORDNO, the name of the first field the operator will 
enter, and press the ENTER key. 

Note that the order in which you name the fields does 
not have to be the same as the order of the fields in 
the DFU attributes. You should key the field names as 
they appear on the order form-not necessarily in the 
same order as in the DFU attributes. 



01 *RECORD 
*CODE C H 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING 

oj, *RECORD 

1 
5.0 

1 
1 
6 

*CODE C H 1 
CODE 1 1 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 

IS THIS AN AUTO-DUP FIELD? 

01 *RECORD 
*CnDE C H 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

ACCUMULATE THIS FIELD? 

01 *RECORD 
*CODE C H 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

01 *RECORD 
*CODE C H 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING 

1 
5.0 

1 
5.0 

1 
5.0 

1 
1 
6 

1 
1 
6 

1 
1 
6 

Key OUR OROER NO., the heading for the ORONO 
field, and press the ENTER key. Assign headings so they 
correspond to the headings used on the order forms. 
Then, the headings on the order form will match the 
headings that appear on the display screen when the 
file is being created. This results in less confusion and 
less chance for a keying mistake when creating the file. 

Respond with the YES command key to define ORONO 
as an auto dup field. 

Press the REC AOV key to indicate that ORONO is not 
an accumulator field and you want to skip the prompts 
for the self check feature. 

Key DATE, the next field, and press the ENTER key to 
continue with the prompts. 

Since the heading is also DATE, press REC ADV with
out keying a response. This causes (1) the field name, 
DATE, to be used as the heading, and (2) the 

ENTER FIELD NAME 
prompt to appear, skipping the prompts for the auto
dup, accumulator, and self check features. 
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01 *RECORD 
*CODE C H 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

ENTER FIELD NAME 
CUSORD 

CODE 
CUSTNO 
ORDNO 
CUSORD 

CODE 
CUSTNO 
ORDNO 
CUSORD 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

01 ~~RECORD 

CODE 
CUSTNO 
ORDNO 
CUSORD 

"~CODE C H 
CODE 
CUSTNO 

ENTER FIELD NAME 
CUSTNO 

01 *RECORD 
*CODE C H 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING 

1 
5.0 

1 
5.0 
6 
5 

1 
5.0 
6 
5 

1 
5.0 
6 
5 

1 
5.0 

1 
5.0 

1 
1 
6 

1 
6 

12 
17 

1 
6 

12 
17 

1 
6 

12 
17 

1 
1 
6 

1 
1 
6 

You can use the DUP key to help speed keying field 
names. CUSORD is the field name that should be 
entered next. Before you press the DUP key, CUSORD 
must be on line 4 of the display screen. Press the 
ROLL t key twice to bring the CUSORD field of the 
DFU attributes to line 4. Press the DUP key. 

CUSORD appears on line 6. Press ENTER to continue 
with the prompts. 

Key the heading CUST. ORD. NO. and press REC ADV 
to return to the 

ENTER FIELD NAME 
prompt. 

Press the ROLL.J, key twice to bring CUSTNO to line 4 
of the display screen. Press the DUP key. 

CUSTNO appears on line 6. 
Press the ENTE R key to continue with the prompts. 

Key the heading, CUSTOMER NO., then press the 
ENTER key to continue with the prompts. 



01 *RECORD 
*CODE C H 1 

CODE 1 1 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 

IS THIS AN AUTO-DUP FIE~D? 

01 *RECORD 
*CODE C H 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

ACCUMULATE THIS FIELD? 

01 *RECORD 
*CODE C H 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

'ENTER FIELD NAME 
SHPTO 

ORDNO 
CUSORD 
DATE 
SHPTO 

ORDNO 
CUSORD 
DATE 
SHPTO 

ENTER COLUMN- HEADING 

1 
5.0 

6 
5 
8 
2 

6 
5 
8 
2 

1 
5.0 

1 
1 
6 

12 
17 
25 
27 

12 
17 
25 
27 

1 
1 
6 

Respond with the YES command key because 
CUSTNO is an auto dup field. 

Press the REC ADV key because CUSTNO is not an 
accumulator field. 

Press the ROLL t key four times to bring SHPTO, the 
next field to describe, to line 4 of the display. Press 
the DUP key. 

SHPTO appears on line 6. Press the ENTER key to 
continue with the prompts. 

Key the heading, SHIP TO, and press REC ADV to 
return to the 

ENTER FIELD NAME 
prompt. 
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ENTER FIELD NAME 

ENTER FIELD NAME 
SHPVIA_ 

ORDNO 
CUSORD 
DATE 
SHPTO 

CUSORD 
DATE 
SHPTO 
SHPVIA 

CUS~RD 
DATE 
SHPTO 
SHPVIA 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

02 *RECORD 

CUSORD 
DATE. 
SHPTO 
SHPVIA 

6 
5 
8 
2 

5 
8 
2 

1.5 

5 
8 
2 

1.5 

5 
8 
2 

1.5 

1.2 
1.7 
25 
27 

1.7 
25 
27 
42, 

1.7 
25 
27 
42 

1.7 
25 
27 
42 

*COD~ C D 1. 
CODE 1. 1. 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 

02-- ANY FIELDS FRO~ THIS RECORD TYP~? 

Press'the ROLLt key once to bring SHPVIA, the next 
field to describe, to line 4 of the display. Then press 
the OUP key. 

SHPVIA appears on line 6. Press ENTER to continue 
with the prompts. 

Key the heading SHIP VIA, then press REC ADV ... ' 

Since all fields of record type 01 have been described, 
press the ENTER key. 

Respond,with the YES command key. You will 
describe the ORONO, CUSTNO, OTY, and PARTNO 
fields in record type 02. You will define ORONO and 
CUSTNO as auto dup fields and OTY as an accumulator 
field. 



02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

*CODE C D 
CODE 
CUSTNO 
ORDNO 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING 

1. 
5.0 

1. 
5.0 
6 

1. 
1. 
6 

1. 
1. 
6 

1.2 

*CODE C D 1. 
CODE 1. 1. 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 
ORDNO 6 1.2 

IS THIS AN AUTO-DUP FIELD? 

*CODE C D 
CODE 
CUSTNO 
ORDNO 

ACCUMULATE THIS FIELD? 

*CODE C D 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

CODE 
CUSTNO 
ORDNO 

1. 
5.0 
6 

1. 
5.0 
6 

1. 
1. 
6 

1.2 

1. 
1. 
6 

1.2 

Press the ROLL t key once, then press the DUP key 
instead of keying ORONO. Press the ENTER key to 
continue. 

Key the heading, OUR ORDER NO., then press the 
ENTE Rkey to continue with the prompts. 

Respond with the YES command key. 

Press the REC ADV key. 

Press the ROLL-!- key once, then press the DUP key 
instead of keying CUSTNO. Press the ENTER key to 
continue. 
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02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING 

02 *RECORD 

:L 
5.0 

:L 
:L 
6 

*CODE C D :L 
CODE :L i 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 

IS THIS AN AUTO-DUP FIELD? 

02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

ACCUMULATE THIS FIeLD? 

02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

CODE 
CUSTNO 
ORDNO 
QTY 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING 

:L 
5.0 

:L 
5.0 

:L 
5.0 
.~ 

4.0 

:L 
:L 
6 

:L 
:L 
6 

:L 
6 

:L2 
:L6 

Key the heading, CUSTOMER NO., then press the 
ENTER key to continue with the prompts. 

Respond with the YES command key. 

Press the REC ADV key. 

Press the ROLL t key twice, then press the DUP key 
instead of keying QTY. Press the ENTER key to 
continue. 

Key the heading QUANTITY, then press the ENTER key. 



CODE 1 1 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 
ORDNO 6 12 
QTY 4.0 16 

IS THIS AN AUTO-DUP FIELD? 

CODE 
CUSTNO 
ORDNO 
QTY 

1 
5.0 
6 
4.0 

1 
6 

12 
16 

ACCUMULATE THIS FIELD? 

CODE 1 1 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 
O~DNO 6 12 
QTY 4.0 16 

IS THIS A SELF-CHECK FIELD? 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

CODE 
CUSTNO 
ORDNO 
QTY 

CUSTNO 
ORDNO 
QTY 
PARTNO 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

CUSTNO 
ORDNO 
QTY 
PARTNO 

1 
5.0 
6 
4.0 

5.0 
6 
4.0 
6 

5.0 
6 
4.0 
6 

1 
6 

12 
16 

6 
12 
16 
22 

6 
12 
16 
22 

Respond with the NO command key. 

Respond with the YES command key. 

Respond with the NO command key. 

Press the ROLL t key once, then press the DUP key 
instead of keying PARTNO. Press the ENTER key to 
continue. 

Key the heading, PARTNUMBER, and press the REC 
ADV key to return to the 

ENTER FIELD NAME 
prompt. 

Since there are no more fields to describe, press the 
ENTER key. 
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**** DFU ATTRIBUTES **** 

*ENTJUPD*LIST X,l 
*KEY *GENKEY *KEY 

2 *JITLE DAILY SALES ORDERS 
01 *RECORD 
HIT EOJ CMD KEY TO CONTINUE PROCESSING, 
OR YOU MAY NOW UPDATE DFU SPECS 

DFU determines that there are no more record types 
defined in the RPG II source member and shows the first 

01 

four DFU specifications on lines 1 through 4 of the display 02 
screen. As explained in lines 5 and 6 of the display, you 
can modify the specifications at this time (refer to Chapter 
10, DFU Specifications, for an explanation of how to do 
this) or you can end the setup step. In this example, you 
do not need to modify the specifications. Press the PRINT 
REC command key to list the DFU attributes and specifica-
tions. Then press the EOJ command key to build the for-
mat description. Figure 12 shows the DFU attributes and 
specifications built in this setup step. 

An 
ENTER NUMBER OF RECORDS TO BE IN FI LE 

prompt appears. key 50 and press ENTER, since you 

**** 

anticipate a maximum of 50 header and detail records to 2 
be in this file. 01 

This ends the setup step for this job. You have created the 
format description, ORDERFMT, that allows the operator 
to create and maintain the customer order file. The job run 
automatically begins. For this example, the operator is 
required to create the SALESORD file and key three order 02 
forms into it; the example in Chapter 4 shows how this is 
done. The operator is also required to maintain the file 
by adding, deleting, and changing information in it; the 
example in Chapter 5 shows how this is done. 

*FILE SALESORD 50 
*KEY 5 50 
*RECORD 
*CODE C H 1 

CODE 1 1 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 
ORDNO 6 12 
CUSORD 5 17 
DATE 8 25 
SHPTO 2 27 
SHPVIA 15 42 

*RECORD 
*CODE C D 1 

CODE 1 1 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 
ORDNO 6 12 
QTY 4.0 16 
PARTNO 6 22 

/' 

DFU SPECIFICATIONS 

*ENT/UPD *LIST X,l 
*KEY *GENKEY >:cKEY 
*TITLE DAILY SALES ORDERS 
*RECORD 
*D ORDNO OUR ORDER NO. 
* DATE DATE 
* CUSORD CUST.ORD. NO. 
*D CUSTNO CUSTOMER NO. 
* SHPTO SHIP TO 
* SHPVIA SHIP VIA 
*RECORD 
*D ORDNO OUR ORDER NO. 
*D CUSTNO CUSTOMER NO. 
*ADD QTY QUANTITY 
* PARTNO PART NUMBER 

Figure 12. DFU Attributes and DFU Specifications Created 
for Example 1. 
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Example 2-Job Description 

This example e~plains how you prepare a job to print a 
report from the SALESORD customer order file. (Example 
1 in this chapter shows how you create the format descrip
tion for creating SALESORD; the example in Chapter 4 
shows how you create SALESORD.) 

Customers frequently call and request up-to-date informa
tion on the items they have purchased during the month. 
They need to know quantities ordered for each item and 
the sales price. You have decided that the one-time report 
in Figure 13 would satisfy their requests: 

CUSTOMER SALES ANALYSIS 
Date ______ _ Page Number __ 

Customer Part Sales 
Number Number Description Quantity Price Amount 

---
Accumu- Accumu-
lated lated sales 
quantity amount 
for each for each 
customer custome~ 

----
Total Total 
Quantities Sales 

Amount 

Figure 13. Report Format 

To print this report, DFU needs the following: 

Part number 
Part description 
Quantity ordered 
Price per item 
Dollar value of sales 

The part number and quantity ordered are fields in 
SALESORD. The part descriPtion and price per item are 
fields in a related inventory master file named INVENTRY. 
The dollar value of sales is a result field generated by DFU 
when it prints the report. 
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Example 2-Setting Up the Job 

You require the fo'llowing information to set up the job: 

• Two RPG II source members must be on disk before you 
begin: SALESRPG and INVENRPG. Figure 10'in this 
chapter describes SALESRPG. Figure 14 describes 
INVENRPG. The SEU command statements that allow 
you to enter these source members are: 

SEU SALESRPG,R 
SEU INVENRPG,R 

• Two data files must be on disk before you begin: 
SALESORD and INVENTRY. Example 1 in thjs chapter 
describes how you set up the job to create SALESORD; 
the example in Chapter 4 describes how you create it. 
The following shows the INVENTRY file: 

Record Position 

1~13 
l l l l 
134311 I 010 BOLTS, LAG 1/4 x 3 INCHES 
159715 549 FLASHLIGHT, HEAVY-DUTY 
213157 086 SHELF BRACKETS, 4 x 4 
412008 075 ELEC. RECEPTACLE 
412009 039 ELEC. COVER PLATE 
456116 098 ELEC.WIRING-12 GAUGE 
612695 5000 SINK, OVAL YELLOW 
612723 5500 SINK, OVAL BLUE 
612783 6000 SINK, OVAL GREEN 

Note: Use DFU to create the file by (1) setting up the job 
as explained in Chapter 3, then (2) creating the file as ex
plained in Chapter 4. 
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F 
I---

Line 

File Description Specifications 

Filename 

File Type 

File Designation 

End of File 

Sequence 

Mode of Processing 

Length 01 Key Field or 
01 Record Address Field 

Record Address Type ;5 
Type of File 

File Format N Organization or ~ 
w,----,.------1 S Additional Area c 

~ .e fi.2 

• -.. .... -.. e. e:. X • I Starting' W 

Device 
Symbolic 
Device 

Name of 
Label Exit 

Extent Exit 
for DAM ' 

Storage Index 

Continuation Lines 

Entry 

o :! Block Record Ii ~ 1::: ...... Overflow Indicator ~ 
G) O~!{l- -" II 
.... g; m :--=>u =-ua:: :> Length Length <::. gt~ Key Field ';( • 

E u.. -l « ~ Location &J-__ '-; ____ jiie .. 
1 
~ w ~ FI'-----...l--=ex-t-er-na-I R..Le-oo-'-rd-~:--a....Jm'--e--1.::-'-L-I--'--''''''''='-'--t K Option 

File Addition/Unordered 

Number of Tracks 
. for Cyli "der Overflow 

Number of Extents 

Tape 

~ 
Condition 
U1-UB, 

~ UC r-

~ 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9·10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1819 2021 22 23 24 25 26 27 2829 30' 31 3~63 34 35 36 37 38" 4041 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 

o 2 

o 3 F 

a 4 F 

IBM International Business Machines CorpOration 
:!l. 

RPG INPUT SPECIFICATIONS 

r-p_ro_g_ra_m ________ -. _______ ---j, Keying I-G_ra_Ph_ic-+_+-'_+-'-+----,JI---;L_+---;J, Card Electro Number I 
Programmer I Date I Instruction Key 'I I I 

I -External Field Name 
~ Field Location 

1 2 

page[]Jol 

GX21-9094-4 UM/050· 
Printed in U.S.A. 

75 76 77 7B 79 BO 

;;~~:~f:ation I , , , , , , 

Field 
Indicators 

- File~:me g 'g Record Identification Codes ~ 5 .~ 

! Record Name I ~ ~ t ~ 1 2 3 il From To i Fiel~P~ame ~ ~ ~ ~ Zero 

Line E :: Q ~. 11 il _ il - ~ ~ a:: Data Structure - j .s g' ~ Plus Minus or 
.f r-----o.... 0 R .8 5 ~ Position -=- E Position ~ g ~ Position ~ g ~ ] ~ .§ g '5.5 ~ Blank 

Stru(1iI AND~ 8 ~ IiiIcS ~ S cS ~ ~ cS ! ~ C:~~:S Length ~ 8 ~ 6 ~ 
3 4 5 6.1."'10 .... ,N,;;aiilm~e ~ .. ~_"""'16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 t!: '2l5 ~ ~ 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 5u 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 69 69 70 71 72 73 74 

01 II EINITIR ! Ii ~I 

a 5 I 

a 6 I 

Note: The command statement you key to use the source entry utility to create this RPG " source member 
is SEU INVENRPG,R. 

From the RPG II source member, you see: 

• The file name is INVENTRY m . 
• The inventory file is an indexed file iii 

• The key field is six positions II and begins in position 1 of the record m . The part number is the record key. DFU 
uses it to retrieve records from this file. 

• There is one record type identified by an I in position 7 II 

• The fields in each record are II : 

CODE 
PRICE 

DESCRP 

Record identification code 
Price per item 

Description of the item 

Figure 14. RPG II Source Member Named INVENRPG that Describes the Inventory File 
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• In the prompti~g sequence of the setup step, you 
indicate the following: 

1 .. The report is a summary list in which only one 
record type is listed. 

2. The title of the report is Customer Sales Analysis. 

3. The report headings are: 
Customer number 
Part number 
Description 
Quantity 
Price 
Sales amount 

4. DFU accumulates the item quantities. 

5. For each transaction, DFU calculates a result field, 
sales amount, by multiplying the item quantity by 
the price per item. 

6. DFU accumulates the sales amounts. 

7. D·FU sorts the report by customer number and part 
number and prints accumulated quantities and sales 
amounts each time the customer number changes. 

8. 'For this report, you are only interested in printing 
transactions from certain customers: customer 
numbers 01313, 14121, and 21884. 

Example 2-Prompting Sequence 

Begin the job setup step by keying: 

LIST """ ,INVENTRY 

The following prompts appear: 

LIST """,INVENtRY 
ENTER FILENAME OF LIST FILE 

56 

Key SALESORD, the name of the transaction file, then 
press the ENTE R key. 



LIST """,INVENTRY 
ENTER FILENAME OF LIST FILE 
SALESORD, 
ENTER NAME OF FORMAT DESCRIPTION 

(THE DEFAULT NAME IS #DFUOBJ) 

SALESORD 
ENTER NAME OF FORMAT DESCRIPTION 

(THE DEFAULT NAME IS #DFUOBJ) 

ENTER RPG II SOURCE MEMBER NAME 

The prompt 
DFU ATTRIBUTES ARE BEING BUILT 

Press the ENTE R key. There is not an existing format 
description for this list, and since it is alone-time report, 
you do not wa'nt to name and save the format description 
DFU creates. 

Key SALESRPG, the name of the RPG II source member 
that describes SALESORD, then press the ENTER key. 

appears momentarily on the display screen. DFU is converting the RPG II source member SALESRPG into DFU attributes. 
When DFU completes the conversion, the two following displays appear: 

INVENTRY 
KEY RPG II SOURCE NAME FOR ABOVE FILE 

ENTER FIELD NAME FOR MASTER FILE KEY 

Key INVENRPG, the name of the RPG II source member 
that describes the related master file, then press the ENTER 
key. 

Key PARTNO, the name of the field in SALESORD that 
DFU uses to retrieve records from INVENTRY, then press 
the ENTE R key. 
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The prompt 
DFU ATTRIBUTES ARE BEING BUILT 

appears momentarily on the display screen. DFU is converting the RPG II source member INVENRPG into DFU attributes 
and adding them to the end of the DFUattributes created from SALESRPG. Figure 15 shows the entire list of DFU 
attributes that have been built from the RPG II source members. You can use the ROLL tor ROLL-l- keys to scan the 
attributes on the display screen. 

For information about DFU attributes, refer to Chapter 9. 

When DFU completes the conversion, the following display appears: 
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*FILE SALESORD 
*KEY 

0:1 *RECORD 
*CODE C H 

IS THIS A SUMMARY LIST? 

50 
5 

**** DFU ATTRIBUTES **** 

*FILE SALESORD 
*KEY 

ot *RECORD 
*CODE C· H 

CODE 
CUSTNO 
ORDNO 
CUSORD 
DATE 
SHPTO 
SHPVIA 

02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 

CODE 
CUSTNO 
ORDNO 
QTY 
PARTNO 

*FI LE INVENTRY 
*KEY PARTNO 

CODE 
PRICE 
DESCRP 

Figure 15. DFU Attributes for Example 2 

50 

50 
5 

1 
5.0 
6 
5 
8 
2 

15 

1 
5.0 
6 
4.0 
6 

37 
6 
1 
5.2 

25 

50 

1 
1 
6 

12 
17 
25 
27 
42 

1 
1 
6 

12 
16 
22 

6 
7 

12 
37 

This display is the first of a series of prompts in the job 
setup step. Note that four lines of the DFU attributes are 
displayed on lines 1 through 4, the first prompt is on line 
5, and the cursor is positioned on line 6 to accept your 
response. 

If you scanned the DFU attributes, return them as shown in 
this display'screen to their original position. Press the YES 
command key. DFU lists only one record type - the 
transaction detail records. 



*FILE SALESORD 50 
*KEY 5 50 

01 *RECORD 
*CODE C H 1 

SHOULD DETAIL RECORDS BE LISTED? 

*FILE SALESORD 50 
*KEY 5 50 

01 *RECORD 
*CODE C H 

SHOULD RECORD KEYS BE PRINTED? 

*FILE SALESORD 50 
*KEY 5 50 

01 *RECORD 
*CODE C H 1 

ENTER COL SPACING VALUE (0-9,DEFAULT=1) 

*FILE 
*KEY 

01 *RECORD 
*CODE 

ENTER TI TLE 

SALESORD 

C H 

50 
5 50 

1 

Press the YES command key. DFU prints all transactions 
for a customer. 

Press the NO command key. The keys are not meaningful 
in this report, since they were generated by DFU for this 
file; therefore, they are not printed. 

Press the ENTER key. 

Key CUSTOMER SALES ANALYSIS, the title DFU prints 
on each page of the report, then press the ENTE R key. 
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0:1. *RECORD 
*CODE C H :1. 

CODE :1. :1. 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 

0:1.-- ANY FIELDS FROM THIS RECORD TYPE? 

02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 1 

CODE :1. 1 
CUSTNO 5.0_6 

02-- ANY FIELDS FROM THIS RECORD TYPE? 

02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING 

02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

1 
5.0 

1 
5.0 

1 
5.0 

1 
1 
6 

1 
1 
6 

1 
1 
6 

Press the NO command key, since DFU requires no infor
mation from the header record (type 01) to print the 
report.' 

Press the YES command key, since DFU lists detail records 
(type 02) in the report. 

DFU has begun prompting for the fields from the detail 
record to print in the report. Press the DUP key, then 
press the ENTE R key to indicate that the customer number 
field, CUSTNO, is printed first in the report. 

Key CUSTOMER NUMBER, the heading for the customer 
number field, and press the REC ADV key. 

Press the ROLL t key three times to bring PARTNO to 
line 4 of the display. Press the DUP key, then the ENTER 
key to indicate that the part number field, PARTNO, is 
printed following the customer number field in the report. 



CUSTNO 
ORDNO 
QTY 
PARTNO 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING 

ENTER FIEI-D NAME 

CUSTNO 
ORDNO 
QTY 
PARTNO 

*KEY PARTNO 
CODE 
PRICE 
DESCRP 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING 

*KEY PARTNO 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

CODE 
PRICE 
DESCRP 

CODE 
CUSTNO 
ORDNO 
QTY 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING 

5.0 
6 
4.0 
6 

5.0 
6 
4.0 
6 

6 
:1 
5.2 

25 

6 
:1 
5.2 

25 

:1 
5.0 
6 
4.0 

6 
:12 
:16 
22 

6 
7 

:12 
37 

6 
7 

:12 
37 

:1 
6 

:12 
:16 

Key PART NUMBER, the heading for the part number 
field, and press the REC ADV key. 

Press the ROLL t key five times to bring DESCRP to line 
4 of the display. Press the bup key, then press the ENTER 
key. 

Key DESCRIPTION, the heading for the description field, 
and press the REC ADV key. 

Press the ROLL-f.. key six times to bring QTY to line 4 of 
the display. Press the DUP key, then press the ENTER key. 

Key QUANTITY, the heading for the quantity field, and 
press the ENTER key. 
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CODE 
CUSTNO 
ORDNO 
QTY 

ACCUMULATE THIS FIELD? 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

CODE 
CUSTNO 
ORDNO 
QTY 

*FI LE I NVENTRY 
*KEY PARTNO 

CODE 
PRICE 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

:1 
5.0 
6 
4.0 

:1 
5.0 
6 
4.0 

37 
6 
:1 
5.2 

*FILE INVENTORY 37 

:1 
6 

:12 
:16 

:1 
6 

:12 
:16 

6 
7 

:12 

*KEY PARTNO 6 6 
CODE :1 7 
PRICE 5.2:12 

ENTER RESULT NAME (IF DESIRED) 

*FILE INVENTRY 3~ 
*KEY PARTNO 6 6 

CODE :1 7 
PRICE 5.2:12 

ENTER LENGTH OF RESULT FIELD (:1-:15) 

*FILE INVENTRY 37 
*KEY PARTNO 6 6 

CODE :1 7 
PRICE 5.2:12 

ENTER DEC POS IN RESULT FIELD (0-9) 

Press the YES command key. DFU totals the quantity 
each customer purchased during the month. 

Press the ROLL t key five times to bring PRICE to line 4 
of the display. Press the DUP key, then press the REC 
ADV key. 

Press the RESULt FIELD command key. This allows you 
to specify the result field (the amount of each transaction) 
you want DFU to calculate in the report. 

DFU calculates this field by multiplying the QTY field 
by the PRICE field for each transaction. 

Press the ENTER key (null response). This indicates 
that you do not wish to save the result for use in future 
calculations. 

Key 7, since the largest expected sales amount is $10,000.OQ, 
and press the ENTER key. 

Key 2, then press the ENTE R key. 



*FILE INVENTRY 
*KEY PARTNO 

CODE 
PRICE 

ENTER COLUMN HEADING 

*FILE INVENTRY 
*KEY PARTNO 

CODE 
PRICE 

ACCUMULATE THIS FIELD? 

37 
6 
1 
5.2 

37 
6 
1 
5.2 

*FILE INVENTRY 37 

6 
7 

12 

6 
7 

12 

*KEY PARTNO 6 6 
CODE 1 7 
PRICE 5.2 12 

ENTER FIRST FACTOR IN RESULT FIELD 

CODE 1 1 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 
ORDNO 6 12 
QTY 4.0 16 

ENTER NEXT FACTOR IN RESULT FIELD 

*FILE INVENTRY 37 
*KEY PARTNO 6 6 

CODE 1 7 
PRICE 5.2 12 

ENTER OPERATION (ADD,SUB,MULT,DIV) 

Key SALES AMOUNT, the heading for the result field, 
then press the ENTER key. 

Press the YES command key. 

Press the ROLL.J, key five times to bring QTY to line 4 of 
the display. Press the DUP key, then press the ENTER key. 

Press the ROLL t key five times to bring PRICE to line 4 of 
the display. Press the DUP key, then press the ENTER key. 

Key MUL T, then press the ENTER key. 
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*FILE INV~NTRY 37 
*KEY PARTNG 6 6 

CODE ~ 7 
PRICE 5.2 ~2 

ENTER NEXT FACTOR IN RESULT FIELD 

* F I LEI N V-E N TRY 
*KEY PARTNO 

CODE 
PRICE 

ENTER FIELD NAME 

*F I LE I NVENTRY 
*KEY PARTNO 

CODE 
PRICE 

ANY CONTROL FIELDS? 

*FILE INVENTRY 
*KEY PARTNO 

CODE 
PRICE 

ENTER CONTROL FIELD NAME 

02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

ENTER CONTROL FIELD NAME 

37 
6 
~ 
5.2 

37 
6 
~ 
5.2 

37 
6 
~ 
5.2 

~ 
5.0 

6 
7 

~2 

6 
7 

~2 

6 
7 

~2 

~ 
~ 
6 

Press the ENTER key since there are no other factors DFU 
uses to calculate the result field. 

Press the ENTE R key since there are no other fields DFU 
prints in the report. 

Press the YES command key since DFU prints separate 
sales amounts and quantity totals for each customer. 

Press the ROLL,£. key seven times to bring CUSTNO to 
line 4 of the display. Press the DUP key, then press the 
ENTER key. This causes DFU to print accumulated totals 
each time the customer number changes. 

Press the ENTER key since there are no other control fields 
to dEtfine. 



02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

SHOULD FILE BE SORTED? 

02 *RECORD 
*CnDE C D 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

ENTER SORT FIELD NAME 

02 *RECORD 

:L 
5.0 

:L 
5.0 

:L 
:L 
6 

:L 
:L 
6 

*CODE C D :L 
CODE :L :L 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 

IS THIS SORT FIELD ASCENDING? 

02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

ENTER SORT FIELD NAME 

:L 
5.0 

:L 
:L 
6 

CUSTNO 5.0 6 
ORDNO 6 :L2 
QTY 4.0:L6 
PARTNO 6 22 

IS THIS SORT FIELD ASCENDING? 

Press the YES command key. DFU sorts the report by 
customer number, then sorts part number within customer 
number. 

Press the DUP key, then press the ENTER key to define 
CUSTNO as the first sort field. 

Press the YES command key. 

Press the RO LL t key three times to bring PARTNO to 
line 4 of the display. Press the DUP key, then press the 
ENTER key. This defines PARTNO as the second sort 
field. 

Press the YES command-key. 
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CUSTNO 
ORDNO 
QTY 
PARTNO 

ENTER SORT FIELD NAME 

5.0 
6 
4.0 
6 

6 
12 
16 
22 

Press the ENTER key since there are no other sort fields 
ih the report. 

Now you have supplied all of the information DFU needs to format and print the report. The prompts that follow allow 
you to select certain records you want DFU to include in the report. In this example, DFU prints transactions for customer 
numbers 01313, 14121, and 21884. 
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CUSTNO 5.0 6 
ORDNO 6 12 
QTY 4.0 16 
PARTNO 6 22 

SELECT RECORDS BASED ON FIELD VALUES? 

CUSTNO, 5.0 6 
ORDNO 6 12 
QTY 4.0 16 
PARTNO 6 22 

ENTER NAME OF SELECT FIELD (FACTOR 1) 

02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 1 

CODE 1 1 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 

ENTER CONDITION (EQ,NE,GT,LT,LE,GEI 

02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

IS FACTOR 2 A CONSTANT? 

1 
5.0 

1 
1 
6 

Press the YES command key. 

Press the ROLL'/' key three times to bring CUSTNO to line 
4 of the display. Press the DUP key, then press the ENTE R 
key to define CUSTNO as a select'field. 

Key EO, then press the ENTE R key. 

Press the YES command key. 



02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 1 

CODE 1 1 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 

ENTER CONSTANT (FACTOR 2 VALUE) 

02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 1 

CODE 1 1 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 

ENTER NEXT SELECT FIELD RELATION(OR,AND) 

02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 1 

CODE 1 1 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 

ENTER NAME OF SELECT FIELD (FACTOR 1) 

02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 1 

CODE 1 1 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 

ENTER CONDITION (EQ,NE,GT,LT,LE,GE) 

02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

IS FACTOR 2 A CONSTANT? 

1 
5.0 

1 
1 
6 

Key01313, then press the ENTER key. 

Key OR, then press the ENTER key. 

Press the DUP key, then press the ENTER key. 

Key EQ, then press the ENTE R key. 

Press the YES command key. 
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02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 1 

CODE 1 1 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 

ENTER CONSTANT (FACTOR 2 VALUE) 

02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 1 

CODE 1 1 
CUSTNO . 5.0 6 

ENTER NEXT SELECT FIELD RELATION(OR,AND) 

02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 1 

CODE 1 1 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 

ENTER NAME OF SELECT FIELD (FACTOR 1) 

0.2 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 1 

CODE 1 1 
CUSTNO 1 5.0 6 

ENTER CONDITION (EQ,NE,GT,LT,LE,GE) 

02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 

CODE 
CUSTNO 

IS FACTOR 2 A CONSTANT? 

1 
5.0 

1 
1 
6 

Key. 14121, then press the ENTER key. 

Key OR, then press the ENTER key. 

Press the DUP key, then press the ENTER key. 

Key EO, then press the ENTER key. 

Press the YES command key. 



02 *RECORD 
1 *CODE C D 1 

CODE 1 1 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 

ENTER CONSTANT (FACTOR 2 VALUE) 

02 *RECORD 
*CODE C D 1 

CODE 1 1 
CUSTNO 5.0 6 

ENTER NEXT SELECT FIELD RELATION(OR,AND) 

*LIST *SUMMARY*DETAIL 
*KEY 

1 *TITLE CUSTOMER SALES ANALYSIS 
Q.2 *RECORD 
HIT EOJ CMD KEY TO CONTINUE PROCESSING, 
OR YOU MAY NOW UPDATE DFU SPECS. 

**** DFU ATTRIBUTES :>:<:>:<:>:c):c: 

*FILE SALESORD 50 
*KEY 5 

01 *RECORD 
>,'cCODE C H '1 

CODE 1 
CUSTNO 5.-0 
ORDNO 6 
CUSORD 5 
DATE 8 
SHPTO 2 
SHPVIA 15 

02 >,'cRECORD 
>:<CODE C D 

CODE 1 
CUSTNO 5.0 
ORDNO 6 
QTY 4.0 
PARTNO 6 

*FILE INVENTRY 37 
*KEY PARTNO 6 

CODE 1 
PRICE 5.2 
DESCRP 25 

50 

1 
1 
6 

12 
17 
25 
27 
42 

1 
1 
6 

12 
16 
22 

6 
7 

12 
37 

Figure 16. DFU Attributes and Specifications Created for Example 2 

Key 21884, then press the ENTER key. 

Press the ENTER key. 

You have finished responding to the prompts. The first 
four lines of the display now show DFU specifications that 
DFU created from your responses. 

Press the PRINT REC command key. DFU prints the 
attributes and specifications shown in Figure 16. 

**** DFU SPECIFICATIONS >:c>:< *>:c 

*LIST *SUMMARY>:cDETAI L 
>:<KEY 

1 *TITLE CUSTOMER SALES ANALYSIS 
02 *RECORD 

* CUSTNO CUSTOMER, NUMBER 
>.'c PARTNO PART NUMBER 
>:c DESCRP DESCRIPTION 
*ADD QTY QUANTITY 

* PRICE PRICE 
7.2 >:<ADD >.'cRESULT SALES AMOUNT 
ADD QTY 
MULT PRICE 

*TOTAL CUSTNO 
*SORTA CUSTNO 
*SORTA PARTNO 
*SELECT CUSTNO EQ 

01313 
OR *SELECT CUSTNO EQ 

14121 
OR *SELECT CUSTNO EQ 

21884 
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Scan the DFU specifications using the RO LL t key to check that they match those in Figure 16. If changes are required, 
refer to Updating DFU Specifications information in Chapter 10. 

Press the EOJ command key. 

The following prompt appears: 

INDICATE IF THE DATA FILE IS TO BE SORTED BEFORE LISTING ('NOSORT', SORT) 

Key SORT and press the ENTER key. 

Figure 1 Tshows the report that DFU prints. 

1-/09/04 CUSTOfvlER SALES ANALVSIS PAGE 1 

CUSTOMER NUMBER PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PRICE SALES AMOUNT 

1313 134311 BOLTS., LAG 1/4 X 3 INCHES 2·00 0.10 20.00 
1313 159715 FLASHLIGHT, HEAVY-DUTY 2 5.49 10.98 
1313 213151 SHELF BRACKETS .. 4 X 4 16 0.86 13.76 
13L3 4L2008 ELEC. RECEPTACLE 13 0.15 9.75 
1313 412009 ELEC. COVER PLATE 13 0.39 5.01 

244 59.56 * 

14121 612695 SINK .. OVAL YELLOW 48 50.00 2400.00 
14121 612123 SINK., OVAL BLUE 48 55.00 2640.00 
14121 612183 SINK, OVAL GREEN 48 bO.OO 2880.00 

144 1920.00 * 

21884 412003 ELEC. RECEPTACLE 25 0.15 18.75 
21884 412009 ELEC. COVER PLATE 25 0.39 9.15 
21884 456116 ELEC. wIRING-12 GAUGE 600 0.98 588.00 

650 616.50 * 
1038 8596.06 ** 11 RECORDS PROCESSED 

Figure 17. Report Printed for Example 2 
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This chapter explains how to create a data file. It is assumed 
that the format description already exists. If the format 
description does not exist, refer to Figure 6 in Chapter 3 for 
assistance in creating the format description before 
proceeding. Refer to Appendix F for a sample form to use 
when creating a data file. 

ENTER COMMAND STATEMENT 

Note: If you have just completed the job setup step, you 
will not be required to key the ENTER command statement. 
Refer directly to Steps for Entering a DataFile in this 
chapter. 

When creating a file, key the word ENTER and press the 
ENTER key. A prompt is then issued for the name of the 
file: 

ENTER FI LENAME OF FI LE TO BE CREATED 
Your response gives a name to the data file being created. 
The filename is a maximum of eight characters in length, 
and must start with an alphabetic character. The filename 
must'not be a duplicate of an existing file. 

A preprinted template is available for your 
use (form number GX21-7638 or equivalent) 
that shows the DFU command key assignments. 
Insert the template you are using DFU. 

Figure 18. Function and Command Keys for Creating a Data File 

Chapter 4. Creating a Data File 

The next prompt is: 
ENTER NAME OF FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
(THE DEFAULT NAME IS #DFUOBJ) 

Your response specifies the name of the format description 
for processing this job. 

The next prompt is: 
ENTER NUMBER OF RECORDS TO BE IN FI LE 

Key the number of records the file will contain. 

The preceding prompting sequence can be skipped by 
initially keying the complete command statement or the 
name of the procedure that contains the following com
plete command statement: 

ENTER filename,format description name"number of 
records 

Note: See Appendix A for a description of all possible 
command statement parameters. 
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FUNCTION AND COMMAND KEYS FOR CREATI NG A 
DATA FILE 

Note: Function and command keys are disabled dlJring 
printing. 

Figure 18 shows the function and command keys that can 
be used when creating a data file. The following explains 
these keys: 

Function Key Use 

• • • 
• 
• 
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FIELD 
BKSP 

(cursor 
left) 

(cursor 
right) 

The cursor moves left one position. 

The cursor moves right one position. 

The current record is ignored and 
the cursor returns to the first field 
that can be entere~L 

Processing for this record is com
plete. A" fields that have been 
entered are written to the file. 

The field is entered (rightmost 
slashes are blanked out). The cursor 
position has no effect onwhat is 
entered. For a numeric field, the 
data is right-adjusted and padded 
with leading zeros. 

If the cursor is in the first position 
of a field, it is repositioned at the 
start of the preceding field. If the 
cursor is not in the first position of 
the field, it is reset to the start of 
the field. 

If the cursor is within the key field, 
it is repositioned at the start of the 
field. FIELD BKSP cannot be used 
to return to the key field once the 
key field has been entered. 

Note: FIELD BKSP cannot be used 
to access auto dup fields unless the 
auto dup indicator is turned off. 

Blanks the field from the cursor 
position to the end of the field, then 
enters the keyed data into the record. 
If the field is numeric, the data is 
right-adjusted and padded with 
leading zeros. 

Function Key 

• 
• 

(lowercase
field
duplication) 

• (uppercase
single character 
duplication) 

-
Command Key 

AUTO 
DUP 

Use 

Performs the same tasks as ENTER 
and E NTE R+ except the field is 
edited with a minus (-) sign. 

The character that the cursor is 
positioned under and all characters 
to its right are duplicated from the 
corresponding field in the previous 
record, and the field is entered into 
the reco,rd. This key is active only 
if: (1) the preceding record was the 
same record type as the current 
record, or (2) the auto dup indica
tor is off, but the field is specified 
as an auto dup field and at least 
one record has been processed. 

The character that the cursor is 
positioned under is duplicated from 
the corresponding character in the 
previous record, and the cursor 
moves to the next character posi
tion; If the cursor is currently in 
the last position of a field, it dup
licates that character and performs 
a field enter function. The DUP 
key is active only if: (1) the pre
ceding record was the same record 
type as the current record, or (2) 
the auto dup indicator is off, but 
the field is specified as an auto dup 
field and at least one record has 
been processed. 

When pressed, the display stops 
flashing and the keyboard is freed, 
allowing an appropriate response 
to the message displayed on the 
screen. 

Use 

Reverses the status of the auto dup 
indicator. If off, it is turned on; 
if on, it is turned off. 



Command Key 

PRINT 
ACCUM 

• 
SELECT 
FORMAT 

• 
DELETE 

• 
ADD 

• 
EOJ 

• 
YES 

• NO 

• UPDATE 

• 

Use 

Prints the batch accumulators, adds 
them to the total accumulators, 
and resets them to zero. 

Requests a new record type. 

Inserts a delete code into the record 
displayed on line 4. 

Changes processing mode from 
update to add. New records can be 
entered in add mode. If DFU is 
generating record keys, add mode 
allows the entering of record keys 
from the keyboard (automatic key 
generation is suspended). Only keys 
lower than the next DFU-generated 
key can be entered., To resume 
automatic key generation, respond 
with a null entry when prompted 
for the next record key. 

Prompts for end of job. In enter/ 
update mode, record counts are 
displayed on the display screen. 

Positive response to the prompt 
END OF JOB? 

Final totals are printed, record counts 
are printed if printing has previously 
occurred, and the job is terminated. 
Negative response to the prompt 

END OF JOB? 
Processing continues . 

Changes processing mode to update. 
In update mode, only existing 
records can be altered. 

USING DFU FEATURES WHILE CREATING A DATA 
FILE 

The following features are explained to help you use and 
understand DFU while creating a data file: 

Duplicating Fields 

Field duplication from the previous record into the current 
record can be done in one of two ways: 

1. 

2. 

Use the auto dup feature as explained in Chapters 
2 and 3. Auto dup fields are specified during the job 
setup step, then are automatically duplicated from 
the previous record to the current record if the auto 
dup indicator is on. 

(Pressing the AUTO D UP command key reverses the 
status of the auto dup indicator: if off, it is turned 
on; if on, it is turned off.) 

Press the DUP key. This duplication works if either 
of the following are true: 
a. The previous record type was the same as the 

current record type. 
b The previous and current fields have been defined 

as auto dup fields, the auto dup indicator is off, 
and at least one record has been processed. 

Note: The uppercase DUP key allows single character 
duplication from the previous record. 
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Checking the Record Type 

After each record is entered, its record identification indi
cator is checked to ensure that it agrees with the record 
type currently being processed (defined in the RPG II 
specifications). This is done before the record is written 
to disk. If the record code does not agree, DFU examines 
the record code positions; if they are all blank, DFU forces 
the correct record code into the record and writes the 
record to disk (see note). If the record code positions are 
not all blank, the following warning message is displayed: 

DFU0019 
INVALID CODE FOR RECORD ID INDICATOR 

The following options are available: 

• Press the REC BKSP key, then rekey the record. 

• Press the REC ADV key to write the record to disk as 
it is. 

• Press the ENTER key to force the correct code into the 
record and write the record to disk. 

Note: If you describe the record code as a not field in 
the RPG II specifications, the following will occur: 

• The record code forced by DFU will be a blank 
(hexadecimal 40) whenever a character or number 
(1 through 9) is specified. 

• The record code forced by DFU will be a character 1 
(hexadecimal Fl) whenever a blank or zero is specified. 

Printing the Record 

A record is printed if the print option was specified in the 
setup step. A heading line is printed before: (1) the first 
record on a new page, (2) the first record of a record type, 
(3) the first record following the accumulator printout. 
Records are single spaced when printed. 

Editing Fields 

Editing is performed only on numeric fields. A deci,mal 
point is inserted into the edited field to show the number 
of decimal positions (if decimal placement is specified in 
the RPG II source member). A minus sign is placed to the 
right of the last character of a field if the field is negative. 
Leading zeros are suppressed. 
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The following is an example of editing a decimal field: 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS A ot 02 
ENTRY 00020 
KEY OUR ORDER NO. CUSTOMER NO. COST PER 

20 XC43t2 t3t3 0.00 
200/../ 

In the preceding display, the amount 200 is keyed into the 
COST PER field without a decimal point. When one of the 
function keys is pressed to insert the field into the record, 
the following display will appear: 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS A Ot 02 
ENTRY 00020 
ER NO. CUSTOMER NO. COST PER PART NUMBER 
3t2 t3t3 2.00 

LlIIII 

Notice the COST PER field on this display is right-adjusted, 
the decimal point is correctly positioned, and the field is 
zero filled. If the ENTER- (minus) key had been pressed 
in the preceding example, the following would appear: 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS A Ot 02 
ENTRY 00020 
ER NO. CUSTOMER NO. COST PER PART NUMBER 
3t2 t3t3 2.00-

LIIIII 

Note: Only numeric fields will be edited. If leading zeros 
are desired, code the fields as alphameric. 



STEPS FOR ENTERING A DATA FILE 

One of two initial displays appears: one if you supply the 
record keys, and one if DFU is generating record keys for 

. you. Figure 19 shows the format of both displays. 

a The word ENTRY indicates that you will enter 
records in the data file. 

iii Name of the file you are now creating. 

m Job title (may be blank). 

m Automatic duplication indicator (either A or 
blank). 

II Record type of the previous record (blank for the 
initial display). 

Figure 19. Initial Displays for Creating a Data File 

You are 
supplying 
keys. 

DFU is 
generating 
keys. 

.. Record type of the record to be entered. 

&J Heading of key field. 

m The cursor is positioned to accept your entry. 
The number of slashes (/) indicates the maximum 
number of positions in the field. 

D Key of the record to be entered. 

II Key and its heading for the record to be entered. 

13 Heading of the field to be entered. 
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The following shows a sample initial display when DFU is 
generating the record keys: 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 01 
ENTRY 00010 

*KEY OUR ORDER NO. 
10 

LIIIII 

Perform the following steps to enter your data file: 

1. Check the status of the auto dup indicator. If neces- . 
sary, press the AUTO DUP command key to reverse 
the status. (A indicates on, blank indicates off·d 

2. Check that the' record type on the first line of the 
display is the same as the selected record type being 
entered_ If the record types are different, use the 
SELECT FORMAT command key to select the 
proper type. 

3. The rightmost heading on line 3 of the display 
names the field to be keyed (OUR ORDER NO.). 
Line 5 of the display contains as many slashes (/) as 
there are positions in the field. Key in the data for 
this field. As each field is keyed, press one of the 
following function keys to enter the field into the 
record or write the record to disk: 
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ENTER, ENTER+, FIELD ADV enters a field into a 
record. If you press any of these keys after the last 
defined field of a record, the record is written to 
disk and printed (if the print option was specified in 
the format description built in the setup step). 

ENTER- places a negative field in a record. If you 
press ENTER- after keying the last defined field of 
the record, the record is written to disk and printed 
(if print was specified in the setup). 

4. 

5. 

REC ADV writes the record to disk, prints the record 
(if specified), and skips the prompts for remaining 
fields in the record. (For example, if you have a 7-
field record and only the first four fields are required, 
you can press the REC ADV key after keying the 
fourth field. This allows you to skip the prompts for 
the remaining fields.) 

When the batch totals are to be printed, press the 
PRINT ACCUM command key. 

a. If more records are to be entered, return to step 1. 
b. If DFU is generating record keys and you want to 

change (correct) records that you have already 
entered, press the UPDATE command key and re
turn to step 1. This allows you to enter the key 
of an existing record, then update that record. 

c. If there are no more records to be entered or 
changed; press the EOJ command key, and the 
YES command key to end the program. 



EXAMPLE OF CREATING A DATA FILE 

This example describes how to create a data file; assume 
that the job was prepared for you and that the format' 
description was built in example 1 of Chapter 3. 

As an operator, you need to know the following about 
the job before you begin: 

• The four steps of the customer order entry are: 

1. A clerk receives the customer orders and verifies that 
they are complete. The following shows a sample 
order form: 

ABC Hardware Company 
123 Main Street 

SOLO TO: Any City. Any State SHIPPED TO: 

rs""i+-h t"c:. --, Go" .. , Co_ (tel) --, 

I~'S B"*, ~ ... 
~ ... ...., '{o,"k • t.I.'l. -.J ~1fD/ 'l!!!! ~t-

~os+OI'\ ,MaSS. 

;c~;,;l/o';h-I ,~~;;No. I ;;.;;~o I Shop v.. I 
Ai,. Fre~"~ 

Qu.ntlty Pit" Number OesCflptlon Un" P'lce 

15 &11200' Elec. ,.eceptac.le 
2.5 'I1r.OO9 Ii Icc.. CO.,.r pl./e. 

'00 'IS" "" E/ec.. Wi'''''9 - 12,au,« I 

2. The clerk totals all quantities on the order form 
using an adding machine, then clips the adding 
machine tape to the customer order. 

.J 

Amount 

3. You key the customer order. DFU lists each order 
when it is keyed and prints the quantity totals. 

4. You compare the quantities accumulated in step 3 
with the total on the adding machine tape from step 
2. If these totals match, key the next customer order. 
If the totals do not match, correct the error before 
continuing. 

• The name of the data file you will create is SALESORD. 

• The file will be able to contain 50 records. 

• The format description for this job already exists on 
disk with the name ORDERFMT. This format descrip
tion was created in example 1 in Chapter 3. 

• The data file has two record types: 

1. Record type 01 contains constant information for the 
order (such as customer number, customer order 
number, our order number, and date). This record is 
called the header record. 

2. Record type 02 contains transaction information 
about the order, including such fields as part numbers 
and quantities. This record is called a detail record 
and it requires a header record to provide necessary 
constant information. 

• The fields that you key from the order forms are: 

For Record Type 01 
(header) 

OUR ORDER NO . 
DATE 
CUST ORO. NO. 
CUSTOMER NO. 
SHIPTO 
SHIP VIA 

For Record Type 02 
(detail) 

OUR ORDER NO. 
CUSTOMER NO. 
QUANTITY 
PART NUMBER 

• OUR ORDER NO. and CUSTOMER NO. are auto dup 
fields. This means that you key them in the header 
record for the order, then set the auto dup indicator on. 
DFU duplicates these two fields for you when you enter 
each detail record from the order form. 

• DFU generates the record keys. 

• Figure 20 shows the three order forms you key in this 
example. 
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SOLD TO: 

IxYl Con&f. CO. I 
1.i5fD HI Ave. 
~cw Vo~1< J Ai.Y. .-J 

i 

ABC Hardware Company 
123 Main Street 
Any City. Any State 

ABC Hardware Company 
123 Main Street 

SOLD TO Any City. Any State 

iAc:la"",~ PluI"'\b;,;l 
I7.Lj~ 5_+"- S+. 

L t.!.o. ... ,/o~k, '-l~. .-J 

J.l8 IDIHR5 -Si"k J Ovat Y4.ltow 
48 '-12i1.'3 S'I"k ,Olla\ b\u~ 

'+8 (j)11.11r'3 Sin" I o"a\~t.Q.~'" 

Figure 20. Sample Order Forms 
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I 

L 

SHIPPED TO' 

S.A.ME 

UnltPnce 

-

-

ABC Hardware Company 
123 Main Street 

SOLD TO' Any City. Any State 

~""'i+h !",e:.. I 
11.~S e~cl ~ ... 

Lil../lVJ 'l(o~k , W.'l . .-J 

Two-Digit 
Ship To 
Code 

SHIPPED TO: 

IsOM' Co. (\<=1) I 
,=>I{o/ '2.!!2 ~t. 

Le03+0" ,Mass . .-J 

~;;I;JIOI;h-j I~~;;~;s;;~o ]4,,. Sh;~:~J.~ ] 
t-;::,~p", NU~be, Oesc"ploOn 1 Un" P"ee Amount. 

-15 LII2.0DfI E/ec.. receptac.le 

( 

7.5 '111009 E Ie.e:.. COile,.. pla/e. 
600 t.{SID /I~ E/ec. w;ril'\~ - 12 ~au,.Q. 

'. 

SHIPPED TO: 

[Mills "pI1~h¥\'l'\h (::;;;)1 
1~'1.1- Mi lis Road 

l!!e...., 'fOO-K ,N.Y. 
I 

I 

Two-Digit 
Ship To 
Code 



Keying the Order Forms 

Begin the job by keying the following command statement 
(If you have just finished the setup step in example 1 in 
Chapter 3, the job run begins automatically and you skip 
this command statement.): 

ENTER SALESORD,ORDERFMT,,50 

Note: You can also key the word ENTER and have DFU 
prompt you for the necessary parameters in the command 
statement. 

The following shows and explains the display that appears: 

~ESORD 
~RY 

DAI LY ~LES ORDERS. iii "'01-11 
~ 00010-

*KEY OUR ORDER NO. 
_/ 10 

r ~ ~~;, 

• The file name, SALESORD a, the job title, DAILY 
SALES ORDERS II , and the record type, 01 II ' 
appear on the first line of the display. 

• The word ENTRY m and the key II that DFU has 
generated appear on line 2. 

• The key field II and order form headings DJ appear on 
line 3. 

• The DFU generated key, 10m, appears on line 4 
(and line 2). 

• The slashes on line 5 D indicate the field, OUR ORDER 
NO., that you are to key from the first order form. 

• The underscore IJ indicates the position of the cursor. 
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SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 01 
ENTRY 00010 

*KEY OUR ORDER NO. 
10 

LIIIII 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 01 
ENTRY 00010 

*KEY OUR ORDER NO. DATE 
10 XC4312 

LIIIIIII 

t 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 01 
00010 

CUST ORD. NO. 
ENTRY 

OUR ORDER: NO. DATE 
XC4312 10/30/7-

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 
ENTRY 

DATE CUST. ORD. NO. 
10/30/7- AB123 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 
ENTRY 

LillI 

01 
00010 

CUSTOMER NO. 
o 
LIlli 

CUST. ORD. NO. CUSTOMER NO. 

01 
00010 

SHIP TO 
AB123 1313 

LI 

DFU has generated the first record key (10). Key the 
first field,XC4312, in the OUR ORDER NO. field of the 
header record and press ENTE R. 

Key the date (in the form month/day/year) and press ENTER. 

Key AB123 in the CUST ORO. NO. field and press ENTER. 

Key 1313 for the CUSTOMER NO. and press ENTER. 

The field (SHIP TO) is ready to be keyed. Since there is 
no special shipping information on this order form, the 
customer header record is complete. Press the R EC ADV 
key to advance to the next record. The record is printed 
and written to the file (SALESORD). 

Note: Sample orders XC4313 and XC4314 in Figure 20 
do have a 2-digit code that will be keyed into the SHIP TO 
field. 



~~ 
SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 01 01 
ENTRY 00020 

*KEY OUR ORDER NO. 
20 

LIIIII 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 01 01 
ENTRY 00020 

*KEY OUR ORDER NO. 
20 

LI 
ENTER RECORD ID INDICATOR 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 01 02 
ENTRY 00020 

*KEY OUR ORDER NO. 
20 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 
ENTRY 

OUR ORDER NO. CUSTOMER NO. 
XC4312 1313 

o 

LII I I I 

A 01 02 
00020 

qUANT ITY 
o 

LIII 

The display is ready to accept input for the next record. 
DFU has automatically incremented the record key by 10. 

The first line indicates the previous record type was 01 a ' 
and the current record type is 01 iii . 

Press the SELECT FORMAT command keYEto change the 
. current record type and permit the keying of the detail 

record information from the order form. A prompt to 
ENTER RECORD 10 INDICATOR 

is given. Key 2 to indicate record type 02 and press ENTER. 

DFU now retrieves the format description information for 
record type 02. The current record type (02) appears on 
line 1 of the display. 

Press the AUTO DUP command key to set on the auto dup 
indicator. 

The display shows the auto dup indicator on (A appears on 
line 1). The fields OUR ORDER NO. and CUSTOMER 
NO. are automatically duplicated from the information in 
the record previously entered. These two fields must appear 
in every record in the customer order file, and the fields 
have the same value for each record entered from a single 
order form. For this reason, the two fields have been de
fined as auto dup fields and only need to be entered once 
for each order form. 

Key 200 for the QUANTITY field and press ENTER. This 
field is a 4-positionnumeric field and only three numbers 
are keyed (200). 
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SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 
ENTRY 
NO. CUSTOMER NO. QUANTITY 

1313 200 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 
ENTRY 

A 01 02 
00020 

PART NUMBER 

LII I I I 

OUR ORDER NO. CUSTOMER NO. 

A 02 02 
00030 

QUANTI TY 
o 

LIII 
o XC4312 1313 

Notice that QUANTITY has been right-adjusted because it 
is a numeric field. Key 134311, the next field (PART 
NUMBER). This completes the first detail record from the 
order form. After you press the REC ADV or ENTER key, 
the'record is printed and written to the file (SALESORD). 

The display is ready to accept the next detail record. 
Again, DFU has incremented the record key by 10, and the 
current record type and previous record type are now the 
same. Also, two fields have been automatically duplicated 
from the previous record: OUR ORDER NO. and 
CUSTOMER NO. Thus, for each successive detail record 
entered from an order form, it is only necessary for you to 
key the two variable fields (QUANTITY and PART 
NUMBER). 

Continue to the next page. 



Befer to the first order form in Figure 20 and enter the 

remaining detail lines as follows: 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 
ENTRY 

OUR ORDER NO. CUSTOMER NO. 

A 02 02 
00030 

QUANTITY 
o 

2LII 
o XC4312 1313 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 
ENTRY 
NO. CUSTOMER NO. QUANTITY 

1313 2 

A 02 02 
00030 

PART NUMBER 

159715 

SALESORD 
ENTRY 

DAILY SALES ORDERS A 02 02 
00040 

CUSTOMER NO. QUANTITY OUR ORDER NO. 
o XC4312 1313 0 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 
ENTRY 
NO. CUSTOMER NO. QUANTITY 

1313 16 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 
ENTRY 

16LI 

A 02 02 
00040 

PART NUMBER 

213157 

OUR ORDER NO. CUSTOMER NO. 

A 02 02 
00050 

QUANTITY 
o 

13LI 
o XC4312 1313 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 
ENTRY 
NO. CUSTOMER Nd. QUANTITY 

1313 13 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 
ENTRY 

A 02 02 
00050 

PART NUMBER 

412008 

OUR ORDER NO. CUSTOMER NO. 

A 02 02 
00060 

QUANTITY 
o 

13LI 
D XC4312 1313 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 
ENTRY 
NO. CUSTOMER NO. QUANTITY 

1313 13 

A 02 02 
00060 

PART NUMBER 

412009 

This completes the entry of the first order form into the 
customer order file. Now press the PRINT ACCUM com
mand key to get a batch total of the field QUANTITY for 
this order form. The batch total is printed after each order 
form is entered to simplify any error correcting that might 
be necessary when the totals from the order forms and the 
listing are compared. The batch total for each order form 
can aid you in quickly identifying the record(s) in error. 

To enter datafrom the next order form, press the AUTO DUP 
command key to turn the auto dup indicator off. Press the 
SELECT FORMAT command key. Key 01 and press 
ENTER. Then refer to Figure 20 and enter the remaining 
two forms the same way you entered the first form. 

After you've entered the third form, press the EOJ command 

key. 
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This display shows the prompt given when you press the. 
EOJ comm and key: 

14 RECORDS ENTERED 
o RECORDS UPDATED 
o RECORDS DELETED 

END OF JOB? 

Press the YES command key; the batch and total accumula
tors are printed and record counts are printed if printing 
has previously occurred. The customer order file is saved on 
the disk so it can be used later by another program. 

You have now entered all daily orders into the system. 
Figure 21 is the printed listing produced by DFU as a result 
of entering the daily orders. 
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The title is printed at the top of each page. The headings 
are printed above the data and are printed each time the 
record type changes and each time following an accumulator 
printout. The key field is always printed first followed by 
all fields defined for the record type. 



IlAItY SA~ES UkOE,(S PA~E 001 

*KEY O~f< ORDER NO. JAH CuST. QRD. NO. CUSTJMER NG. SHIP TJ SMIP VIA 

10 XC4312 10/30/7- A3123 1313 

*KEY OUR ORDER NO. CUSTOMER NO. i./UANTITY PART NUM8E~ 

20 XC431 " 1313 200 134311 
30 )(C431, 1.H3 2 15~ 71, 
40 -XC4312 1313 16 213157 
50 XC4.312 1313 13 412008 
60 XC4312 1313 13 412009 

QUANTITY 

BATCH ACCUt.4ULATORS 244 

*KEY OuR ORDER 1'40. OA IE CuST. ORO. NO. CUSTOMt:R NO. SHIP T;) S,,41 P VIA 

10 XC431.:l 10/30/7- 13019 21884 19 AIR FREIGHT 

OAIL Y SALES URDER S PAGE 002 

*KEY OUR ORDER MJ. CUSTOMER NO. iJl.;ANTITY PAi(T NUMBER 

80 XC4313 21884 25 41200d 
'10 XC4313 21884 25 ~1200'1 

100 )(C4313 218134 600 456116 

,",UANTITY 

dATCH A(,CU"IULATOi\S 650 

*KEY OUR ORDER NO. \JA TE CUST. ORO. NU. CUS TOM{R N:lo SHIP TO SHIP VIA 

110 XC4314 10/30/7- 21215 141n 1~ ct:ST ~AY 

*KEY OUR ORDER NO. CUSTOMER NO. (JLJANTI TY PART NU/WIdE~ 

120 )(C4314 litl21 48 612695 
13U )(C4314 14421 48 612723 
140 XC4314 14121 48 612783 

DAllY SALES ORDERS PAGE OJ3 

I./UANTITY 

8ATCH ACCUMULATCRS 144 

TOTAL ACCU"'ULATORS 1038 

14 RECJRDS E~TERED o RECO~oS UPDATED o R~CORDS DELETEJ 

Figure 21. Listing Produced from ENTER Example 
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This chapter explains how to update a data file. It is assumed 
that the format description already exists. Refer to Appendix 

F for a sample form to use when maintaining a data file. 

If the format description does not exist, refer to Figure 6 in 
Chapter 3 for assistance in creating it before proceeding. 

UPDATE COMMAND STATEMENT 

Note: If you have just completed the setup step, you do not 

need to enter the UPDATE command statement. Refer 
directly to Steps for Maintaining a Data File in this chapter. 

When updating an existing file, key the word UPDATE and 
press the ENTE R key. A prompt is issued for the name of 

the file: 
ENTER FILENAME OF FILE TO BE MAINTAINED 

Your response must be the name of an existing file. 

The next prompt is: 
ENTER NAME OF FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
(THE DEFAULT NAME IS #DFUOBJ) 

Your response specifies the name of the format description 

for processing this job. 

The preceding prompting sequence can be skipped by 
initially keying the complete command statement or the 
name of the procedure that contains the following complete 

command statement: 
UPDATE filename, format description name 

Chapter 5. Maintaining a Data File 

FUNCTION AND COMMAND KEYS FOR MAINTAINING 
A DATA FILE 

Note: Function and command keys are disabled during 

printing. 

Figure 22 shows function and command keys that can be 
used when maintaining a data file. The following explains 
these keys: 

Function Key 

• • • 
• 
• 

Use 

The cursor moves left one position. 

The cursor moves right one position. 

The current record is ignored and 
the cursor returns to the first field 
that can be updated. 

Processing for this record is complete. 
All fields that have been updated are 
written to the Hie. 

The field is entered as displayed . 
The cursor position has no effect on 
what is entered. 

A preprinted template (GX21-7638 or equivalent) is available that shows the 
DFU command key assignments. Insert the template when you are using DFU. 

Figure 22. Function and Command Keys for Maintaining a Data File 

FIELD 
BKSP 
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• 

FIELD 
BKSP 

If the cursor is in the first position 
of a field, it is repositioned at the 
start of the preceding field. If the 
cursor is not in the first position of 
the field, it is reset to the start of 
the field. If the cursor is within 
the key field, it is repositioned at 
the start of the field. FIELD BKSP 
cannot be used to return to the key 
field once the key field has been 
entered. 

Note: FIELD BKSP cannot be used 
to access auto dup fields unless the 
auto dup indicator is turned off. 

Blanks the field from the cursor 
position to the end of the field, then 
enters the keyed data into the record. 
If the field is numeric, the data is 
right-adjusted and padded with lead
ing zeros. 

Performs the same tasks as ENTER 
and ENTER+ except the field is 
edited with a minus (-) sign. 

•
. (lower case

field 
duplication) 

The character that the cursor is posi
tioned under and all characters to 
its right are duplicated from the 
corresponding field in the record 
currently being processed, and the 
field is entered into the record. 

• 
(upper case- The character that the cursor is 

•. single character positioned under is duplicated from 
duplication) the corresponding character in the 

record currently being processed, 
and the cursor moves to the next 
character position. If the cursor is 
currently in the last position of a 
field, it duplicates that character and 
performs a field enter function. 

- When pressed, the display stops 
flashing and the keyboard is freed, 
allowing an appropriate response to 
the message displayed on the screen. 
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Command Key 

AUTO 
DUP .. 

PRINT 
ACCUM 

• 
SELECT 
FORMAT 

• 
DELETE 

• 
ADD 

• 
EOJ 

• YES 

• 
NO 

• 
UPDATE 

• 

Use 

Reverses the status of the auto dup 
indicator. If off, it is turned on; if 
on, it is turned off. 

Prints the batch accumulators, adds 
them to the total accumulators, and 
resets them to zero. 

Requests a new record type. 

Inserts a delete code into the record 
displayed on line 4. 

Changes processing mode from up
date to add. New records can be 
entered in add mode. If DFU is 
generating record keys, add mode 
allows the entering of record keys 
from the keyboard (automatic key 
generation is suspended). Only keys 
lower than the next DFU-generated 
key can be entered. To resume 
automatic key generation, respond 
with a null entry when prompted 
for the next record key. 

Prompts for end of job. Record 
counts are displayed on the 
display screen. 

Positive response to the prompt 
END OF JOB? 

Final totals are printed, record counts 
are printed if printing' has previously 
occurred, and the job is terminated. 

Negative response to the prompt 
END OF JOB? 

Processing continues. 

Changes processing mode to update. 
In update mode, only existing 
records can be altered. 



USING DFU FEATURES WHILE MAINTAINING 
A DATA FILE 

Duplicating Fields 

It is possible to duplicate field data while updating a record. 
The data, however, is not duplicated from the previous 
record; it is duplicated from the record currently being 
processed (prior to any updating). This duplication can be 
performed automatically, or can be requested by pressing 
the DUP function key. 

Automatic duplication occurs when the following two con
ditions are met: (1) the field was defined at setup time as 
an auto dup field, and (2) the auto dup indicator is currently 
on. Fields that meet these conditions remain unchanged in 
the record. You must press the AUTO DUP command key 
to turn off the auto dup indicator before you are allowed 
to update these fields. 

You can also do field duplication by pressing the DUP key 
(lower or upper case). The lowercase DUP key performs 
a field duplication. The data from the cursor position to 
the end of the current field being processed is replaced by 
the corresponding data from the record (prior to any updat
ing); the data is then written in the record. The uppercase 
DUP key performs a single character duplication. The 
character the cursor is positioned under is replaced by the 
corresponding character from the record (prior to any up
dating) and the cursor moves to the next character. 

Note: If the cursor is currently at the last position in a field, 
the character will be duplicated and the data field will be 
written in the record. 

Deleting Records 

Unwanted records can be marked for deletion from a data 
file by pressing the DELETE key. DFU inserts a delete 
code into the record, but the record physically remains in 
the file. The specified delete character is put in the proper 
position in the record and the message RECORD DELETED 
is printed. For example: 

Delete Character 

I 
00020 X XC4312 01313 0200 134311 

RECORD DELETED 

If the delete character is taken out of a deleted record, the 
record acquires a restored status. That is, it is included 
again as an active record in the file and can be maintained 
as such. 

To remove records marked for deletion from the data file, 
use the ORGANIZE procedure as explained in Part 2, 
Procedures, of the System/32 System Control Programming 
Reference Manual, GC21-7593. File reorganization should 
be done periodically (for example, after each run or weekly) 
to reduce the amount of unnecessary data retained on the 
disk. 

Editing Fields 

When a record is being updated, line 4 contains the edited 
field and line 5 contains the unedited field as it currently 
exists. If a negative field is currently being updated, the 
rightmost character in the unedited field is displayed as an 
alphabetic character; the alphabetic character represents a 
negative field on the disk record. 

For example, if a file contains the balance owed by each 
customer, a negative amount in the balance owed field in
dicates credit. If customer 01313 purchases an item, his 
balance must be updated: 

CUSTBAL CUSTOMER BALANCE 01 
UPDATE 01313 

CUSTOMER NUMBER CUSTOMER BALANCE 
1313 12.53-

Q.0125L 

The display shows the balance for balance for customer 
1313. Note the L in the unedited display represents a 
minus 3. If the item purchased costs $1.51, the credit 
balance must be adjusted so it is only $11.02. 
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CUSTBAL CUSTOMER BALANCE 01 
UPDATE 01313 

CUSTOMER NUMBER CUSTOMER BALANCE 
1313 12.53-

11022.L 

Key 1102 over the first four characters of the unedited field 
on line 5. Note that the cursor is positioned under character 
S. Since the balance is still negative, press the ENTER- key 
to update the field (the last two characters are blanked and 
the field is right-adjusted). 

CUSTBAL CUSTOMER BALANCE 01 
UPDATE 01313 

CUSTOMER NUMBER CUSTOMER BALANCE 
1313 11.02-

Q.0110K 

The next time you update this customer record, it will 
appear on the display as indicated. Note the K in the 
unedited display represents a minus 2. 

T~e repres~ntations for the negative numbers 0 through 9 
are as follows: 

Number Represented Number Represented 
By By 

.~ 1 J 6 0 
2 K 7 P 
3 L 8 Q 

4 M 9 R 
5 N 0 & 
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Printing the Record 

A record is printed if: 

1. You changed the record. 

2. You entered a new record and the print option was 
specified in the job setup step. 

3. You pressed the DELETE command key to mark a 
record for deletion. 

4. You removed the delete code from a record. 

Two single-spaced data lines are printed for each updated 
record. The first line contains all defined fields in the old 
copy of the record. The second line is in the same format 
but contains only the updated fields for that record. Added 
records are printed on a single line. A deleted record is 
printed, and a message (RECORD DELETED) is printed 
on the next line. 

Note: While one record is printing, you may key in data for 
the next record. If a printer hardware error occurs during 
the printing, it will not be detected until printing begins on 
the new record and the error message will be displayed at 
that time. A 0 or 1 option to the message causes the last 
printed line to be reprinted before the new updated record 
is printed. 



STEPS FOR MAINTAINING A DATA FILE 

One of two initial displays appears after you key the 
UPDATE command statement: one if you supply the record 
keys and one if DFU generates record keys for you. These 
are the same displays that can initially appear when you are 
creating a data file. Figure 23 shows the format of both 
displays. 

II The word ENTRY initially appears. 

II Name of the file you will update. 

m Job title (may be blank). 

m Automatic duplication indicator (either A or blank). 

II Record type of the previous record (blank for the 
initial display). 

Figure 23. Initial Displays for Maintaining a Data File 

You are 
supplying 
keys. 

DFU is 
generating 
keys. 

II Record type of the record to be entered. 

&J Heading of key field. 

OJ The cursor is positioned to accept your entry. The 
number of slashes (/) indicates the maximum num
ber of positions in the field. 

I Key of the record to be entered. 

• Key and its heading for the record to be entered. 

13 Heading of the field to be entered. 
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If DFU is generating keys for your job and you want to 
stop automatic key generation, use either the ADD or the 
UPDATE command keys as described below. To resume 
automatic key generation from entry mode, respond with 
a null entry when prompted for the next record key. If in 
update mode, return to entry mode by pressing the ADD 
command key and then respond with a null entry when 
prompted for the next record key. 

The following describes how you add, delete, and update 
records: 

• If you want to add a record to the file: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Press the ADD command key. 

Enter a record key that does not already exist. If 
DFU was automatically generating keys, you must 
enter a key less than the next one DFU will 
generate. 

Check the state of the auto dup indicator. If neces
sary, press the AUTO DUP command key to reverse 
the state. 

4. Check that the record type on the first line of the 
display is the same as the desired record type. If 
not, use the SELECT FORMAT command key to 
select the proper type. 

5. Key data in the defined fields as the prompts 
appear and enter the new record into the file. 

• If you want to delete a record from the file: 
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1. Press the UPDATE command key. 

2. Enter the key of the record you want to delete. If 
a record is displayed that you do not want to delete, 
press REC BKSP, then enter the key of the record 
you want. 

3. Press the DELETE command key. DFU marks'the 
record for deletion and prints a RECORD DELETED 
message along with the record. 

• If you want to update a record in the file: 

1. Press the UPDATE command key. 

2. Enter the key of the record you want to update. If 

3. 

a record is displaye,d that you do not want to update, 
pressREC BKSP;then enter the key of the record 
you want. 

Check that the record type on the first line of the 
display is the same as the desired record type. If 
not, use the SELECT FORMAT command key to 
select the proper type. 

4. To update a field in the record, press the FIE LD 
ADVor FIELD_BKSP key until the field is displayed. 
Update the field and press the ENTER, ENTER+, 
ENTER-, or FIELD ADV key to record the change. 
When all updates to the record have been rllade, 
press the REC ADV key. The record is written to 
the disk file and printed. 

• When there are no more records to add, delete, or up
date, press the EOJ command key. 



EXAMPLE OF MAINTAINING A DATA FILE 

To demonstrate how you can use DFU to update an existing 
data file, we will use the customer order file (SALESOR D) 
created in Chapter 4, and the format description (ORDERFMT) 
created in Example 1 in Chapter 3. Assume that a customer, 
the XYZ Construction Company, called late in the day, after 
all the orders had been entered into the customer order file. 
This customer wanted to change the order as shown in 
Figure 24. Note that the customer has changed a quantity, 
deleted an item, and added another item. These changes 
were all marked on the original order form. 

ABC Hardware Company 
123 Main Street 

SOLO TO: Any City, Any State SHIPPED TO: 

IxVi' co~.t, Co. I I I 
.l.f.f)" !!l: A,..,.. ~A""'E 

~4.'" 'to .. k I tII.V. -.J L -.J 

~;;'.i'llo/;!~~l~;~;~;· I ~~;;;NO' I 
Sh,p V';-j-----

.-
~,~:',.~: C. ... h 5eJ I Un"P" .. Amount 

~I!=-
~ ~311 BoItslla~ l/lfx5inc:.hes 

i . .1 t!~~~., ~a~ I!~"+s, h4a~ -dut'1 

13 "'1'1.008 EI.a., I'"e.c:e.p+ac.le -o'./. f.. 
13 '11'1.009 £'ec.. c.o"e.~pl.+4. 

'It .c/ 
.'l '113,*,5 Hi~<} •• ~ 

! 

afic/q<:/ 

i 
I, 

~ 

i 

Figure 24. Sample Order Form 

The following displays show you how to update the 
customer order file with the information shown in Figure 
24. To begin the update process, key the following com
mand statement: 

UPDATE SALESORD,ORDERFMT 
and press ENTE R (or key the word UPDATE and respond 
to the prompts). 

-

I 
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SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 01 
ENTRY 00150 

*KEY OUR ORDER NO. 
150 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 
ENTRY 

LIIIII 

01 
00150 
*KEY 

o 
Lilli 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 02 02 
UPDATE 00020 

*KEY OUR ORDER NO. 
20 XC4312 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 
UPDATE 

~C4312 

OUR ORDER NO. CUSTOMER NO. 

02 02 
00020 

QUANTITY 
200 

9.000 
o XC4312 1313 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 
UPDATE 
NO. CUSTOMER NO. QUANTITY 

1313 300 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 
UPDA TE 

02 02 
00020 

PART NUMBER 
134311 

134311 

02 02 
00020 
*KEY 

o 
Lilli 

This display shows that DFU has generated the key for the 
next record to be entered in the customer order file. Figure 
21 shows the last record entered had a key of 00140, so 
DFU has automatically provided the next key.of 00150. 
But in this example, records are not to be added to the 
end of the file. Existing records are to be updated; so press 
the UPDATE command key to suspend the automatic key 
generation by DFU. 

Key 20, the key of the first record to update and press 
ENTER. 

Note: You can enter the record key as either 00020 or 20. 
If you key 20, the system autornatically right-justifies the 
entry, adds the leading zeros, and retrieves the record with 
a key of 00020. However, the leading zeros will be 
suppressed. 

The display shows the record retrieved by DFU. 

Press the FIE LD ADV key twice to skip over the fields that 
do not need to be updated. The field to be updated 
(QUANTITY) has been positioned on line 5. Key the new 
value of 300 and press ENTER. The field appears to have 
a value of 3000 but the cursor is positi()ned under the last 
digit. 

When you press the ENTER key, the field is blanked from 
the cursor to the end of the field so the actual value is 300. 
Press the REC ADV key. The updated record is written to 
the customer order file and printed. 

Key 40, the key of the next record to be updated and 
press ENTER (as shown in Figure 24, you must delete this 
record). 



SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 02 02 
UPDATE 00040 

*KEY OUR ORDER NO. 
40 XC4312 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 
UPDA TE 
NO. CUSTOMER NO. QUANTITY 

1313 16 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 
UPDA TE 

~C4312 

02 02 
00040 

PART NUMBER 
213715 

£13J.~7 

02 02 
00040 
*KEY 

o 
[1111 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 02 02 
ENTRY 00065 

*KEY OUR ORDER NO. 
65 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 
ENTRY 

jjllil 

OUR ORDER NO. CUSTOMER NO. 

02 02 
00065 

QUANTITY 
o 

[III 
5 XC4312 1313 

SALESORD DAILY SALES ORDERS 
ENTRY 
NO. CUSTOMER NO. QUANTITY 

1313 12 

02 02 
00065 

PART NUMBER 

LIIIII 

Press the FIELD ADV key three times to display the field 
PART NUMBER. Check that you are deleting the correct 
record. 

Press the DELETE command key. This places a delete 
code in the record. The record is printed and rewritten in 
the customer order file with the proper delete code inserted. 

Now you must add a new detail record after 00060. Press 
the ADD command key. Key a value of 65 and press 
ENTER. This record key tells DFU a new record is to be 
inserted into the customer order file between record 00060 
and record 00070. 

The first field (OUR ORDER NO.) is prompted for. 
Notice the function being used now 'is enter, since a new 
record is being added to the file. The next two fields (OU R 
ORDER NO. and CUSTOMER NO.) have the same values 
as the last record processed (00040)' so press the DUP key 
twice to duplicate these fields from the previous record. 

The two fields have been duplicated. Key 12, the new 
QUANTITY, and press the ENTER key. 

Key 213665, the new PART NUMBER and press ENTER. 
The record is printed and entered into the file. 
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The customer order file update is complete; press the EOJ 
command key and then the YES command key to end the 
job. Figure 25 is the printed listing produced by DFU as a 
result of updating the file. 

Record 00020 is printed as it appeared before the updates 
were made; each field that you actually updated in record 
00020 is printed immediately under its original value. This 
audit trail allows you to determine any changes you made 
to the files and also shows what values the records had 
before you updated them. 

Record 00040 is printed, followed by a message (RECORD 
DELETED) that indicates this record has been marked for 
deletion. 

The added record 00065 is printed in the same manner as 
shown in Figure 25~ 

The accumulators reflect the net value of the accumulated 
field (QUANTITY) as folluws: 

1. Updated record: subtract old value -200 

2. 

3. 

add new value +300 
100 

Deleted record: subtract old value - 16 
84 

Added record: add new value + 12 
96 

76/02/06 DAIlV SAlE5 GRDEKS PA:iE 001 

*KEV O~R O{DfR NQ. CUSTOMER NJ. QUANTITV PART NJMoE~ 

21l X:4.nz 1313 

40 X:4312 1313 
KE :'ORD DeLE TEO 

65 X;:4312 1313 

SA Te H Ae CUMULA TO~S 

TOTAL ACCUMULATORS 

1 R~CJR)S E~TtREo 

Figure 25. Listing Produced from UPDATE Example 
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12 
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This chapter explains how to display records from a data 

file and, if necessary, print those records. It is assumed that 
the format description already exists. Refer to Appendix 
F for a sample form to use when displaying or printing 
records from a data file. 

If the format description does not exist, refer to Figure 7 in 
Chapter 3 for assistance in creating it before proceeding. 

INQUIRY COMMAND STATEMENT 

Note: If you have just completed the setup step, you do 
not need to enter the INQUIRY command statement. Refer 
directly to Displaying the Records in this chapter. 

To display records from a file, key the word INQUI RY and 
then press the ENTE R key. A prompt is issued for the 
name of the file: 

ENTER FI LENAME OF INQUI RY FI LE 
Your response must be the name of an existing file. 

A preprinted template is available for your 
use (form number GX21-7638 or equivalent) 
that shows the DFU command key assignments. 
Insert the template when you are using DFU. 

Figure 26. Function and Command Keys for Displaying Records 

Chapter 6. Displaying Records From a Data File 

The next prompt that appears is: 
ENTER NAME OF FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
(THE DEFAULT IS #DFUOBJ). 

Your response specifies the name of the format description 
for processing this job. 

The preceding prompting sequence can ,be skipped by initial
ly keying the complete command statement or the name of 
the procedure that contains the following complete command 
statement: 

I NQU I RY filename,format description name 

FIELD 
BKSP ,~ ~ 
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FUNCTION AND COMMAND KEYS FOR DISPLAYING 
RECORDS 

Figure 26 shows the function and command keys that can 
be used when displaying a data file. The following explains 
these keys: 

Function Key 

• • 

• 
• -
• 

FIELD 
BKSP 

(cursor 
left) 

(cursor 
right) 

Use 

The cursor moves left one position. 

The cursor moves right one position. 

Enters the key of a record that you 

want to display. 

Causes the next record in the file 
to be retrieved and displayed on 
line 4. 

Causes the preceding record to be 
retrieved and displayed on line 4. 

When pressed, the display stops 
flashing and the keyboard is freed, 
allowing an appropriate response to 
the message displayed on the screen. 

Displays the next field, shifting the 
record being displayed left one field. 

Displays the previous field, shifting 
the record being displayed right one 
field. 

Command Key Use 

SELECT 
FORMAT 

• 
PRINT 
REC 

• 
98 

Requests a new record type. 

Prints the record currently shown on 
the display screen. 

"EOJ 

• 
YES 

• 
NO 

• 

Prompts for end of job. 

Causes a positive response to be 
given to the prompt 

END OF JOB? 
The job is terminated. 

Causes a negative response to be 
given to the prompt 

END OF JOB? 
Processing continues. 

DISPLAYING THE RECORDS 

After you key the INQUI RY command statement, the first 
record in the file is displayed on the screen. If the first record 
in the file does not match any of the record types defined 
in the format description, the following message is displayed: 

UNABLE TO IDENTIFY FIRST RECORD IN FILE 

Respond to this message by doing one of the following: 

1. Enter the key of an existing record. 

2. 

3. 

Press the ROLL t key. 

Press the SELECT FORMAT command key to specify 
the format in which to display the record. 

Once the first record is displayed, the succeeding records 
can be retrieved in two ways: 

1. Pressing the ROLL t function key. 

2. Keying a record key and pressing ENTER. 

Note: If a 11_ the keys in the file are numeric, you need 
enter only the rightmost digits of a record key. The 
field is automatically right-justified and leading zeros 
are inserted prior to retrieving the record . 

If you press the ROLL t key, the next record in the file is 
displayed on line 4 of the display. You can scan the entire 
file by pressing the ROLL t key for each succeeding record. 



Record Type Determination 

The record type is determined automatically by checking 
the record identification code. If the record type cannot 
be determined, a message is displayed on the screen. You 
can display the record by pressing the SELECT FORMAT 
key, keying the record identification indicator, and pressing 
the ENTER key. To ignore the record, enter another 
record key or press ROLL t or ROLL..!- to retrieve the next 
or previous record. 

To force the display of a different record type for any 
record, press the SELECT FORMAT key, key the record 
identification indicator, and press the ENTER key. 

PRINTING RECORDS 

To print the record being displayed, press the PR INT R EC 
command key. All records printed are single spaced. 

EXAMPLE OF DISPLAYING RECORDS 

The following example demonstrates how DFU can be used 
for inquiry into a data file for up-to-date information on 
inventory status. 

For this example, the inquiry function is used to inquire 
into the item master file in order to supply information to 
a waiting customer. Typically, a customer is interested in 
two things: 

1. Is the item in stock? 

2. What is the price? 

The following assumptions are made for this example: 

• The item master file is named ITEMAST. 

• The format description already exists under the name 
ITMASTF1. 

• Each inventory record in the item master file is identified 
by an item number that is the record key field. 

• The fields to be displayed from the inventory record are: 

ITEM NUMBER (this is the record key) 
DESCRIPTION 
UNIT PRICE 
QTY-ON-HAND 

Assume that a customer calls on the telephone and wants to 
place a rush order for the following electrical equipment: 

1. Four-outlet electrical receptacles, item number 412000 

2. Four-outlet cover plates, item number 412009 

The customer wants 25 units of each item. The customer 
needs these items immediately and wants to confirm that 
the quantity is on hand before placing the order. Therefore, 
the inquiry function is used to see if the desired items are 
on hand. 

Inquiry into the item master file begins by you keying the 
following command statement: 

INQUI RY ITEMAST,ITMASTF1 
(or by keying the word INQUI RY and responding to the 
prompts). 

ITEMAST 
INQUIRY 

ITEM MASTER FILE 01 
000104 

ITEM NUMBER 
104 

DESCRIPTION 
COTTER PINS, 1 IN. 

[11111 

The display shows the first record in the item master file. 
The inquiry function automatically retrieves the first record 
in the file and displays that record. The display for inquiry 
is similar to that for enter or update. The word INQUIRY 
appears on line 2. Line 5 contains slashes (/) indicating the 
length of the record key (ITEM NUMBER). 

Note: If DFU is unable to determine the record type of 
the first record in the file, an informative message appears 
(UNABLE TO IDENTIFY FIRST RECORD IN FILE). 

I TEMAST 
INQUIRY 

ITEM MASTER FILE 01 
000104 

ITEM NUMBER 
104 

DESCRIPTION 
COTTER PINS, 1 IN. 

[11111 

Enter 412000, the key of the first record to be displayed. 
Press the ENTE R key. 
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ITEMAST 
INQUIRY 

ITEM MAS TER FILE 01 
412000 

ITEM NUMBER 
412000 

DESCR I PTION 
ELEC RECEPT,4-0UTLET 

LIIIII 

The requested item (412000) is then displayed. Verify the 
item by visually checking the description. Display other 
fields in the record by pressing the FIELD ADV key. 

ITEMAST ITEM MASTER FILE 
INQUIRY 
NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
2000 ELEC RECEPT,4-0UTLET 

01 
412000 

UNIT PRICE 
1.15 
IIIIII 

The record is moved left on the display to the next field de
fined by the format description. The display shows the next 
field in the record (UNIT PRICE), 

ITEMAST ITEM MASTER FILE 
INQUIRY 
IPTION UNIT PRICE 
RECEPT,4-0UTLET 1.15 

01 
412000 

QTY-ON-HAND 
260 
IIIIII 

Press the FIELD ADV key again to display the OTY-ON
HAND. The display shows a OTY-ON-HAND of 260 units. 

The next item record is to be displayed. You can do this 
by entering the key in the same way as the previous record 
or by successively displaying the following records in the 
file. In this case, roll through the file and visually search 
for the next record. Press the ROLL t key until the item 
in question is located. 

100 

The following series of displays shows how you use the 
ROLL t key to locate the item in question. 

I TEMAST 
INQUIRY 

ITEMAS T 
INQUIRY 

ITEMAST 
INQUIRY 

ITEM MASTER FILE 01 
412001 

ITEM NUMBER 
412001 

DESCRIPTION 
ELEC SWITCH, TOGGLE 

LIIIII 

ITEM MAS TER FILE 01 
412002 

ITEM NUMBER 
412002 

DESCR I PTION 
ELEC SWITCH, MERCURY 

LIIIII 

ITEM MASTER FILE 01 
412006 

I TEM NUMBER 
412006 

DESCRIPTION 
ELEC RECEPT,2-0UTLET 

LII I I I 

ITEMAS T 
INQUIRY 

ITEM MASTER FILE 01 
412007 

ITEMAST 
INQUIRY 

ITEM NUMBER 
412007 

DESCR I PTI ON 
COVER PLATE,2-0UTLET 

LII I I I 

ITEM MASTER FILE 01 
412009 

I TEM NUMBER 
412009 

DESCR I PTI ON 
COVER PLATE,4-0UTLET 

LII I I I 

The display shows item 412009 has been located. Verify 
both the item number and description. Now press the 
FI ELD ADV key twice to display the price and quantity. 



ITEMAS T 
INQUIRY 
I PTION 

ITEM MASTER FILE 0:1 
4:12009 

QTY-ON-HAND 
260 
LIIIII 

PLATE,4-0UTLET 
UNIT PRICE 

0.30 

This display shows that the quantity on hand is sufficient 
to fill the order. You can tell the customer that both items 
can be supplied immediately. Press the EOJ command key. 
When the 

END OF JOB? 
prompt appears, press the YES command key to end the 
job. 

The preceding example shows the inquiry function being 
used to display the information a customer would be in
terested in from an item master file. 

A number of different format descriptions, under different 
names, could be used to display other information from the 
item master file. For example, a format description,. named 
ITMASTF2, might display all of the central and branch 
warehouse inventory information, or a different format 
description could exist for each warehouse to display status 
information for the particular warehouse location. 
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Chapter 7. Printing Reports From Data File Information 

This chapter explains how to key the command statement 
to print reports from data file information. It is assumed 
that the format description exists. If the format description 
does not exist, refer to Figure 8 in Chapter 3 for assistance 

in creating the format description before proceeding. Refer 
to Appendix F for a sample form to use when printing 
reports from data file information. 

KEYING THE LIST COMMAND STATEMENT 

There are two ways to key the LIST command statement. 
The first is: 

1. Key the word LIST. The following prompt appears: 
ENTER FI LENAME OF LIST FI LE 

2. Key the name of the list file from which the report 
is printed. The ~o!I~~!:l~ prompt appears: 

ENTER NAME OF FORMAT DESCRIPTION 
(THE DEFAULT NAME IS #DFUOBJ) 

3. Key the name of the format description for the job. 
The following prompt appears: 

INDICATE IF THE DATA IS TO BE SORTED 
BEFORE LISTING ('NOSORT',SORT) 

4. Key NOSORT (or press the ENTER key) if you do 
not want DFU to sort the file before printing it. 
Key SORT if Y9u want DFU to sort the file before 
printing it. 

Note: If NOSORT was specified in the format 
description, DFU will not accept a response of 
SORT. If SORT was specified in the format descrip
tion and your response is NOSORT, DFU offers you 
the option of ending or continuing the job. If you 
continue, DFU lists the file without sorting it. 

After you respond to this prompt, DFU prints the 
report. 

The second way of keying the LIST command statement is 
by keying the following complete command statement or 
the name of the procedure that contains the complete 
command statement: 

LIST filename,format description name" [ ~~~~RT ] 

How to Key the LIST Command Statement When You 
Have a Related Master File 

The methods of keying the LIST command statement are 
modified as follows when you use a related master file: 

For the first method of keying the command statement, 
step 1 is: 

Key LIST """,master file name 

The following prompt appears: 
ENTER FI LENAME OF LIST FI LE 

Steps 2, 3, and 4 remain the same. 

For the second method, the complete command statement 
is: 

LIST filename, format description name" 

[
SORT ] . 
NOSORT ""master file name 
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An RPG II source member consists of: 
a. A file description specification. 
b. Input specifications 
It is required for the DFU setup step to describe the file to 
be processed. DFU uses the RPG II source member along 
with your prompt responses to create a format description 
for the job. If you are setting up a job to create, maintain, 
or display a data file, DFU requires one RPG II source 
member. If you are setting up a job to list a data file, DFU 
requires either one or two RPG II source members: 
a. One (that describes the list file) if you are not using a 

related master file 
b. Two (one that describes the list file and one that 

describes the master file) if you are using a related 
master file 

You must specify the name of the source member in the 
setup command statement or in the prompt for that param
eter of the command statement. If you indicate a related 
master fi!e in the LIST setup command statement, you 
must alsospecify the name of the RPG II source member 
for the master file in the prompt that appears. 

The information in the previous chapters assumed that an 
RPG II source member had been created, named, and 
saved for you on disk. To set up and run a DFU job, you 
only needed to know the name that had been assigned. This 
chapter provides detailed information about an RPG II 
source member-what it consists of and the format of its 
contents. If you have RPG II programming knowledge, 
you can use this information to create, name, and save an 
RPG II source member that describes the file you want 
DFU to process. 

Chapter 8. RPG II Source Member 

FILE DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATION 

The file description specification describes the file DFU will 
process. The following are true of this specification: 

• There can be only one file description specification in an 
RPG II source member. 

• The file description specification must be the first non
comment specification in the member. 

• You are allowed to make any valid RPG II entry on the 
file description specification as described in IBM System/ 
32 RPG /I Reference Manual, SC21-7595. DFU, how
ever, does not require that you supply all of the entries. 
Figure 27 shows and explains .the entries required by DFU. 
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File Description Specifications 

File Type Mode of Processi ng File i' ,/I 

F Extent Exit 

~O~~~~irn~:;~v~r~low File Designation ~~;~o~: Add:i:sl~ield for DAM ~ 
End of File 

NUITII>e' of Extents Record Address Type I~ 
Symbolic 

Name of 
Sequence Label Exit 

Tape Filename Type of File Device Device 
.. File Format N Organization or 

Storage Index 
~ (; Additional Area 

Line e 
l~lll~ 

Condition Block Record 
Ul·U8. I! H Length Length I:) Continuation Lines I~ UC~ I] Iw!~ IK I~ ExternalF lecord~ 

13 516 17 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 20 21 22 23 2· 25 26 27 28 29 30~1 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 139140 147 4849 50 51 52 15,154 55 56 57 58 59 160 62 63 64 65 166167 168 69 bol7U2 L73~ 

1
0

1
2 I~I (;) D ~ {! rili (!l 

o 3 F 

o 4 F 
10 5 F 
10

1
6 IF 

10 1
7 IF 

10
1
8 IF 

01 9 IF 
1 10 IF 

IF 

ZL <L 0}:9 89 L9 99 ~9 1>9 £9 Z9 19 09 ~ as L~ 9~ ~~ >9 £~ Z~ I~ OS 6. 8. L. 9. s ••• £. Z. I. 0.6£ 8£ L£ 9£ S£ .£ ££ Z£ ,£ DE 61 8Z LZ 9Z 5< .< £Z Zi '1 01 6' 8' 0 9' 5' ., 0 Z' "0' 6 8 L 9 S • £ Z I 

m Form Type - An F must be in this position. 

iii Filename - Name associated with the file being 
described. 

Ell Record Length - Length of the records in the file. The 
maximum record length is 512. This entry must 
end in position 27. 

m Length of Key Field - Length of the record keys. The 
maximum length is 29. This entry is required only 
if the file is an indexed file. 

Note: If packed keys are used, the maximum 
length is 8. 

II Record Address Type - Format of the record keys. 
This entry can be either A for unpacked data 
or P for packed decimal. If A or blank, and the 

key field is greater than 15 positions in length, 

DFU assumes the record keys are alphameric; if 

the key field is 15 positions or less in length, DFU 
prompts determine if record keys are alphameric 
or unpacked decimal at job setup time. 

Figure 27. File Description Specification Entries Required by DFU 
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II Type of File Organization - This entry must be an I 
for an indexed file. Any other entry indicates a 
sequential file. 

m Key Field Starting Location - Beginning position in 

the record of the record key. This entry is re

quired only for indexed files. 

Notes: 
1. If the file description specification describes a sequential 

file (DFU can only list such a file), entries m andm 
must be blank. 

2. If you use SEU to enter the RPG II source member, two 
additional fields are required: 

D FiI'e Type - Must be an I or O. 

II Device - Any valid input device. For example, DISK. 



INPUT SPECIFICATIONS 

The input specifications further define the file to be 
processed by DFU. It lists the record identifying in
dicators, record identifying codes, and field names and field 
locations. You can use most valid R PG II entries on the 
input specification as described in IBM System/32 RPG " 
Reference Manual, SC21-7595. The limitations are noted 
in RPG " Source Member Considerations later in this 
chapter. 

DFU, however, does not require that you supply all of the 
entries. Figure 28 shows and explains the entries required 
by D.FU. 
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I'RM RPG INPUT SPECIFICATIONS GX21·9094-4 UM/050' 
Printed in U.S.A . ... =~~ Internalional Business Machines Corporation 

I Program Keying Graphic I 
I Programmer 1 Date Instruction Key I ., 

r 

If~ 
External Field Name 

I-- Filename 
or 

1 2 3 

I~ 
Record Name Iw 

I~ 
Line 

.~ ,II Ii §:J lil§ j St~~~~re ~~:o 11 
Position Position Position 

3 4 5 Is 7 8 9
Na

l'l:ell 1 ." ., 20 !21 22 23 24 125 !26 
12726!f 31 

132133 3~ 35 36 37 38 

10 1 I~I II Iii 
10 2 II 
10 3 II 
10 4 II 
10 5 II 
10 6 II 
10 7 II 
lois II 
10 '9 II 
1110 II 
~I-

a Form Type - An I must be in this position. 

m OR/AND Conditioning - Entries in these positions 
indicate an or or and condition with the record 
identification indicator on the preceding line of 
the input specification. A maximum of eight 
record identification codes can be conditioned 
with an OR/AND conditioning. 

1'1 Record Identifying Indicator - Entry is a number 
from 01 to 99 that is associated with the record 
type defined in positions 21 to 41. This number 
appears in the prompt 

xx-ANY FIELDS FROM THIS RECORD 
TYPE? 

when responding to prompts in the DFU setup step. 

m Record Identification Codes - Entries in these posi
tions identify the different record types in the file. 
One, two, or three codes can be specified on each 
line. A maximum of eight codes can be specified 
by specifying OR/AND relationships in positions 
14-16. 

Three entries are allowed on each record identifi
cation code line. An entry can have a position, 
not (N), C/Z/D, and character. 

Figure 28. Input Specification Entries Required by DFU 
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i Card Electro Number J 1 2 
75 76 77 78 79 80 I 1 page[Dof ~~~~~~;;:atlon I I I I I I I I 1 

Field Location 
Field 

Indicators 

. 15 
:i 

~I~ 
From To RPG In Field Name I Zero 

.~ §IJ ~ Plus IMinu, I~;ank 
il~ Occurs ~ 

nTimes Length 

454647 48 49 5u 51 52153 54 55 56 57 58 15960 161 62 :63 64 i65 66 IS766 169 70 ,71 72 73 74 

~: 
r-r-11 i-r-• r-r- i-r- 119 

The following (positions 43 through 64) describe the fields 
in each record type. The first field entry cannot be on the 
same line as a record type entry in positions 21 through 41. 

t 

II Packed Decimal Field - Must be a P if the field is 
packed decimal; otherwise, this position must be 
blank. 

II Field Location - Beginning and ending positions of 
the field in the record. 

iii Decimal Positions - The number of decimal positions 
in the field. This position must be blank for an 
alphameric field. 

III Field Name - Name of the field that occupies the 
location specified in positions 44-51. This name 
must be from one to six characters. It must begin 
with an alphabetic character (A through Z, @, $, 
or #). The remaining characters can be alphameric 
or numeric. Blanks cannot appear between charac
ters in the name. In the DFU setup step, you-must 

specify the fields DFU should process. An 
ENTER FIELD NAME 

prompt occurs. Your response must be one of the 
field names in positions 53-58 that should be 
processed. The prompt continues to appear until 
you: 
1. Press the ENTE R key when line 6 of the display 

is blank. 
2. Enter all field names in the record type. 
3. Enter the maximum 40 fields. 



Note: Field record relation (columns 63-64) can be used 
by DFU, but this field is not required and entries are not 
checked by DFU for validity before processing. 

RPG II SOURCE MEMBER CONSIDERATIONS 

DFU requires that: 

• Records in a file must be 512 characters or less. 

• Fields specified for processing must be 40 characters or 
less. 

• No more than eight record identification codes can be 
used for each record type. 

• Binary fields cannot be used. 

• Numeric fields must be 15 positions or less. 

RPG II ERRORS 

DFU checks the RPG II file description and input specifica
tions for errors before converting them to D FU attributes. 
If an error is found, the incorrect specification and an error 
message are printed and the job is ended. You must correct 
the error(s) before continuing with the job. 

CREATING AN RPG II SOURCE MEMBER 

The source entry utility (SEU) program product allows you 
to enter the file description and input specifications (RPG II 
source member) that describe the data file you want DFU 
to process. Key a command statement of the following 
format: 

SEU source member name, R 
Then key the file description and input specifications for 
the RPG II source member (The IBM System/32 Utilities 
Program Product Reference Manual-Source Entry Utility, 
SC21-7605, explains how you key the file description and 
input specifications.) 
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Chapter 9. 0 FU Attributes 

DFU attributes are information about your file that DFU 
builds from an RPG II source member. The attributes 
consist of 40-character records divided into five 8-character 
fields. The DFU attributes appear on the display screen 
while you respond to prompts in the job setup step. 

Figure 29 describes each line of the DFU attributes, field 
by field. The DFU attributes shown are those built in 
example 1 in Chapter 3. 

Field Field 
1 2 

Field 
3 

':c':c** 

A ___ _ 1*** 
DFU 1TTRIBUTE[S 

*FILE SALESORD 
B---
C----
0----

E----

C----
0----

E----

'I 
A describes the file to be processed. 

Field 1: Blank 
Field 2: *FI LE 

01 

02 

*KEY 
*RECORD 
"'<CODE C 

CODE 
CUSTNO 
ORDNO 
CUSORD 
DATE 
SHPTO 
SHPVIA 

*RECORD 
*CODE C 

CODE 
CUSTNO 
ORDNO 
QTY 
PARTNO 

Field 3: Name of the file specified in the RPG II source member 
Field 4: Length of the records in the file 
Field 5: Blank 

H 

D 

Field Field 
4 5 

I 1 
50 

5 50 

1 
1 1 
5.0 6 
6 12 
5 17 
8 25 
2 27 

15 42 

1 
1 1 
5.0 6 
6 12 
4.0 16 
6 22 

B describes the key field in the file to be processed. This attribute line does not appear if you are listing a sequential file. 
Field 1: Blank 
Field 2: *KEY 
Field 3: Blank 
Field 4: Length of the key field. If packed keys are used, the length is preceded by the letter P. 
Field 5: End position of the key field in the record 

Figure 29 (Part 1 of 2). DFU Attributes 
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Each C identifies the record type described by the DFU attribute lines that follow (the D and E lines). 
Field 1: Record identifying indicator for the record type 
Field 2: *RECORD 
Field 3: Blank 
Field 4: Blank 
Field 5: Blank 

Each D specifies the record identifying codes for the record type described by the DFU attribute lines that follow (the E 
lines). 

Field 1: Blank for the first or only code line; AND or OR for succeeding code lines 
Field 2: *CODE 
Field 3: Record identifying code 
Field 4: Blank 
Field 5: Position of the identifying code in the record 

E describes the fields in the record type. 
Field 1: Blank 
Field 2: Blank 
Field 3: Name of the field 
Field 4: Length of the field. For a numeric field, field 4 contains the length of the field followed by a period and a digit 

indicating the number of decimal positions in the field. For a packed decimal field, the number in field 4 is pre
ceded by the letter P. 

Field 5: End position of the field in the record. 

Figure 29 (Part 2 of 2). DFU Attributes 
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DFU Attributes When Using a Related Master File 

If you specify a related master file in the LIST setup com
mand statement, you must also specify the RPG II source 
member that describes the master file and the name of the 
field in the list file that DFU uses to retrieve master file 
records. DFU builds attributes for the list file (using the 
RPG II source member that describes the list file), then 
builds attributes for the master file (using the RPG II 
source member that describes the master file). The master 
file attributes directly follow the list file attributes and are 
the same as those described in Figure 29 with the following 
exceptions: 

• In B, field 3 names the field in the list file that corres
ponds to the key field in the master file. 

• C and D do not appear in the DFU attributes. DFU 
does not determine the record type when retrieving a 
master record. 

Figure 15 in Chapter 3 shows an example of DFU attributes 
built for a list job that uses a related master file. 

Displaying DFU Attributes 

DFU attributes are shown on lines 1 through 4 of the display 
screen while you respond to prompts in the DFU setup step. 
Initially, as shown in the example below, the first four 
attributes are displayed. 

*FILE SALESORD 50 
*KEY 5 50 

O:L *RECORD 
*CODE C H :L 

SHOULD RECORDS BE PRINTED? 

The following keys can be used to display the DFU attri
butes: 

• The ROLL t key moves the attributes up one line at a 
time. 

• The ROLL~ key moves the attributes down one line at 
a time. 

• The DISPLAY ATTRIS~EC command key causes DFU 
specifications to be displayed on lines 1 through 4 of 
the display screen (if DFU attributes are currently dis
played), or it causes DFU attributes tobe displayed on 
lines 1 through 4 of the display screen (if DFU specifica
tions are currently displayed). 

The ROLL t and ROLL~ keys are useful when responding to 
the 

ENTER FIELD NAME 
prompt that reappears when setting up a job. They can be 
used to position the desired DFU attribute field name on 
line 4 of the display screen. When the DUP key is pressed, 
the field name is copied from the attribute line onto line 6. 

This helps speed keying field names and also minimizes 
keying errors when setting up a job. 

The DISPLAY ATTRISPEC command key is useful to check 
the DFU specifications as they are being built from your 
prompt responses. For example, you can check that all field 
names that you want to define have been defined before 
keying a null response to the 

ENTER FI ELD NAME 
prompt. 
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DFU specifications are created by DFU from your responses 
to prompts in the setup step. They describe, in easily read
able form, the exact ·file processing desired. DFU specifica
tions can be saved as a source member in the library and 
used as input for other DFU jobs, allowing you to skip the 
prompting sequence in the setup step. 

This chapter explains the contents of the DFU specifications, 
how they can be modified, and how they can be saved and 
used in subsequent setup steps. 

DFU SPEC I FICATION LINES 

DFUspecifications consist of 40-character records (lines). 
There are five different types of lines: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

The header line is the first line in the DFU specifica
tions. It specifies the DFU job type and special 
processing to be done when the job is run. 

The key line is the second line. It specifies special 
processing to be done when the job is run and the 
heading for the record key field. 

The title line is the third line. It specifies the column 
spacing value and title for the job. 

The record line(s) specifies the record identifying in-
dicators for the record types to be processed. There 
is one record line for each record type to be processed. 
The record lines must be in the same relative order as they 
are in the RPG " source member. 

The operation code lines describe the processing to be 
done on the individual fields within the record types. 
There is one operation code line for each field in the 
record type to be processed. 

For a record list or summary list of DFU specifications, 
two or more operation code lines are needed tospeci
fy calculated result fiel,ds and record selection criteria. 

Each specification line consists of five fields. These fields 
are explained in detail in the following explanation of 
Types of DFU Specifications. 

TYPES OF DFU SPECI FICATIONS 

The DFU specifications built by DFU are basically the 
same; however, they differ depending on the type of job 
being set up. Figure 30 shows the DFU specifications built 
for the various DFU jobs. 

Chapter 10. DFU Specifications 

Creating or Maintaining a Data File 

Field 1 Field 2 Field 3 Field 4 Field 5 

*ENT/UPD *LlST or blank 
*KEY *GENKEY 

code, position 
heading 

col sp 
R.I.D. 

*NUMERIC 
or 

blank 
*TITLE actual title 
*RECORD 
*opcode field 
*opcode field 

Displaying a Data File 

Field 1 Field 2 Field 3 

col sp 
R.I.D. 

*INQUIRY 
*KEY *NUMERIC 

or blank 
*TITLE actual title 
*RECORD 
* opcode field 
*opcode field 

Printing a Data File (Record List) 

Field 1 Field 2 ( Field 3 

* LIST *RECORD 
*KEY *PRINT 

*NUMERIC 
or blank 

col sp *TITLE actual title 
R.I.D. *RECORD 

*opcode field 
*opcode field 

Printing a Data File (Summary List) 

heading 
heading 

Field 4 

heading 

heading 
heading 

Field 4 

heading 

heading 
heading 

Field 5 

Field 5 

Field 1 Field 2 
* LIST 

Field 3 Field 4 Field 5 
*SUMMARY*DETAI L or blank 

*KEY *PRINT heading 
*NUMERIC 

col sp *TITLE actual title 
R.I.D.1 *RECORD 
R.I.D.2 *RECORD 

*opcode field heading 
* opcode field heading 

Note: col sp is the column spacing value. 
R~I.D. is the record identifying indicator. 

Figure 30. Types of DFU Specifications 
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Header Line Fields 

Only fields 2, 3, and 4 are used in the header line. 
Field 2 identifies the type of DFU job: 

*ENT/UPD enter or update 

*INOUIRY inquiry 

*Llsr list 

Field 3 has a special meaning, depending on the DFU job 
type: 

Field 2 Field 3 

*ENT/UPD * LIST 

Blank 

*INOUI RY Not used 

*LIST *RECORD 
*SUMMARY 

- indicates records will be 
printed as they are keyed 
or updated 

indicates records will not 
be printed as they are keyed. 
However, updated records 
will be printed 

indicates a record list 
indicates a summary list 

Field 4 is used only if field 2 is * ENT /UPD or if fields 2 and 
3 are * LIST and *SUMMARY: 

Field 2 Field 3 

*ENT/UPD Blank or 
* LIST 

Field 4 

Contains the delete character 
and position that will be used 
when records are deleted 

* LIST *SUMMARY Blank - indicates that 
only control 
fields will be 
printed (detail 
records will 
not be printed) 

*DETAIL indicates that 

Key Line Fields 

Fields 2, 3, 4, and 5 are used in the key line. 

Field 2 identifies the line as *KEY. 

detai I records 
will be printed 

Field 3 has a special meaning, depending on the DFU job 
type: 

116 

Header Line 
Field 2 

*ENT/UPD 

*INOUIRY 

* LIST 

Key Line 
Field 3 

*GENKEY 

*NUMERIC 

Blank 

*NUMERIC 

Blank 

indicates DFU generates a 
5-digit numeric key 
indicates you supply a 
numeric key 
indicates you supply an 
al phameric key 

indicates you supply a 
numeric key 
indicates you supply an 
alpham'eric key 

*PRINT indicates DFU prints a 
key field first for each 
record 

Blank indicates DFU does not 
print the key field first for 
each record 

*NUMERIC - indicates DFU prints a 
numeric key field first 
for each record 

Fields 4 and 5 contain the heading for the key field, unless 
field 2 in the header line is * LIST and field 3 in the key 
line is blank; in this case, fields 4 and 5 are blank. 

Title Line Fields 

All five fields are used in the title line: 

Field 1 indicates the column spacing value used for the 
job. 

Field 2 identifies the line as *TITLE. 

Field 3, 4, and 5 contain the title used for the job. 

Record and Operation Code Lines Fields 

For an enter, update, inquiry, or record list DFU specifica
tions,' each record line is immediately followed by all of the 
operation code lines pertaining to the record line. For 
summary list DFU specifications, all of the record lines 
appear consecutively, followed by all of the operation code 

lines. 

Note: In a summary list in which all of the record types are 
to be included in the list, the record lines will be omitted 
from the DFU specifications. 



Record Line Fields 

A record line uses fields 1 and 2. Field 1 contains the record 
identifying indicator for the record type. Field 2 identifies 
the line as *RECORD. 

Operation Code Line Fields 

An operation code line uses fields 2, 3, 4, and 5. 

Field 2 contains the operation code describing the 
special operations for the field named in field 3. Figure 31 
shows the operations that can be done. Field 3 contains 
the field name to be processed. Fields 4 and 5 contain the 
heading associated with the field. 

For a record list or summary list DFU specifications, 
multiple operation code lines are required for calculated 
result fields. Multiple operation code lines are possible for 
record selection criteria. 

For a calculated result field, the first operation code line 
has the following field~: 

Field 1 : Length of the field, followed by a period and 
a digit indicating the number of decimal positions in 
the field. 

Field 2: Either * or * ADD. * indicates that no special 
operation is performed on the calculated result field. 
* ADD indicates that the result field is to be accumulated. 

Field 3: Either *RESULT or +name. * RESULT 
indicates that the result is not saved. +name specifies 
the name underwhich the result will be saved for 
future calculations. 

Fields 4 and 5: Heading associated with the result field. 

The succeeding operation code lines have the following 
fields: 

Field 1: 8.O.D ....... S.UJJ.L>MJJJ:~L9L,P.lY>~"Ibj~jJJ~H~9.l~~.J.bJ~ 
()J~~[CI!IQIL~rf~~lculate th~r~~!J.!tfL~J,~t_.Ih~ 
first operation is always ADD. 

Field 2: Blank. 

Fields 3, 4, and 5: Name of the field used to calculate 
the result field, or tQe constant used to calculate the 
result field. A constant can be a maximum of 15 digits. 

A maximum of six result fields can be specified, and a 
maximum of four operations can be performed to calculate 
the result field; therefore, at most, 24 operation code lines 
can appear in the DFU specifications for the calculated 
result fields. 

Figure 16 in Chapter 3 shows an example of how calculated 
result fields appear in DFU specifications. 

For record selection, a maximum of 10 selection criteria 
can be specified for the list. There is one operation code 
line for each comparison of one field to another, and there 
are two operation code lines for each comparison of a field 
to a constant. Therefore, at most, 20 operation code .lines 
can appear in the DFU specifications for the record selec
tion criteria. These lines are always the last in the DFU 
specifications. For a field to field comparison, the opera
tion code line has the following fields: 

Field 1: Blank for the first *SELECT'line; OR if starting 
a new set of selection criteria; AND if adding to the 
previous selection criteria 

Field 2: *SELECT 

Field 3: Select field name (factor 1) 

Field 4: Condition to be satisfied (EO, NE, GT, L T, 
GE, or LE) 

Field 5: Factor 2 field name 

For a field to constant comparison, the first operation code 
line has the following fields: 

Field 1: Blank for the first *SELECT line: OR if starting 
a new set of selection criteria; AND if adding to the 
previous selection criteria 

Field 2: *SELECT 

Field 3: Select field name (factor 1) 

Field 4: Condition to be satisfied (EO, NE, GT, L T, GE, 
or LE) 

Field 5: Blank 

The next operation code line has the following fields: 

Field 1: Blank 

Field 2: Blank 

Fields 3 through 5: Constant value, consisting of a 
maximum 20 characters (factor 2) 
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Op Code Operation Used By 

* No special operation desired. ENTER, UPDATE, INQUI RY, LIST 

*C Modulus 10 self-check field. ENTER, UPDATE 

*K Modulus 11 self-check field. ENTER, UPDATE 

*0 Auto dup field. ENTER, UPDATE 

*ADD Accumulate this field. ENTER, UPDATE, LIST 

*SORTA Sort on this field in ascending sequence. LIST 

*SORTD Sort on this field in descending sequence. LIST 

*TOTAL Use this field as a control field. LIST 

*SELECT Use this field for record selection. LIST , 
I 

*CD Modulus 10 self-check field and auto dup field. ENTER, UPDATE 

*KD Modulus 11 self-check field and auto dup field. ENTER, UPDATE 

*ADDC (Modulus 10 self-check field and an accumula- ENTER, UPDATE 
tor field. 

*ADDK Modulus 11 self-check field and an accumula- ENTER, UPDATE 
tor field. 

*ADDD Auto dup field and an accumulator field. ENTER, UPDATE 

*ADDCD Modulus 10 self-check field and an auto dup ENTER, UPDATE 
field and an accumulator field. 

*ADDKD Modulus 11 self-check field and an auto dup ENTER, UPDATE 
field and an accumulator field. 

Note: The *SORTA, *SORTD, *TOTAL, and *SELECT lines must follow the operation code lines 
for the last record type. 

Figure 31. Operation Codes 
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UPDATING DFU SPECIFICATIONS 

Before the DFU specifications are checked for errors and 
the format description is built, you are allowed to update 
the specifications. You would want to update a specifica
tion if you had made a mistake when responding to a prompt 
or if you intend to use a previously saved specification and 
modify it for the current job being set up. 

Initially, the first four DFU specifications are shown on 
lines 1 through 40f the display screen and a message appears 
on lines 5 and 6 (as shown in Figure 32). The ROLL t and 
ROLL.t. keys allow you to display the other lines of the 
DFU specifications. 

*ENT/UPD *LIST X,l 
*KEY *GENKEY *KEY 

2 *TITLE DAILY SALES ORDERS 
01 *RECORD 
HIT EOJ CMD KEY TO CONTINUE PROCESSING, 
OR YOU MAY NOW UPDATE DFU SPECS. 

Figure 32. Example Initial DFU Specifications Display 

Function and Command Keys for Updating DFU 
Specifications 

The following lists and explains the function and command 
keys you can use when updating the D FU specifications: 

Function Key 

-

Use 

Causes the data to the left of the 
cursor to be processed by DFU. The 
remainder of the line, from the 
cursor position on, is set to blanks. 

If you press ENTE R when inserting 
records and the cursor is in the 
first position of a blank line, it 
indicates you have finished insert
ing a record or a group of records. 

Stops the display screen when it is 
flashing a message. You can then 
read the message and make the 
appropriate keyboard response. 

Function Key 

• 

• 

• 
• 

FIELD 
BKSP 

Use 

Serves as a tab key, allowing you to 
space over DFU specifications field 
by field. If the cursor is in the last 
field of the line, FIELD ADV causes 
the entire line to be processed by 
DFU. 

If the cursor is in the first position 
of a field, moves it to the first posi
tion of the previous field. 

If the cursor is beyond the first 
position of a field, returns it to 
the first position of the field . 

When changing a line, causes the en
tire line to be processed by DFU 
(regardless of the position of the 
cursor) . 

When adding a line or group of lines, 
causes the entire line to be processed 
by DFU (regardless of the position 
of the cursor within the line). A 
blank line appears as the fourth line 
of display screen. 

If you press REC ADV when insert
ing records and the cursor is in the 
first position of a blank line, it 
indicates you have finished inserting 
arecord or a group of records. 

Causes the DFU attributes or DFU 
specifications on lines 1 through 4 
of the display screen to be moved 
up one line to show the next DFU 
attribute or specification line. 

Causes the DFU attributes or DFU 
specifications on lines 1 through 4 
of the display screen to be moved 
down one line. The preceding at
tribute or specifications line is shown 
on line 1. The fourth line is moved 
down off the display screen. 
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Command Key 

DELETE 

• ADD 

• 
PRINT 
REC 

• 
EOJ 

• 

DISPLAY 
ATTR/ 
SPEC 

• 

120 

Use 

Causes the specification line online 
4 of the display screen to be deleted. 

Allows a DFU specification line (or 
a group of lines) to be inserted after 
the one displayed on line 4. The 
specifications are moved up one line. 
Line 4 is blank, allowing you to key 
the, new line(s). 

Causes the DFU attributes and speci
fications to be listed on the printer. 

If pressed when the following prompt 
is displayed, causes the DFU speci
fications to be checked for errors; 
and if none are found, converts the 
specifications to a format descrip
tion: 

HIT EOJ CMD KEY TO 
CONTINUE PROCESSING, 
OR YOU MAY NOW UPDATE 
THE DFU SPECS 

If pressed while correcting a DFU
diagnosed error in the DFU specifi
cations, causes the job to be 
canceled. 

Causes the display screen lines 1 
through 4 to be changed. If DFU 
attributes are displayed, the last four 
DFU specifications that were dis
played are shown. If DFU specifica
tions are displayed, the last four DFU 
attributes that were displayed are 
shown. 

Changing DFU Specifications 

Use the ROLL t or ROLL.!. key to move the specifications 
line to be changed to line 4 of the display screen. Press the 
FIELD ADV key to move the cursor to the first position of 
the field to be changed (unless you are changing the first 
field in the line). Change the field(s), pressing FIELD ADV 
after each one is updated. Press R EC ADV instead of FIE LD 
ADV after keying the last change in the line. 

For example, assume the DFU specifications in Figure 33 
have been created from a prompting sequence. 

**** DFU SPECIFICATIONS 

2 
O:L 

02 

*ENT/UPD 
*KEY 
*TITLE 
*RECORD 
>.'cD 
* 
>:< 

*D 
* 
>:< 

*RECORD 
*D 
*D 
*ADD 
* 

*LIST X,:L 
*GENKEY *KEY 
DAILY SALES ORDERS 

ORDNO OUR ORDER NO. 
DATE DATE 
CUSORD CUST ORD. NO. 
CUSTNO CUSTOMER NO. 
SHPTO SHIP TO 
SHPVIA SHIP VIA 

ORDNO OUR ORDER NO. 
CUSTNO CUSTOMER NO. 
QTY QUANTITY 
PARTNO PART NUMBER 

Figure 33. Sample DFU Specifications 

2 *TITLE DAILY SALES ORDERS 
01 *RECORD 

*D ORDNO OUR ORDER NO • 
_ * DATE DATE 
HIT EOJ CMD KEY TO CONTINUE PROCESSING, 
OR YOU MAY NOW UPDATE DFU SPECS 

The heading is to be changed from DATE to ORDER DATE 
for the field named DATE. Move the cursor to the begin
ning of the heading DATE by pressing the FIELD ADV 
key three times. 



2 *TITLE DAILY SALES ORDERS 
OJ. *RECORD 

*D ORDNO OUR ORDER NO. 
* DATE DATE 

HIT EOJ CMD KEY TO CONTINUE PROCESS I NG, 
OR YOU MAY NOW UPDATE DFU SPECS 

Key ORDER DATE and press REC ADV to enter the 
change and the line. 

Inserting DFU Specifications 

If a line or a group of lines are to be inserted in the DFU 
specifications, press the ROLL t or ROLL,} key to display 
the line that will immediately precede the new line(s). 
Press the ADD command key and enter the specifications 
a field at a time. After keying the last field in the line, 
press ENTER or REC ADV to add the line. 

When you are finished adding the line(s), press the ENTER 
or REC ADV key when the cursor is in the first position of 
a blank line. 

For example, assume that the line to be added to the DFU 
specifications in Figure 33 is: 

* CUSNME CUSTOMER NAME 
This is to be added after the line: 

* CUSORD CUST ORD. NO. 

*ENT/UPD *LIST X,J. 
*KEY *GENKEY *KEY 

2 *TITLE DAILY SALES ORDERS 
Ql *RECORD 
HIT EOJ CMD KEY TO CONTINUE PROCESSING, 
OR YOU MAY NOW UPDATE DFU SPECS 

Use the ROLL t key to move the 
* CUSORD CUST ORO. NO. line to line 4 of the display 
screen. 

OJ. *RECORD 
*D ORDNO OUR ORDER NO. 
* DATE ORDER DATE 
* CUSORD CUST ORD. NO. 

HIT EOJ CMD KEY TO CONTINUE PROCESSING, 
OR YOU MAY NOW UPDATE DFU SPECS 

Press the ADD command key. The DFU specifications are 
moved up one line and line 4 is left blank for you to key 
the new line. 

* 
* 
* 

DATE 
CUSORD 
CUSNME 

ORDER DATE 
CUST ORD. NO. 
CUSTOMER NAME 

HIT EOJ CMD KEY TO CONTINUE PROCESSING, 
OR YOU MAY NOW UPDATE DFU SPECS 

Key the line, field by field. Press REC ADV or ENTER 
after keying CUSTOMER NAME. 

Press ENTER or REC ADV to indicate that all additions 
have been made. (You could make additions after other 
lines in the DFU specifications.) 

Deleting DFU Specifications 

A DFU specification line can be deleted by moving it to line 
4 of the display screen (using the ROLL t or ROLL,} key) 
and pressing the DELETE command key. For example, 
assume the line you want to delete from the DFU specifica
tions in Figure 33 is: 

*D CUSTNO CUSTOMER NO. 

Use the ROLL t or ROLL,} key to move the 
*D CUSTNO CUSTOMER NO. line to line 4 of the 
display screen. 
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*D ORDNO OUR ORDER NO. 
* DATE ORDER DATE 
* CUSORD CUST ORD. NO. 
*D CUSTNO CUSTOMER NO. 

HIT EOJ CMD KEY TO CONTINUE PROCESSING, 
OR YOU MAY NOW UPDATE DFU SPECS 

Press the DELETE command key. The line is deleted and 
the next line appears on the display screen. 

Checking the DFU Specifications for Errors 

When you have finished updating the DFU specifications, 
press the EOJ command key. This indicates the end of the 
setup step and causes the DFU specifications to be checked 
for errors and converted to a format description. After 
pressing the EOJ command key, you cannot do further up
dating of the DFU specifications in this setup step. Changes 
are allowed only if an error is detected. 

If an error is detected, the line in error is shown on line 4 
of the display screen and an error message is shown on line 
6. A 4-character message identification code (MIC) 
associated with the error is shown in positions 5 through 8 
of line 5. Use the MIC to find an explanation of the error 
in the IBM System/32 Displayed Messages Guide, GC21-7704. 

The following shows an example of an error that has been 
detected. The field name on line 4 has been misspelled; 
it should be ORDNO instead of aRDON. 

* SHPVIA SHIP VIA 
02 *RECORD 

*D CODE CODE 
*D ORDON OUR ORDER NO. 

DFU 0135 
UNDEFINED FIELD NAME IN DFU SPEC 

Press FIELD ADV twice, key the correct field name, and 
press REC ADV. 

Note: If an error is shown that you do not understand, 
press the PRINT REC command key to get a listing of the 
DFU specifications and attributes before canceling the job. 
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SAVING DFU SPECIFICATIONS AND USING DFU 
SPECIFICATIONS THAT HAVE BEEN SAVED 

It is possible to save ar)d name the DFU specifications built 
during the setup step. They can be used as input for the 
setup step of a similar job, modified if necessary, then 
used in building the format description for that job. When 
using saved DFU specifications, the prompting sequence is 
skipped in the setup step. You can modify the saved DFU 
specifications to indicate the processing desired. 

How to Save DFU Specifications 

The setup command statement indicates whether or not 
the DFU specifications should be saved. Figure 34 shows 
the command statements keyed to save the specifications 
as a source member in the library and assign a name to 
them. 



Type of DFU 
Setup 

Creating a 
data file 

~aintaining a 
data file 

Displaying data 
from a data file 

Preparing and 
printing reports 

Command Statement 

ENTE R filename, [format description name], 
RPG II source member name, 
number of records"NY,library name 

UPDATE filename,[format description name], 
RPG II source member name",NY, 
library name 

INQUIRY filename,[format description name], 

RPG II source member name",NY, 
library name 

LIST filename, [format description name] , 
RPG II source member name, 

[
SORT ] "NY,library name,master file name 
NOSORT 

Figure 34. Setup Command Statements for Saving DFU Specifications 

Parameter Explanation 

NY - indicates that the DFU specifica
tions built during the setup step will 
be saved in the library as a source 
member and given the name specified 
by the litirary name parameter. 

library name - indicates thename 
assigned to the source member that 
will contain the DFU specifications. 

Note: The filename, format description 
name, RPG II source member name, 
number of records, SORT and NOSORT, 

'and master file name parameters are 
explained in Chapter 3, DFU Setup Step 
and in Appendix A, Setup and Run 
Command Statements. 
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How to Use a Previously Saved D F U Specifications 

The setup command statement indicates whether or not a 
previously saved DFU specifications will be used in the set
up step. If it is, the prompting sequence is skipped. If 
specified in the command statement, you will be allowed to 
modify the specifications before a format description is 
built from them. 

Only one parameter needs to be changed in the command 
statements shown in Figure 34 to indicate that saved DFU 
specifications will be used. 

If you want to use previously saved specifications that need 
no modifica~ion for this setup step, the NY parameter should 
be GO. The library name parameter specifies the DFU speci
fications to use. For example: 

ENTER SALESORD,ORDERFMT,SALESRPG, 
450"GO,DFUSAVED 

If you want to use previously saved specifications, modify 
them, and then have them replace the original, the NY param
eter in Figure 34 should be YY. The library name parameter 
specifies the DFU specifications to use, then becomes the 
name of the modified DFU specifications. For example: 

UPDATE SALESORD,ORDERFMT,SALESRPG", 
YY,DFUSAVED 

If you want to use previously saved specifications, modify 
it, but then leave the original specifications in their unchanged 
form, the NY parameter in Figure 34 should be YN. The 
library name parameter specifies the DFU specifications to 
use. For example: 

INQUIRY ITEMAST,ITMASTF2,ITEMRPG", 
YN,DFUKEPT 

Note: The format description you name in the command 
statement must not exist if you specify the use of previous
ly saved DFU specifications. 
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CONVERTING DFU SPECIFICATIONS TO A FORMAT 
DESCRIPTION 

When the DFU specifications have been diagnosed andfQund 
to be error-free, DFU converts them to a format description. 
The format description consists of records that are saved as 
a load member in the library. The format description is 
used to control the job run. Once it is created and saved, 
the format description can be used over and over again. 
This means that the setup step need only be done once to 
create the format description. 

The format description can be built for one DFU job (for 
example, creating a data file), then used for another 
DFU job (for example, listing the same data file). Once the 
format description is created and saved, it is interchangeable 
between the various DFU job types. 

Note: If you want to remove a format description from the 
library, use the REMOVE command statement. If you want 
to copy a format description to diskette, use the FROMLlBR 
command statement. These command statements are ex
plained in IBM System/32 System Control Programming 
Reference Manual, GC21-7593~ 



DFU may also be used to process source and procedure 
members in addition to data file processing. A procedure 
member is a collection of related oei.. (operational control 
language) or Oel and data statements stored in the library. 
A source member is also stored in the library; however, it 
is a collection of records used as input for a program, as 
opposed to input data contained in a data file. 

The records in a source or procedure member have no record 
keys associated with them. When a Source or procedure 
member is created, DFU allocates a temporary disk file. As 
the records are keyed, D F U assigns a 5-d igit statement number 
to each statement. The statement number is similar to the 
record key assigned in a data file. The first statement num
ber starts with 00010 and is incremented by 10 for each 
following statement. After all records have been keyed, the 
temporary file is converted to a library member. At this 
time, the statement numbers are removed and the statements 
are stored in the library as a sequential file. 

When source or procedure members are updated, DFU 
again allocates a temporary file and assigns numbers to each 
statement in increments of 10. The first statement is 
numbered 00010, the second is 00020, etc. This allows up 
to nine new statements to be added between two previously 
keyed statements. The size of a source or procedure mem
ber being updated is therefore restricted to 9999 statements. 
When the member has been updated, the updated version 
in the temporary file replaces the member in the library. 
The member's statements will be in statement number 
sequence; however, the statement numbers will be dropped. 

Chapter 11. Source and Procedure Members 

Note: Statements deleted'during' the update will not be 
written into the library member. 

Displaying a source or procedure member is similar to main
taining one, except the specified member is not rewritten to 
the library when processing is completed. 

Using the list function of DFU, only a sequential listing of 
a source or procedure member can be obtained; no sorting 
is allowed. You can request in the setup step that DFU print 
a key for each statement listed by responding yes to the 
prompt 

SHOULD RECORD KEYS BE PRINTED? 
In this case, the first field listed for each statement will be a 
key;thelist function will generate this key (starting with 
00010 and incrementing by 10 for each successive statement). 
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The following illustrates how DFU handles source or pro
cedure members: 

Temporary File 
Created 

00010 II MEMBER PROGRAM1-# DFUMSG1 
00020 II MEMBER USER1-#DFUMSG1 
00030 II RUN 
000401lDFUNAME 
00050 II END 

Updated 

00010 II MEMBER PROGRAM1-#DFUMSG1 
00020 II MEMBER USER1-#DFUMSG1 
00021 II LOAD #DFUSD 
00022 II FILE NAME 
00030 II RUN 
00040 II DFU NAME 
00050 II END 

Note: #DFURPG is an RPG II source member provided 
with DFU that you can use to set up a DFU job to create a 
source or procedure member. #DFURPG is described in 
Appendix C. 
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Library 

II MEMBER PROGRAM1-#DFUMSG1 
II MEMBER USER1-#DFUMSG1 
II RUN 
II DFUNAME 
II END 

II MEMBER PROGRAM1-#DFUMSG1 
II MEMBER USER1-#DFUMSG1 
II LOAD #DFUSD 
II FILE NAMI= 
II RUN 
II DFU NAME 
II END 



COMMAND STATEMENTS 

The command statements used to set up and process source 
or procedure members are similar to those used with data 
files. The primary difference between the command state
ments is that for source or procedure members, the file type 
parameter is required (otherwise, a data file is assumed). 

Figure 35 lists the command statements for processing 
source and procedure members. 

Refer to Appendix A, Setup and Run Command Statements, 
if you need an explanation of the command statement 
parameters. 

DFU Setup Command Statements 

lENTER } 
UPDATE 
INQUIRY 

GO 

filename,format description name,RPG II source member name, number ofrecords,{:}, ~~ 
NN 

GO 

LIST filename,format description name,RPG II source member name .. {:}, ~~ ,library name 

DFU Run Command Statements 

1 ~~~!~E} filename,format description name"number of records, {Sp} 
INQUIRY 

LIST filename,format description name", {:} 

NN 

Figure 35. DFU Setup and Run Command Statements for Processing Source and Procedure Members 

,library name 
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Figure 36 shows the formats of the ENTE R, UPDATE, 
INQUI RY, and LIST coml)1and statements for setting up 
and running DFU jobs. These command statements can be 
keyed in one of the following ways: 

• Key the command statement and suPpJy all of the 
required parameters according to the coding rules in 
Appendix B. For example, you can key: 

ENTER SALESORD,ORDERFMT,SALESRPG, 
450,D,NY,SALESDFU 

or 
ENTER SALESORD,ORDERFMT,SALESRPG, 
450"NY,SALESDFU (since the default value for the 
fifth parameter is D if you omit it) 

The shaded parameters in Figure 36 are prompted for 
if you omit them. These parameters are: 

Filename 
Format description name 
RPG II source member name 
Number of records 

[
SORT ] 
NOSORT 

Therefore, you.can key the previous command statement 
example as: 

ENTER ""D,NY,SALESDFU 

Then have DFU prompt you for the omitted parameters. 

Appendix A. Setup and Run Command Statements 

• Key the initial word of the command statement (ENTE R, 
UPDATE, INQUIRY, or LIST), then have DFU prompt 
you for the remaining parameters. 

DFU does not prompt for the following parameters: 

[library name] 

[master file name] 

Figure 37 lists and explains all command statement 

parameters. 
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Use Command Statement Format 

Build a format description to 
create a data file, source 
member, or procedure member. 

Create a data file, source member, 
or procedure member using an 
existing format description. 

Build a format description to 
update a data file, source 
member, or procedure member. 

Update a data file, source 
member, or procedure member 
using an existing format 
description. 

Figure 36 (Part 1 of 2). DFU Command Statements 
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GO 
YY 
YN 
NY 
NN 

GO 
YY 
YN 
NY 
NN 

[,Iibrary name] 

[,library name] 

Examples 

ENTER SALESORD, 
OR DE R F MT ,SALESRPG,450, 
D,NY,SALESDFU 

ENTER SALESORD, 
ORDERFMT,,50 

UPDATE SALESORD, 
ORDRFMT1,SALESRPG" 
D,GO,SALESDFU 

UPDATE SALESORD, 
ORDRFMT1 



Use Command Statement Format Examples 

Build a format description 
to display a data file, source 
member, or procedure member. 

Display a data file, source 
member, or procedure member 
using an existing format 
description. 

Build a format description to 
print a report. 

Print a report using an existing 
format description. 

GO 
YY 
YN 
NY 
NN 

INQUIRY 

YY 
YN 
NY 
NN 

Figure 36 (Part 2 of 2). DFU Command Statements 

[,library name] 

,[library name] [,master file name] 

II' [,master file name] 

INQUI RY ITEMAST, 
ITMASTF2, ITEM RPG"D 

INQUI RY ITEMAST, 
ITMASTF2 

LIST SALESORD,SALESLsT, 
SALESRPG,SORT,O,NY, 
SALSLST1 

LIST SALESORD,SALESLST" 
SORT 
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Parameter 

filename 

format 

Explanation 

Specifies the name of the file being created: 
updated, displayed, or listed. The name 
must not be more than eight characters in 
length and must start with an alphabetic 
character (A through Z, #, $, or @). For 
ENTER, it must not be an existing name. 
However, for UPDATE, INQUI RY, or LIST, 
it must be an existing name. The filename 
parameter is required. If omitted, a prompt 
is issued for it. 

Specifies either (1) the name of the format 
description description that DFU will build and save as 
name a load member in the system library or (2) 

the name of an existing format description. 
The name must be eight characters or less 
and must begin with an alphabetic character. 
Since the format description is saved and 
given the name you specify, you need only 
remember this name in order to skip the 
setup step the next time the job is run. 

Notes: if you do not want to save the for
mat description for a later run, omit this 
parameter. DFU will then build the format 
description in a system load member called, 
#DFUOBJ. DFU will remove the format 
description from the system library after 
you run the job. 

The format description must not already 
exist if you intend to save or use existing 
DFU ;pecifications (use the GO, YY, YN, 
or NY and library name parameters). 

Figure 37 (Part 1 of 4). DFU Command Statement Parameter 
Explanations 
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Parameter 

RPG II 
source 
member 
name 

number of 
records 

[
SORT ] 
NOSORT 

~J 

Explanation 

Specifies the name of the RPG n source 
member in the system library. The name 
must be eight characters or less and must 

. begin with an alphabetic character. 

Note: For the LIST command statement, 
this is the name of the RPG II source mem
ber that describes the list file. 

Specifies the maximum number of r,ecords 
you will enter in the fi,le. This parameter is 
not required for the UPDATE or, I NQUI RY 
command statements, unless a source or 
procedure member with more than 500 
statements will be processed. 

Indicates whether or not the data file should. 
be sorted before it is listed. SORT indicates 
that a sorted report shou Id be created; 
NOSORT indicates that a sorted report is not 
desired. This parameter is valid only for 
data files. 

I ndicates the type of file being created, 
maintained, displayed, or listed,where: 

S 
P 
D 

Source member in the library 
Procedure member in the library 
Data file 

This parameter is optional. If it is omitted, 
DFU assumes that a data file will be processed. 

Figure 37 (Part 2 of 4). DFU Command Statement Parameter 
Explanations 



Parameter 

~~] 
Explanation 

This parameter allows you to: 

1. Save DFU specifications in a source 
member for future use before DFU 
creates a format description from it. 

2. Either modify or use without modifi
cation a DFU specification that has 
been previously saved in a source 
member. This enables you to skip 
the prompting sequence in the job 
setup step. 

I n order to use this parameter, you must 
supply a nonexisting format description 
name in the command statement. 

If you omit this parameter or if you have 
DFU prompt you for the parameters, DFU 
assumes the NN parameter. 

The parameters have the following meanings: 

GO - The DFU specifications (as specified 
by the library name parameter) that were 
saved as a source member from a previous 
run are used as input for this run. The 
prompting sequence of the DFU setup step 
wil.l be skipped. You cannot update these 
DFU specifications before the format descrip
tion is built. 

YY - The DFU specifications (as specified 
by the library name parameter) that were 
saved as a source member from a previous 
run are used as input for this run. The 
prompting sequence of the DFU setup step 
will be skipped. You can update these DFU 
specifications and the resulting DFU specifi
cations are saved (under library name) before 
the format description is built. 

Figure 37 (Part 3 of 4). DFU Command Statement Parameter 
Explanations 

Parameter Explanation 

YN - The DFU specifications (as specified 
by the library name parameter) that were 
saved as a source member from a previous 
run are used as input for this run. The 
prompting sequence of the DFU setup step 
will be skipped. You can update these DFU 
specifications before the format description 
is built. However, the resulting DFU specifi
cations are not saved. The DFU specifica
tions used as input for this run remain 
unchanged. 

NY - The DFU specifications (as specified 
by the library name parameter) do not 
currently exist in the library. The DFU 
specifications are created from your responses 
to a series of prompts and are saved as a 
source member and given the library name 
before the format description is built. 

NN - The DFU specifications are created 
from your responses to a series of prompts 
and are not saved. 

library name Specifies the name of the source member 
in which to save DFU specifications or the 
name of an existing source member in 
which DFU specifications have been 
previously saved. The name must not be 
more than eight characters in length and 
must begin with an alphabetic character 
(A through Z, #, $, or @). This para
meter is required if the DFU specifica
tions processing parameter is GO, YY, 
YN, or NY. 

master file 
name 

Note: In order to use this parameter, you 
must supply a nonexisting format descrip
tion name in the command statement. 

Specifies the name of the indexed file that 
contains master file information for the list 
file. If you omit this parameter, DFU 
assumes that there is no master fi Ie to 
process. 

Figure 37 (Part 4 of 4). DFU Command Statement Parameter 
Explanations 
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\. 
Parameter Parameter Parameter Parameter Parameter Parameter Parameter Parameter 

Command 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

ENTER Filename DFU RPG II Number Filetype DFU Library 
format source of source nam .. 
name name records processing 

UPDATE Filename DFU RPG II Number Filetype DFU Libary 
format source of source narne 
name name records processing 

INQUIRY Filename DFU • RPG II Number Filetype DFU Library 
format source of source name 
name name records processing 

LIST Filename DFU RPG II SORT/ Filetype DFU Libary Master 
format source NOSORT source name file 
name name processing name 

SORT Input Source Output Number 
filename member filename of 

name records 

Figure 38. Command Statement Parameters 
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SYMBOLS 

The symbols [ ] and { } are used in this publication to define 
command statement parameters. They are only used to in
dicate how a command statement may be written, and are 
not keyed as a part of the statement. 

Brackets [ ] are used to identify optional parameters, while 
braces { } identify mandatory parameters. If a parameter 
within the brackets or braces is underlined, DFU 
assumes that parameter if none of the options are chosen. 

Example: 

l~~~!~E~---[~J 
lENTER ! In this example, the parameter is required; one 
UPDATE 

of the two identified must be entered as indicated by the 
braces. The [format description] and [rpgname] parameters 
need not be entered, as they are optional parameters. Filetype 

[~J presents ano~her situation. The parameter is optional 

as indicated lW, the brackets; however, if the parameter is 
used, one of the three specified letters must be entered. The 
underlined D indicates that if none of the options is chosen, 
DFU assumes D. . 

Appendix B~ Coding Rules 

GENERAL CODING RULES 

The following general coding rules must be followed: 

• Leave one or more blanks between the end of the function 
name an~ the first parameter. 

• If you need more than one parameter, use a comma to 
separate them. No blanks are allowed within or between 
parameters. 

• Write the parameters in the order they are. shown in this 
manual. 

• Commas are used in place of parameters not entered: 

UPDATE filename"rpgname 

In this case, the format description name was not specified. 
However, comJllas are not used to replace omitted param
eters at the end of a command statement: 

UPDATE filename,format description 
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#DFURPG is a source member supplied with DFU that can 
be used to help you create the following: 

• RPG II source members 

• Sort sequence specifications to be used as input to the 
sort function (described in Appendix D) 

• Procedure members 

#DFURPG cont"ins RPG " file description and input 
specifications that descri be the records in each of the 
above three items. The following example shows the file. 
and input specifications of #DFURPG. 

01002 FN DFURPG I P 1020 1020 
I * RECORD TYPE 010 IS USED TO ENTER SOURCE MEMBERS IN 

02010 UDFURPG 010 6NC 
0202 I OR 7 c* 
0203 I ], 5 XXXX5 
0204 I 6 ],0 XXX],O 
0205 I ],], ],5 XXX1,5 
0206 I ],6 20 XXX20 
0207 I 2], 25 XXX25 
0208 I 26 30 XXX30 
0209 I 3], 35 XXX35 
02],0 I 36 40 XXX40 
02],], I 4], 45 XXX45 
02],2 I 46 50 XXX50 
02:1.3 I 5], 55 XXX55 
02104 I 56 60 XXX60 
02:1.5 I 6], 65 XXX65 
02],6 I 66 70 XXX70 
02],7 I 7], 75 XXX75 
02:1.8 I 76 80 XXX80 
02],9 I 8], ],00 XX:1.00 
0220 I ],0], ],20 XX],20 

1* RECORD TYPE 02 IS USED TO ENTER PROCEDURE MEMBERS 
030], I 02 I C/ 2 C/ 
0302 I OR I c* 
0303 I ], 40 FRS.T40 
0304 I 4], 80 SECD40 
0305 I 8], ],20 THRD40 

THE LIBRARY 

IN THE LIBRARY 

1* RECORD TYPE 03 IS USED TO ENTER SORT SPECIFICATIONS IN THE LI BRARY 
1* THIS RECORD TYPE CAN ALSO BE USED TO ENTER SOURCE MF.MBERS 

0],0], I 03 6NC 
0],02 I OR 7 c* 
0:1.03 I ], ],6 FRST]'6 
0],04 I ],7 32 SECD]'6 
0:1.05 I 33 40 THRD08 
0:1.06 I 410 80 COMMNT 

Appendix C. #DFURPG 
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DFU allows you to use the sort function (described in IBM 
System/32 Utilities Program Product Reference Manual
Sort, SC21-7633) by keying a SORT command statement. 

The SORT command statement is: 

SORT input filename,source member name, 
output fi lename, number of records 

input filename is the name of an existing data file to be 
sorted. This filename must not be more than eight charac
ters in length, and must start with an alphabetic character. 

source member name is the name of the source member 
containing the sequence specifications. (See IBM System/32 
Utilities Program Product Reference Manual-Sort, SC21-
7633, for a description of the sequence specifications.) 
The source member name must not be more than eight 
characters in length and must start with an alphabetic 
character. If the source member does not exist, the DFU 
ENTER procedure is called to allow you to create the 
sequence specifications. 

output filename is the name of the file that will contain 
the sorted data. This must not be an existing filename. The 
filename must not be more than eight characters in 
length, and must star.t with an alphabetic character. 

Note: By using the SORT command statement, you can
not replace an existing file with the sort output file; 
however, you can do this by executing sort through your 
own OCl statements. 

number of records is the number of records the new output 
file will contain. 

The command statement can be keyed in its entirety, or 
the word SORT can be keyed, causing the following prompts; 

ENTER FI lENAME OF FI lE TO BE SORTED 

ENTER SORT SPECS SOURCE MEMBER NAME 

ENTER FI lENAME FOR SORT OUTPUT FI lE 

ENTER NUMBER OF RECORDS TO BE SORTED 

Appendix D. Sorting with DFU 

After the SORT command statement has been entered, all 
the parameters are checked to ensure their accuracy. Miss
ing parameters will be prompted for, and a message will be 
displayed when errors are encountered. If the source mem
ber does not exist, the .DFU ENTER procedure is called to 
allow you to create a source member of sort sequence 
specifications. (#DFUSORT is a special format description 
supplied with DFU that can be used to create sequence 
specifications for sort.) The sequence specifications are 
stored under the source member name in the library. (IBM 
System/32 Utilities Program Product Reference Manual
Sort, SC21-7633, describes the meaning of each entry in 
the sequence specifications.) 

Example 

Suppose you have a data file named CASH containing a" 
your cash transactions for the past month. Each record in 
CASH is 50 characters long and contains the following in
formation: 

Position 

2-6 

7-14 

Field Description 

Record code: 
R-sales transactions 
P-credit transactions 

Customer number 

Date of transaction 

15-20 Invoice number 

21-26 

27-45 

Amount of transaction 

Reason for credit (only applicable on a 
credit transaction) 
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For a special report at the end of the month you require a 
data file that consists of only the sales transactions for the 
month. Within this data file the records must be in ascend
ing order according to the customer number. In addition, 
the transaction records for each different customer number 
must be in ascending order by the date of transaction. 

Your sequence specifications are stored in the source member 
CASHSPEC and your output file is named SALES1. You 
wish to sort approximately 200 records. You would key the 
following command statement: 

SORT CASH,CASHSPEC,SALES1 ,200 
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Appendix E. Calculating the Modulus 10 and Modulus 11 Self-Check Digits 

MODULUS 10 SELF-CHECK DIGIT 

To compute the modulus 10 self-check digit, do the follow
ing: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Multiply the units position and every alternate posi
tion of the base number by 2. 

Add the digits in the products to the digits in the base 
number that were not multiplied. 

Subtract the sum from the next higher number ending 
in zero (if the sum ends in zero, the self check digit 
will be zero). 

The difference is the self-check digit. 

For example: 

Base number 6 2 4 8 

Units position 6 2 8 
and every alter-
nate position 

Multiply 12 4 16 
by 2 

Digits not multi- 4 
plied 

Add 1+2+1+4+4+1+6 = 19 

Next higher num- 20 
ber ending in 0 

Subtract -19 

Self-check digit 

MODULUS 11 SELF-CHECK DIGIT 

To compute the modulus 11 self-check digit, do the follow
ing: 

1. 

2. 

Assign a weighting factor to each digit position of the 
base number. These factors are: 2,3,4, 5, 6, 7, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6, 7, 2, 3, ... starting with the units position of 
the number and progressing toward the high-order 
digit. For example, the base number 991246351 
would be assigned the weighting factors as follows: 

base number 9 9 2 4 635 

weighting factor 4 3 2 7 6 5 4 3 2 

<--------
Multiply each digit by its weighting factor. 

3. Add the products. 

4. Divide this sum by 11. 

5. Subtract the remainder from 11. 

The difference is the self-check digit. 

For example: 

Base number 3 7 3 9 

Weighting factors 6 5 4 3 2 

Multiply 6 15 28 9 18 

Add 6 +15 +28 + 9 + 18 = 76 

Divide 76/11 = 6 plus a remainder of 10 

Subtract 11-10= 1 

Self-check digit 

Note: If the remainder from step 4 is 0, the self-check digit 
is O. If the remainder is 1, the base number has no self
check digit; you must ensure that these base numbers are 
not used in the fields you define as self-check fields. 
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The following setup sheets and their examples are intended 
to aid you in performing the DFU setup step. The setup 
step can apply to creating a data file, maintaining a data 
file, displaying records from a data file, and printing 
reports from a data file. A sample of each sheet is provided 
in this appendix, along with blank copies that you can use 
to make additional copies. 

Appendix F. DFU setup Sheets 
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DFU ENTER/UPDATE SETUP SHEET 

Page.£. of L 

GO 
YY 

S YN 
P NY 
Q NN 

SOO , MSTNTRY (ENTER) MSTINV MSTNTRY, MSTF/J/ 

or filename format name RPG name # of reds type of specs DFU specs 

UPDATE file library name 

RECOR.DS PRINTED? @ NO DELETE CODE, POSITION J)) 85 

GENERATE KEYS? YES ® RECORD KEYS ALL NUMERIC? @ NO 

COLUMN HEADING FOR KEYS LT E M# _____________ COL SPACING 2. 

TITLE M 5 T L N Y_ F L~ E _-'=- 0 A D ________ _ 

o .LANY FIELDS FROM THIS RECORD TYPE? @ NO 
(Use a separate sheet for each record type.) 

RCD ADV RCD ADV AUTO Accumulate Self 
Field Name or ENTER Column Heading or ENTER DUP This Field? Check # 

R£D~D_ RA ® C72 ______________ . RA® G)N RA Y @ RA Y® 10 11 

LTDSC_ RA CD 1) E.. 5 cg...LP T LON _____ . @ E Y N RA Y N RA Y N 10 11 

VNDNR_@ E ----------------- RA E Y N RA Y N RA Y N 10 11 

~S T P.f._ RA ® ________________ RA® Y®RA G) N RA Y@ 10 11 

£STP~_ RA ® ________________ . RA® Y@RA G) N RA Y® 10 11 

QIX OH _@ E ---------------- RA E Y N RA Y N RA Y N 10 11 

QTXOQ_@ E ----------------~ RA E Y N RA Y N RA Y N 10 11 

QTYR£_@ E ----------------- RA E Y N RA Y N RA Y N 10 11 

~IlQMO_@ E ----------------- RA E Y N RA Y N RA Y N 10 11 

S R.Q.1:R_@ '= ---------------- RA E Y N RA Y N RA Y N 10 11 

Sfl..LMO_ RA ® --~ _____________ . RA® Y®RA ® N RA Y@ 10 11 

S!i~YR_ RA ® ~R -=- T 0 ~D.B r~ _______ RA® Y®RA G) N RA Y® 10 11 

D1:..k..~ T_@ E ----------------- RA E Y N RA Y N RA Y N 10 11 

------ RA E ----------------- RA E Y N RA Y N RA Y N 10 11 

------ RA E ----------------- RA E Y N RA Y N RA Y N 10 11 

Notes or special instructions: 
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DFU INQUI RY SETUP SHEET 

Programmer __ c.lc=...;:;.o.:..:.A.;...:.n---.:;5.=-.:....:..m.:..;./..;...+..;;..,:h'--___ _ 

INQUIRY MS TIN V , 1/'10/ MSTFf)/ 
filename format name RPG name 

RECORD KEYS ALL NUMERIC? @ NO 

# of reds 

NN 
GO 

D NY 
S YN 
P YY 

type of 
file 

spees DFU-specs 

library name 

COLUMN HEADING FOR KEYS L T E M_# _________ _ COL SPACING ___..3_ 
TITLE LN Q 111. R X~ ________________ _ 

Q1-ANY FIELDS FROM THIS RECORD TYPE? @ NO 
(Use a separate sheet for each record type.) 

RCD ADV 
Field Name or ENTER Column Heading 

.L T D S-'-_ RA® DES ~ R Lf... T L 0 N--"- ____ _ 

QIXOH_ @ E 

~$LPC_ @ E 

!:::..S TP C_ @ E 

------ RA® 

------ RA E 

------ RA E 

------ RA E 

------ RA E 

------ RA E 

------ RA E 

------ RA E 

------ RA E 

------ RA E 

------ RA E 

PRINT REC 

Page.LofL 

Notes or special instructions: When INO/;s executecl all /nzui,.ie$ s/,OlJ./e/ be ,ri/lfecl bJ 

IJre55inq ICMDllpRINT ~ECI. 
r J 
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DFU LIST SETUP SHEET 

Programmer JoIJl1 Sm/IA Page 1- of ..:L 

GO 
YY 

S YN 
SORT P NY 

I NOSORTI D NN 
LIST MSTINV, INVLI , MSTF121 INVLIB 

filename format name RPG name sort type of specs DFU specs master file name 
file library name 

SUMMARY LIST? @ NO DETAIL RECORDS LISTED? @ NO 

RECORD KEYS PRINTED? @ NO RECORD KEYS ALL NUMERIC? @ NO 

COLUMN HEADING FOR KEYS II £ M# ____________ COL SPACING _2 _ 

TITLE S PEe Lfl-'=-________________ _ 

JLLANY FIELDS FROM THIS RECORD TYPE? @ NO ALL 

Field Name, 
*Result, RCD ADV 

Lgth. Dec (6.2) or ENTER Column Heading 

~ T DS.f._ RA~ DESCR ___________ 

.£SLP.£_ RAe§) ~~SL ____________ 

QTYOH_ @ E -----------------

~O~L.:.._~_ RA E VflLUE ------------------

QT:{OO_ RA E -----------------

SAQXR,_ RA E QTY-YR -----------------

SllkYR_ RA E f,SIl.b.€.S-=-YR _______ 

.8_L.:.._£_ RA E RVG_SRb£ ________ 

------ RA E ----------------

------ RA E -----------------

Use These Lines to Code Factors and Operations for *Result Fields; 
For Example, OTYOH, OTYOO, ADD, LSTPC, MUL T, SAL YR, ADD. '* Press rite RESlJLT FIELD commQ"t/ Key. 

o LSTPC QTYO/tl MULT 
& 5f1L YR SRQYR DIV 

CONTROL FIELDS? 
NAMES 

SORT FILE? 
NAMES 

ASCENDING? 

SELECT RECORDS? 
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Y® 
Y® 

Y N Y N Y N 

(If yes, see coding sheet) IPRINT RECI 

RCD ADV 
or ENTER 

@ E~ 

@ E 

RA E 

RAe§) 

RA E 

@ E 

@ E 

@ E 

RA E 

RA E 

Y N 

IEOJ) INOSORTI 

Accumulate 
This Field? 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

0 N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

SORT 



DFU liST SETUP SHEET (continued) 

Programmer John Sm/fA Page 1:.-of .L 

IF SELECT RECORDS YES: 

EO 
NE 

IrN8R GT Factor2 0 N 
20900 

Factor 1 @ constant? Factor 2 
LT 
LE 

EO 

@ 
NE 

ITNBf( GT Factor2 0 N 
'10000 

OR Factor 1 GE constant? Factor 2 
LT 

@ 

EO 

@) 
NE 

SIlQY,R. GT Factor2 0 N 
10 

OR Factor 1 GE constant? Factor 2 
@ 

LE 

EO 
NE 

@ LSTPC GT Factor2 0 N 30000 
OR Factor 1 GE constant? Factor 2 

LT 
@ 

EO 
NE 

AND SIlQYR ® Factor 2 
Y ® QTYOH 

@) Factor 1 GE constant? Factor 2 
LT 
LE 

Notes or special instructions: 
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DFU 'LIST SETUP SHEET (continued) 

Programmer c/oJn c:5m;tJ... Page..:Lof1-

IF SELECT RECORDS YES: 

EO 
NE 

ITN8R GT Factor2 0 N 
1.2000 

Factor 1 @ constant? . Factor 2 
LT 
LE 

EO 

@ 
NE 

ITN8R GT Factor2 0 N 
13000 

OR Factor 1 GE constant? Factor 2 
LT 

@ 

EO 

@ 
NE 

SAOrl( GT Factor2 0 N 
10 

OR Factor 1 GE constant? Factor 2 

@ 
LE 

EO 

@ 
NE 

LSTPC GT Factor2 0 N 
35000 

OR Factor 1 GE constant? Factor 2 
@ 
LE 

EO 

@ 
NE 

QTHOH GT Factor2 0 N 1-
OR Factor 1 GE constant? Factor 2 

@ 
LE 

Notes or special instructions: 
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DFU ENTER/UPDATE SETUP SHEET 

Programmer __________ _ 

ENTER 
or 

UPDATE 
filename 

RECORDS PRINTED? 

format name RPG name 

YES NO 

# of reds 

S 
P 
.Q 

type of 
file 

GO 
YY 
YN 
NY 
NN 

specs 

DELETE CODE, POSITION 

DFU specs 

library name 

GENERATE KEYS? YES NO RECORD KEYS ALL NUMERIC? YES 

COLUMN HEADING FOR KEYS ----------------- COL SPACING __ 

TITLE _________________________ 

__ ANY FIELDS FROM THIS RECORD TYPE? YES NO 
(Use a separate sheet for each record type.) 

RCD ADV RCD ADV AUTO Accumulate 
Field Name or ENTER Column Heading or ENTER DUP This Field? 

------ RA E ------------_._--- RA E Y N RA Y N RA 

------ RA E ----------------- RA E Y N RA Y N RA 

------ RA E ------------_._--- RA E Y N RA Y N RA 

------ RA E ------------_._-- RA E Y N RA Y N RA 

------ RA E ----------------- RA E Y N RA Y N RA 

------ RA E ----------------- RA E Y N RA Y N RA 

------ RA E ----------------- RA E Y N RA Y N RA 

------ RA E ----------------- RA E Y N RA Y N RA 

------ RA E ----------------- RA E Y N RA Y N RA 

------ RA E ---------------- RA E Y N RA Y N RA 

------ RA E ----------------- RA E Y N RA Y N RA 

------ RA E ----------------- RA E Y N RA Y N RA 

------ RA E ----------------- RA E Y N RA Y N RA 

------ RA E ----------------- RA E Y N RA Y N RA 

------ RA E ----------------- RA E Y N RA Y N RA 

Notes or special instructions: 

Page_of_ 

NO 

Self 
Check # 

Y N 10 11 

Y N 10 11 

Y N 10 11 

Y N 10 11 

Y N 10 11 

Y N 10 11 

Y N 10 11 

Y N 10 11 

Y N 10 11 

Y N 10 11 

Y N 10 11 

Y N 10 11 

Y N 10 11 

Y N 10 11 

Y N 10 11 
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DFUINQUIRY SETUP SHEET 

Programmer ___________ _ 

INQUIRY 
filename format name RPG name 

RECORD KEYS ALL NUMERIC? YES NO 

# of reds 

D 
S 
P 

type of 
file 

COLUMN HEADING FOR KEYS _______________ _ 

TITLE ________________________ _ 

__ ANY FIELDS FROM THIS RECORD TYPE? YES NO 
(Use a separate sheet for each record type.) 

RCD ADV 

NN 
GO 
NY 
YN 
YY 

specs DFU specs 

library name 

COL SPACING __ _ 

Field Name or ENTER Column Heading 

------ RA E 

------ RA E 

------ RA E 

------ RA E 

---------- RA E 

------ RA E 

------ RA E 

------ RA E 

------ RA E 

------ RA E 

------ RA E 

------- RA E 

------ RA E 

------ RA E 

------ RA E 

PRINT REC 

Page_of_ 

Notes or special instructions: _______________________________ _ 
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DFU LIST SETUP SHEET 

Programmer ___________ _ 

LIST 
filename format name RPG name 

SORT 
NOSORT 

sort 

S 
P 
o 

type of 
file 

GO 
YY 
YN 
NY 
NN 

specs DFU specs 

library name 

Page_of_ 

master file name 

SUMMARY LIST? YES NO 

RECORD KEYS PRINTED? YES NO 

DETAIL RECORDS LISTED? 

RECORD KEYS ALL NUMERIC? 

YES NO 

YES NO 

COLUMN HEADING FOR KEYS _________________ _ 

TITLE ________________________ _ 

__ ANY FIELDS FROM THIS RECORD TYPE? YES NO ALL 

Field Name, 
*Result, RCD ADV 

Lgth. Dec (6.2) or ENTER Column Heading 

------ RA E ------------------

------ RA E -----------------

------ RA E ------------------

------ RA E ------------------

------ RA E ------------------

------ RA E ------------------

------ RA E -----------------

------ RA E ------------------

------- RA E ------------------

------ RA E ------------------

Use These Lines to Code Factors and Operations for * Result Fields; 
For Example, OTYQH, OTYOO, ADD, LSTPC, MUL T, SAL YR, ADD. 

CONTROL FIELDS? 
NAMES 

SORT FILE? 
NAMES 

ASCENDING? 

SELECT RECORDS? 

Y N 

Y N 

Y 

Y 

N 

N 

Y N Y 

(If yes, see coding sheet) 

N Y N 

PRINT REC 

COL SPACING __ 

Y 

EOJ 

RCD ADV 
or ENTER 

RA E 

RA E 

RA E 

RA E 

RA E 

RA E 

RA E 

RA E 

RA E 

RA E 

N 

NOSORT 

Accumulate 
This Field? 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

Y N 

SORT 
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DFU LIST SETUP SHEET (continued) 

Programmer Page_of_ 

IF SELECT RECORDS YES: 

EO 
NE 
GT Factor 2 

Y N 
Factor 1 GE constant? Factor 2 

LT 
LE 

EO 
NE 

AND GT Factor 2 
Y N 

OR Factor 1 GE constant? Factor 2 
LT 
LE 

EO 
NE 

AND GT Factor 2 
Y N 

OR Factor 1 GE constant? Factor 2 
LT 
LE 

EO 
NE 

AND GT Factor 2 
Y N 

OR Factor 1 GE constant? Factor 2 
LT 
LE 

EO 
NE 

AND GT Factor 2 
Y N 

OR Factor 1 GE constant? Factor 2 
LT 
LE 

Notes or special instructions: 
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This appendix describes printed DFU programmer messages. 
These messages and the,ir associated message identification 
codes are printed when errors are detected in RPG II 
specifications. For a description of DFU operator error 
messages, see the IBM System/32 Displayed Messages Guide, 
GC21-7704. 

DFU-0100 RECORD lENGTH NOT NUMERIC 

An error exists in the RPG II file description specification. 
The record length specified in the RPG II file description 
specification (columns 24 through 27) must be numeric. 

DFU-0101 KEY START OR lENGTH NOT VALID 
NUMERIC 

An error exists in the RPG II file description specification. 
The record key length (columns 29 and 30) or record key 
start (columns 35 through 38) specified in the RPG II file 
description specification must be numeric and greater than 
zero when processing a data file with the enter, update, or 
inquiry functions.-This is also true for the list function if 
record key length and record key start are specified. 

DFU-0123 INVALID FIELD NAME 

An invalid field name was specified. 

If the message is issued while you are entering DFU 
specifications from the keyboard, a field name is invalid. 
Correct the field name. 

If the message is issued while DFU specifications are being 
diagnosed, a field name is either invalid or undefined. The 
specification in error is displayed on line 4 of the display 
screen. Do one of the following: 

- Key the correct field name. 
- Delete the specification by pressing the DELETE 

command key. 
Cancel the job by pressing the EOJ (end of job) 
command key. 

Appendix G. DFU Programmer Messages 

If RPG II specifications are being diagnosed, this message 
indicates an input specification contains an invalid field 
name. No operator action is required. 

Note: The first character of a field name must be 
alphabetic (A through Z, @, #, or $), and the field name 
cannot contain more than six characters. All characters 
after the first must be alphameric. 

DFU-0134 DUPLICATE RECORD 10 INDICATOR 

The RPG II specifications contain duplicate record ID 
indicators. 

DFU-0148 RECORD lENGTH TOO lONG -
COlS 24-27 

An error exists in the RPG II file description specification. 
The specified record length must be less than 121 for 
source and procedure members and less than 513 for data 
files. 

DFU-0150 FI lE ORG (COL 32) MUST BE 'I' FOR 
KEYS 

An error exists in the RPG II file description specification. 
Position 32 of the RPG II file description specification 
must contain an I for indexed data files. 

DFU-0151 INVAUD RECORD ID INDICATOR -
COlS 19-20 

An error exists in an RPG II input specification. A 
record identification indicator in positions 19 and 20 
of the RPG II input specifications must be present for each 
record type and must be a valid two-digit number. 
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DFU-0153 INVALID RPG II SPECIFICATION 
DETECTED 

An error exists in an RPG II specification. One of the 
following errors was detected: 

The first RPG II specification does not contain 
an F in column 6. 
The RPG II specification does not contain an I in 
column 6. 
DFU cannot determine whether an input specifica
tion is a record identifier or a field specification. 

DFU-0154 REC 10 POS GREATER THAN RECORD 
LENGTH 

An error exists in an RPG II specification. One of the 
record identification code positions (columns 21 through 
24, columns 28 through 31, or columns 35 through 38 of 
the RPG II input specifications) contains a value that is 
greater than the record length. 

DFU-0155 INVALID 'C/Z/D' ENTRY 

An error exists in an RPG II specification. Positions 26, 33, 
and 40 of the RPG II input specifications must be blank or 
contain C, Z, or D. 

DFU-0156 MORE THAN 8 RECORD 10 CODES 

An error exists in an RPG II input specification. DFU 
allows only eight record identification codes to identify 
a particular record type. These eight codes may be ANDed 
or ORed together in any combination. 

DFU-0158 INVALID PACKED FIELD ENTRY
COL 43 

An error exists in an RPG II input specification. Column 
43 of the RPG II input specifications must be blank for 
an alphameric field and must be blank or P for a numeric 
field. 

DFU-0159 FROM/TO NOT ALL NUMERIC
COLS 44-51 

An error exists in an RPG II input specification. The 
From/To entry in the RPG II input specifications is 
invalid because the positions specified are not both 
numeric. 
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DFU-0160 INVALID DECIMAL ENTRY - COL 52 

An error exists in an RPG II input specification. Decimal 
positions specified in column 52 of the RPG II input 
specification must be numeric and equal to or less than 
the field length. 

DFU-0165 KEY END POS GREATER THAN RECORD 
LENGTH 

An error exists in the RPG II file description specification; 
The end position of the specified key field is greater than 
the specified record length. 

DFU-0166 KEY FIELD TOO LONG - COLS 29-30 

An error exists in the RPG II file description specification. 
The key length (columns 29 and 30 in the RPG II file 
description specification) must be less than 30 positions 
for an unpacked key, and less than 9 positions for a p<;lcked 
key. 

DFU-0171 INVALID NOT (N) CONDITION 

An error exists in an RPG II input specification. Columns, 
25,32, and 39 must contain an N or be blank. 

DFU-0173 RECORD 10 POSITIONS NOT NUMERIC 

An error exists in an RPG II input specification. Columns 
21 through 24,28 through 31, and 35 through 38 in the 
RPG II record type specification must be numeric. 

DFU-0175 FROM/TO POSITION GREATER THAN 
REC LENGTH 

An error exists in an RPG II input specification, The 
field location in columns 44 through 51 of the RPG II 
file type specification is greater than the defined record 
length. 

DFU-0176 FROM LOCATION GREATER THAN TO 
LOCATION 

An error exists in an RPG II input specification. The 
From field location in columns 44 through 47 is not less 
than or equal to the To field in columns 48 through 51 of 
the RPG II field type specification. 



DFU-0177 NUMERIC FIELD LENGTH OVER 15 
POSITIONS 

An error exists in an RPG II input specification. A numeric 
field length is greater than 15 positions. The difference 
between the From and To field locations must not be 
greater than 15 for all numeric fields. 

DFU-0193 MISSING INPUT SPECIFICATIONS 

An error exists in the RPG II source member. The RPG II 
source member must contain input specifications. 

DFU-0257 FIELD ATTRIBUTES DO NOT MATCH 
MASTER KEY 

You were requested to enter the name of the field from 
your list file to be used as the record key field to retrieve 
corresponding master file records (ENTER FIELD NAME 
FOR MASTER FILE KEY). The name you specified, 
however, did not have the same attributes as the key field 
for the master file (the lengths were different). The job 
is canceled. 
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AppendixH. OCl Generated by DFU Commands 

When a DFU command is keyed, DFU generates, via 
procedures, the required Oel to process the job. Following 
is a list of the procedures used by D FU for the ENTE R, 
UPDATE, INQUIRY, LIST, and SORT commands. 

ENTER Command 

.' . ... 5725-UTl COPYRIGHT IBM CORP 1974 
ENTER FILiNAME,FORMAT,RPG~AME.~RECORDS,TYPE,DFUSPEC,LIBNAME 

II MEMdER PROGRAM1-~DFUMSGl 
II MEMBER USER1-#OFU~SG1 
II IFF 15'0'110 IFF 1511S IFF ?51/P UOFUTRM 0201 
II If ?511D IF OATAF1-?lR'0202'1 CDFUTRM 0203 
II IF 15115 IF SOURCE-11R'0202'? #DFUTKM Oi03 
II IF 151/P IF PRJC-?lR'020Z'1 #DFUTRM 0203 
1/ IF ?211 * 0261 
II IFF 12R'Olb2'?1 IfF ?2?/~OFUOdJ IFF LUAD-?2? #OFUMP E,?2?,13?,?51,?6?,?7? 
II ELSE IF 12'COFUU~J'?/~DFUOBJ #DFUMP E,1Z?,13?,15?,?6?,17? 
II IFF ?5?/0 IF DATAFI-DFUDATAF JElETE DFUOATAF,F1 
II 
II 
/1 
II 
II 
II 
II 

UDF0EU N,?1?,?2?,?4?,?5? 
IFF ?5?/0 UoFUOS ?1?,?5? 
IFF ?2?IUDFUOBJ RETURN 
LOAD SMAINT 
RUN 
DELETE NAME-UDFUOBJ,LIBRARY-O 
END 

UPDATE Command 

... .... UPDATE FIlENAME,FORMAT,RPGNAME,DREtOROS,TVPE,DFJSPEC,LIdNAME 
II MEMdER PRQGRAM1-~UFUMSGl 
II MEMBER USERI-UDFUMSGl 
II IFF 15'o'?/0 IFF ?5?/S IFF ?5?/P UDfUTRM 0201 
II IF 1~?/O IFF oATAFl-?lR'020a'? DOFUTRM 0209 
/1 IF 15?/S IFF SOURCE-?IK'020B'? UDFUTRM 0209 
II IF ?5?/P IFF PROC-11R'020S'? CDFUTRM 0209 
II IF 12?1 * 0261 
II IFF ?2R'0262'?1 IFF ?21IUDFUOdJ IFF LOAD-?Z? COFUMP E,?2?,?3?,?5?,?6?,?71 
II ELSE IF ?2'CoFU08J'?IUOFUOBJ COFUMP E,?2?,?3?,?5?,?61,?7? 
II IFF ?5?/0 UDFUSJ 111,?41,?51 
II 
/1 
/1 
II 
II 
II 
II 

#DfUEU 0,111,?2?,141,15? 
IFF 15110 #DFUOS 11?,?51 
IFF 121It:OFUOBJ RETURN ~ 
LOAD $MAINT 
RUN 
DELETE NAME-#OFU03J,lIBRARY-O 
END 
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INQUI RY Command 

* INQUIRY FILENAME,FORMAT,RPGNAME,#RECORDS,TVPE,OFUSPEC,LIBNAME 
II MEM8ER PROGRAM1-~OFUMSGl 
II MEMBER USER1-#DFUMSG1 
II IfF ?5'O'?/U IFF ?5?/S IFF 151/P ::DfUTR,'-1 0201 
II IF 15110 IFf OATAF1-?lR'OllO'? #DFUTRM 0209 
II IF ?5?/S IfF SOURCE-11R'0210'? ~OFUTRM 0209 
II IF ?5?/P IFF PROC-11R'0210'? ~OFUTRM 0209 
II IF ?2?1 * 0261 
II IFF ?ZR'026Z'?1 IFF ?2?I#DFUOdJ IFF LOAO-?21 #DfUMP I,12?,?3?,15?,?6?,?7? 
II ELSE IF 12'#OfUOBJ'?I#OFUObJ #DFUMP 1,12?,?3?,?5?,161,?11 
II IFF ?51/0 #DFUSO 11?,14?,?5? 
I I LOAD ::DFUI N 
II IF ?5?/0 fILE NAME-DFUOATAF,LABEL-?l?,R£TAIN-P 
II IFF ?5?ID FILE NAME-DFUDATAF,RETAIN-S 
II RUN 
II OFU NAME-?1?,TVPE-Q,FILE-?5?,JBJNAME-?2? 
II END 
II IFF ?2?1#0FUOBJ RETURN 
II LOAD £MAINT 
II RUN 
II DELETE NAME-#OFUOdJ,LIBRARY-O 
II END 

LIST Command 

¥ LIST FILE~AME,FJRMAT,~?&~AME,jJRT,TYPE,DFUSPEC,LIJNAMi,MASTER NAME 
II MEMdER PRuG~AMl-~UfUM5Gl . 
II MEMdE~ uStRl-~DfUMSGl 
II IFF 15'O'?/0 IFF ?5?/S IFF ?5?/P ~OFUTkM J201 
II IF ?5?10 IFF DATAFl-?lR'0211'? ~DFUT~M 0209 
II IF 15?/S IFF SOURCE-?IR'Olll'? ~OFUTRM 0209 
II IF ?5?/P IFf PRO(-?lR'Olll'1 #DFUTkM 0209 
II IFF ?4?1 IFF ?41INOSORT Iff ?4?/SORT #UFUTRM 0212 
II IFF ?5?/0 IF ?4?/50RT ~UFuTR~ 0212 
II IFF ?8?1 iFf JATAF1-?H? ~OFUT~M Ol90 
II IF ?2?1 * 0261 
II IFF ?2R'Ol6Z'?1 IFF ?Z?/~DFUOJJ IFF LUAO-?2? ~CFUMP L,?2?,?3?,?5?,?6?,?7?,?8? 
II [LSE IF 12'~OFUOaJ'?I#OFUOBJ ~UFUMP l,?l?,?3?,?5?,?6?,?7?,?d? 
II IF ?5?/O If ?4?/ * u273 
II IF ?5?/0 IFF ?4K'J214'?1 IFF ?~?INOSO~T IFF ?4?/SORT ~DFUTRM 0212 
II IF ?5?/0 IF OATAFI-DFUTAG OELtT£ OFJTAG,Fl 
II If ?5?/0 IF ?4'NOSORT'?/SG~T ~JFUSKT ?1?,?2? 
I I LOAD :~DFUl S 
II IF ?5?/D FILE ~AME-DFUDATAF,LAdEL-?l?,RtTAIN-P 
II IF DATAF1-OFUTAG FILE NAME-DFJTAG,RtTAIN-S 
II IFF ?8?1 FILE NAME-DFUMAST1,LA8EL-?3?,RETAIN-P 
II RUN 
II OFU NAME-?1?,TYPE-U,FILE-?5?,JBJNAM~-?2?,~ASTERl-18? 
II END 
II IFF ?2?/~DFJQBJ kETUkN 
II LOAD $MAli~T 

II RUN 
II DELETE NAME-~DFUGdJ,LIBRARY-O 
II END 
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SORT Command 

* SORT I~PUT-FILENAMEtSOURCE-FILf~AME,QUTPUT-FILENAME,U ~ECOROS 
II MfMilER ?ROGRAM1-tJFUMS~1 
II MfMtlE~ USERl-#DFUMSG1 
II IFF OATAFl-11k'0250'? ~JFUTRM 0209 
II IFF SOURlE-12R t 0251'? EI'HER ?2?,ODFUSORT,."S 
II * 0219 
I I LOAu ;:G5Ut< T 
II FILE NAME-INPJT,LABEL-?l? 
II IF DATAF1-?3R'Ol52'? UDFUTRM )254 
II FILE NAME-OUTPUTtLA8EL-?31.,RECOROS~?4R'U253'? 
II RUN 
I I SUURCE ?2? 

ADDITIONAL PROCEDURES USED BY THE COMMANDS 

#DFUMP 

.'. ,,' OOFJMP UTILITy,fURMAT,RPGNAME,TYPEtJFUSP~C,LI8NAME,MASTER NAM~ 
II IFf ?5'NNt?/~~ IFF 15?/YY IFf ?5?/Y,~ IFF ?~?/NY IFF ?5?/GQ UOFUTRM 
II IFf ?5?/N~ IF ?6?1 UDfUTkM J214 
II IF ?5?/Y~ IFF ~LJRCE-?6? ~OfJTRM 02U6 
II If ?5?/YY IfF SOUkCE-?o? ~OFJTRM 0206 
II IF ?5?/GU IFF 50JRCE-?6? ~JFUT~M 020b 
II If ?5?/NY IF ~OURCE-?b? #OFJTRM' 0214 
II IFF SOURCE-?3R'0215'? #JFJTKM 0216 
I I LOAJ ::OFUI'''IP 

0205 

II RUN 
II OFU UT I L -? 1 ?, F I l E- ?4? ,eA T L -? j? , L I bi~A ,'-1E-? b? ,RPG;'4A ME-?3? ,OoJ NAME-? 2?, MA S TtK.1-? 71 
II END 

#DFUDS 

.... ... #DFUOS FILENAME,TYPE 
II * 0218 
I I LOAD ::OFUO S 
1/ FILE NAME-OFUDATAF,RETAIN-S 
II RUN 
II DFU NAME-?1?,TYPE-O,FILE-?2? 
II END 
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#DFUSD 

* UOFUSO FILE~AME.UKECOROS.TYPE 
II * 0211 
II IF DATAF1-DFUDATAF DELETE DFUOATAf,Fl 
I I LOAD ~:DFUSU 
II FILE NAME-DFUDATAF,RETAIN-T,KECORDS-?l'5UO'? 
II RUN 
II DfU NAME-?1?,TYPE-N,FILi-?3? 
II END 

#DFUEU 

* #OFUEU STATUS,FILENAME,FORMAT,URECO~OS,TYPE 
I I LOAD ::OFUEU 
II FILE NAME-DFUDATAF, 
II IFF ?5?/0 IF ?1?/0 RETAIN-T 
II IFF ?5?/0 IF ?1?IN RETAI~-T,RcCOROS-?4'500'? 
II IF ?5?/0 IF ?l?/G LA8iL-?~?,RcTAIN-P 
II IF ?5?10 IF ?1?/~ lA8EL-?2?,RETAIN-P,RECOKDS-?4R'0201'? 
1,/ RUN 
II DFU NAME~?2?,TYPE-?1?,FILE-?5?,ObJNAME-?3? 
II END 

#DFUSRT 

... .... UOFuSRT FILENAME,FORMAT 
II * 0219 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 

LOAD ::DFUSB 
RUN 
DFU OBJI~AME -? 2? 
END 
LOAD ::G SOR T 
FILE NAME-INPUT,LABEL-?l? 
FILE NAME-OUTPUT,LABEL-DFUTAG,RETAIN-T,dLDC~S-lO 
RUN 
SOURCE ::OFUSR T 
LOAD $MAINT 
RUN 
DELETE NAME-UOf0~RT,LIBRAKY-S 
END 

#DFUTRM 

;:: ::uFUTRM MIC 
II * tOFU ?1?' 
II ::: ?1? 
II IFF ?1?1 CANCEL 
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alphabetic character: letters A through Z and special 
symbols #, $, and @-

auto dup indicator: The presence or absence of an A in 
position 34 of line 1 on the display screen identifying the 
status of the auto dup feature. 

automatic field duplication: A DFU feature that allows' 
one or more fields to be copied from one record to another. 

automatic key generation: A DFU feature of assigning 
5-digit keys to the records of a file. 

batch accumulator: An area on disk where' subtotals for a 
field are kept. 

command key: One of the top rows of data keys on the 
keyboard (numeric, -, =) when used in conjunction with 
the CMD function key. These keys allow functions that 
are not provided by the function keys defined for the 
system. The command key functions are identified by a 
template inserted directly above ~he keys. 

command statement: A statement that is used to request 
the performance of a particular function. It always con
tains the command name and may include parameters. 
Specifically, a command statement is a special form of the 
II INCLUDE OCl statement. A command statement 
evokes a procedure and can pass information to the pro
cedure via parameters included in the statement. The 
procedure named by the command name is evoked by the 
command statement. 

control field: A field within a record that identifies the 
record's relationship to other records (such as a part 
number in an inventory record). Control fields are com
pared from record to record to determine when certain 
operations are to be performed. 

constant: A data item that does not change during the 
execution of a program. 

cursor: A dash of light on the display screen that indicates 
where the next character wi II be entere~L 

data: A collection of facts, numbers, letters, and symbols 
that can be processed by a computer. 

delete code: Character that identifies an inactive record 
in a file. 

Glossary 

DFU attributes: A group of 40 character records, each 
record having 5 eight position fields, that.is created from 
the RPG II specifications when the DFU jobis being 
set up. 

DFU specifications: A group of 40 character records, each 
record having 5 eight-position fields, that is created from 
the responses to prompts when the DFU job is being 
set up. 

display screen: The screen on which the system displays 
data, messages, and other information for the operator. 

edit: To punctuate a field by suppressing zeros and insert
ing commas, decimal points, dollar signs,or other constant 
information. 

factor: A field name or constant used in a calculation 
operation. 

field: One or more adjacent record positions that contain 
related information. 

field accumulation: A DFU feature that enables one or 
more fields to be totaled during processing. 

file: An organized collection of related records. 

filename: The name associated with a file. 

format description: The end result of the setup step. It 
describes your file and exactly how you want DFU to 
process it. DFU creates it by combining informationfrom 
the DFU attributes and DFU specifications. It is stored 
in the library as a load member with the name you specify. 

function keys: Special keys on the keyboard used to 
request specific system functions. 

indexed file: A file in which the position of the records 
is recorded in a separate portion of the file called an index: 
The index contains a record key and disk address for ~ach 
record in the file. 

library: An area on the disk that contains procedure mem
bers, source members, load members, and subroutine 
members as well as areas required by the system control 
program. 
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library member: A named collection of statements or 
records in the library that can contain source statements, 
format descriptions, OCl statements, utility control 
statements, or executable instructions. 

list file: A data file from which information is extracted 
to print a report. 

load member: A collection of instructions, stored in the 
library, that the system can execute to perform a particular 
function whether the function is requested by the operator 
or specified in an OCl statement. 

master file key name: The name of the field in a list file 
. which is used to retrieve records from the master file. 

modulus 10 and 11: Formulas that you use to calculate a 
self-check digit for a self-check field and DFU uses to 
verify the self-check digit. 

null response: A response made by pressing the ENTE R 
key without keying any information. 

operation code: A description of how a field is to be used 
in a DFU job (as an accumulator, self-check field, or an 
auto dup field). The operation is specified in the prompt
ing sequence when defining the DFU job. 

parameter: The values specified in a command statement. 

procedure: A named collection of related OCl statements, 
and possibly, utility control statements. 

procedure member: A procedure stored in the library. 

prompt: A statement appearing on the display screen 
that aids the user by re~uesting a particular kind of 
response in order to continue processing. 

record: A collection of related data, treated as a unit. For 
example, one line of an invoice may form a record. A 
complete set of records may form a file. 

record identification indicator: A code placed in a record 
to identify a record type. 
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record key: (1) One or more characters within an item of 
data that are used to identify the data. (2) When running 
DFU, the record key is entered to obtain the record to be 
processed. When entering/updating records, either you or 
the 0 F U program can create the record key. 

record types: Records from one file that have different 
fields and/or format. 

related master file: A data file from which information is 
extracted, and combined with the information available in 
the list file, to print a report. 

result field: The name of a field in which the. outcome of 
arithmetic calculations are stored. 

right-justify: The placement of data in a field with the 
last significant digit in the rightmost position. 

RPG II source member: RPG II file description and input 
specifications that describe the file to be processed by DFli 

select field: A field which is tested for a condition to 
determine whether a record contains information that 
should be printed in a report. 

selection criteria: Conditions that must be met when deter
mining whether a record contains information that should 
be printed in a report. 

self-check field: Fields that consist of a base number and 
a check digit. DFU verifies a self-check field as you key it 
by calculating the check digit from the base number and 
comparing the result with the check digit you keyed. 

source member: A collection of records (such as RPG II 
specifications or sort sequence specifications) that are used 
as input for a program. Source members are stored in the 
library. 

total accumulator: An area on disk where final totals for 
a field are kept. 
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